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AWPStACf
The purpose of this study to to describe and analyze the nature
of the "togetherness* of Jewish people In three selected communities
In Louisiana.
The three communities chosen for study ere Clinton, where there
was at the turn of the century a substantial Jewish group which com
pletely disappeared fay 1910; Opelousas, wherein it appears that the
Jewish community is today in the process of disintegration and extinc
tion; and New Iberia, where exists what appears to be a well integrated,
well established, and growing Jewish community.
The material presented in this survey is based on interviews,
ease histories, life histories, demographies! analyses, and participant
observation*
The structure and function of the Jewish community are rooted in
developments which date back several thousand years and which stem di
rectly from the Jewish religious system and its various subsystems*
This religious system must be recognized and understood because it has
been responsible for creating a distinct Jewish personality and for dis
ciplining It for later behavior which was to set a stamp on all Jewish
behavior and result ultimately In the unique character of the Jewish
community of today*

This character seems to have been determined fay an

Interweaving of a substantial body of religious thought, customs, and
institutions slowly becoming solidified under pressures of conflict and
oppression and resulting In a strong bond of community, identity, and
solidarity,
,

viii

ix

Today in America the Jewish community appears to be In a period
of transition from the old forms of social organization, unique tradi
tions, and wall defined ideals that have been in force, with only in
significant changes, for many centuries, to a new way of life*

Many

Jewish leaders believe that this new way of life will prove detrimental
to Jewish eonsunal living*

In this study an effort is made to describe

and analyse these changes as they are operating in the selected commun
ities*
The principal findings of the study are as follows t
1*

The central core of the social system termed the Jewish com

munity Is the religion known as Judaism and the whole series of subsys
tems of common value-orlentations arising from this basic pattern*

2* la those communities where the religious institution has
become weakened may be found a corresponding weakening of the entire
community structure*
3.

The Jews in the small ocmnftmttiee observed in this study find

themselves wanting to live according to a Jewish cultural pattern but in
some cases without the eomnmnal structure to hold them together or to
give them the protection needed to live according to a culture which Is
distinctive*

Thus they remain strangers and their position Is one of

ambivalence*
A*

As the result of the above conditions, the Jewish communal

groups, in general, are slowly but surely oreatlug a Judaism that Is
inconspicuous and one which is surviving only as an innocuous concept
with few meanings or rights of Its own*
5*

The Jews in the small communities studied live out their

X

lives* on the surface at least* as other people do* but they never
quite approximate the normal* the ease* the security* and seldom are
they Imbued with the sense of vorthvhllene ss as members of other re~
llgiouo groups appear to be*

6. The facts gathered In this study indicate that in this
area* at least* the small Jewish group Is In the process of disappear
ing through assimilation.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
4*

Jfiarposm and Background of Study

The purpose of this investigation Is to haring Into focus a great
number and vide variety of data coneemlng the Jewish coMrannlty and the
activities of the members of such a o m m n l t y In relation to one another
and in relation to the general phenomenon of the larger society.

In

cluded in this study is an analysis of the history and the character of
Jewish communal life and the changes occurlng in Jewish eonnminal life*
In brief, this thesis approximates a ooelo-paychologlcal study of the
nature of the *togetherness11 of Jewish people in three selected commun
ities*
It seems necessary and important to undertake this study inasmuch
as it appears that today Judaism and the Jewish caBBmmlty ere probably
tbs least understood of all religions and religious groups*

While It

is true that much research and writing have been done in regard to the
Jewish situation, in general little of it has been directed within the
framework of sociology.

It is well known to the student of this subject

that the literature on the Jews is atxindantf however, an appraisal of

Howard V*
W. Odum, "Toward the
th< Dynamic Study of Jewish Culture,"
Social Forces*
Wees* XXIX
XXII (1951), P«
p* 450,
450

1

2

this material Indicates that there has been, until recently, very little
attempt to give an objective portrayal of Jewish life, Jewish culture,
or Jewish communal group activities*

Most material dealing with this

subject appears to be efforts toward bolstering some particularistic
theory or providing rationalisation for some plan far reform.^
this writing has been apologetic in nature*

At best

Such patriotism, however

devoted and well informed, does not exclude but rather Impels a clear
recognition and searching analysis of the situation*
in attempt is herewith made to present as objectively as possible
and within the scope and limitations of this undertaking the various
aspects of the human association called the Jewish community*

It la

hoped that this study will contribute some sociologically relevant facts
not only to the field in general but also to the nScience of Judaism*
which Ur* Harems defines as *the quest for an exact and substantial
knowledge of Judaism and of the relation of the Jews with all peoples
and cultures with which he has come In contact*"^
Thus it is that this project attempts to survey a unique conmrunity, unique for many reasons but particularly because it consists of
individuals who have been for two thousand years a minority group*^

the

%athan Glaser in discussing *What Sociology Knows About American
Jews," Conmantary (March 1950), p. 275, points out that the sociology of
Jews has been animated, and undoubtedly colored by specific preoccupations
and political moods, whether of alarm, apprehension, or satisfaction.
natit

^Jacob it. Marcus, The Else and Destiny of the Goman Jew (CinclnDepartment of Synagogue and School Extension, 1934), p* 227*

% • A # Shermerhora, These Ctyr People. (Bostons D. C* Heath & Co*,
1949), P* 5, gives the following definition of a minority group; "Minori
ties are sub-groups within a culture which are distinguishable from the
dominant group by reason of differences In physiognomy, language, customs,

3

The minority group here considered numbers five million in the United
States* scattered In tvery part of tho land from villages to metropol
itan center**
These individuals have recently come to the realisation that
although living in the United States has haroui$tt them freedom* rights*
and blessings beyond the hopes and dreams of their forefathers* it has
also resulted in widespread assimilation to every phass of the general
culture with the consequence that it has brought about a considerable
disintegration of Jewry* a dissolving of the bonds of faith and a depar
ture & e m the customs* ideals* and traditions of Jewish life*

this

process of assimilation has progressed from principle to principle with
out too serious concern to most Jews until it received a shock like that
which awakened the ancient Hebrew nation to full self-eonsciousneee in
the Maeoabean period*

The revival of brutal anti-Semitism in Western

Europe and of social anti-Semitism in several other areas reminded the
Jews* in many eases against their will* that whatever their assimilation*
other people still regarded them as strangers.

However* most Jews still

believe that the Jewish outlook remains something sublime* distinctive*
end worth preserving*

Be that as it may* they are finding today that

they are no longer members of any corporate society in which they may
find strength* inspiration* and sanctity*

Most of these Jews would like

/footnote continue^ or culture patterns (including any combination of
these factors)* Each sub-groups are regarded as inherently different
and *not belonging9 to the dominant group; for this reason they are
consciously or unconsciously excluded from full participation in the
life of the culture* Usually the exclusion is at least partly based on
historical reasons which differentiates the background of the sub-group
from that of the dominant group.0

to continue to live an Jews in thin country, to perpetuate and develop
their religious tradition*, culture, and general communal life*

How

ever, these same individuals are well aware that the present Diaspora
scene warrants little optimism for a mass return to Judaism on the part
of the growing number of apathetic, indifferent, and alienated Jews***
Despite the fact that for manjr generations sociological, political, and
psychological forces seemed to converge toward the extinction ef Judaism
and the Jewish community,^ they have remained, until recently, going
concerns*

there is a great divergence of opinion among students of this

problem, and especially among Jews themselves, as to the reasons for the
survival of Judaism in the past and as to the reasons for its present
condition which suggests real signs of disintegration*

The consensus

seems to be, however, that the answer to both questions Is to be foilad
in tbs nature of Jewish communal life*

Many Jews of America are particu

larly concerned with the question regarding the place of the Jewish group
in this country*

They vender whether they can survive as a distinct

group or whether they must fuse entirely with the total group*

If they

can survive they are debating which formula of survival is most compati
ble with the democratic principles of the United States and with the

®Trude (Weiss) Rosmarin, Jewish ffaryjval (Hew fork* The Philo
sophical Library, 1949)» P* 1®.
A
Carl M* Boeenquist and S. Thomas Friedman, ttJewish Population
Trends in the Halted States,0 Social Research. X7XII (1951), p* 31$, in
discussing the study made of the Jewish population in Germany from 1910
to 1939 by Hrlch Bosenthal state that Rosenthal’s conclusion was that
the Jews of Germany were on the way to extinction long before the be
ginning of the Hitler regime* It is interesting to note that a member of
the congregation in Lafayette, Louisiana, who migrated from Germany as a
refugee in 1937, concurred with Rosenthal’s conclusion*
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Incidents* one cannot quite escape the feeling that they may

local

mere

6

be parts of cm endless series of Incidents.

If one is to accept the

truism that la lavish history students turn a faithful mirror vhieh
reflects the features of Jewry* then interaction portrayed In the Jewish
community studies must be related to the total scene of Jewish life*

Therefore* while it may be said that the study and analysis of three
small Jewish ©cwmunitiee way appear overly simple, it is, nevertheless,
not too simple far the present purpose, which is to bring into focus,
ms mush ms possible, distinctive elements which way be responsible for
Jewish community changes, v
The three communities which have been chosen for study are
Clinton, Iouisiana, where there was at the turn of the century a sub
stantial Jewish group (as small town Jewish communities go) which com
pletely disappeared by 1910$ Opelousas, Louisiana, wherein it appears
that the Jewish community is today in the process of disintegration and
extinction; sad Hew Iberia, Louisiana, where may be found what appears
to be a well-integrated, well-established and growing Jewish community.
The material presented in this survey Is based on interviews,
ease histories, life histories, demographical analyses, and participant
observation*

Actually this project Is the result of many years of study,

reflection, observation, and experience In Jewish life.

The writer has

himself been an intimate part of the various types of Jewish community
life from the ghetto-life© community of eastern Europe to the practically
assimilated community of Lafayette, Louisiana.

Ha has resided in Hew

Iberia and taught some of the Jewish children of Opelousas their Sunday
school lessons.

As a member of the Hew Iberia congregation and an inti

mate friend of many of the Jews in Opelousas, he has been in an excellent

position to participate in the Jewish communal activities, as well m
to Observe the Jewish group* in the framework of the larger coRsiranities*
He has known personally w&&t of the Jewish families both in Hew Iberia
and Opelousas*

ft is, of course, veil known that such relationships

and such dose participation in community life can prove to be a twoedged sword in the process of social research*

Subjective factors

inevitably intrude and the coBomanity survey tends to be particularly
vulnerable in this regard,
the comments of individuals within the Jewish groups, as well as
of those in the general communities proved to be an important source of
information.

It la important to note that in most cases these individ

uals were well aware of the use to which their statements were to be
put*

ikaother valuable source of information has been the observations

made by leaders, both Jewish and non-Jevish, lay and religious*

Per

sonal life histories played an important role in helping the writer
isolate and evaluate the changes which have oeeujred in these communities
and the elements responsible for them*

The subjectivity of these docu

ments are recognised, but it la as value-judjments that they become
sociologically meaningful in this study#
Many records and documents pertaining to Jewish cosaaunal life
were examined while making this survey*

Some of these were minute books

of congregational meetings, membership lists of synagogue, and other
groups, cemeteries, newspapers, periodicals, and official records•
This thesis fulfills its objectives to the extent that it portrays
and analyses the structure of three selected Jewish communities in an
effort to determine the sociological and psychological bases for these

a

Qtinsnunltles, the nature of their institutions, behavior, attitudes,
interrelationships; their state of integration or disintegration— in
short, the character of their togetherness*

CHAPTER 11
A HISTORY OP THE JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES
Werner Sombart,^ the Goman scholar, makes a moat pertinent
observation regarding the part played by Jews in the history of America*

11That the Jens have taken a prominent share in American life in the pre
sent and in the past may be conceded; perhaps a more prominent share
than would at first sight appear,** he states in his discussion of the
foundation of the American colonies*

He points oat further that it was

due to the manifold trade activities of the Jews that the colonies were
able to maintain their existence and that it was "that Jewish influence
2
which made the United States just what they are— that is, American*1*
Another point of view regarding the nature of the contribution
made by the early Jews to America, which was held by many Christians in
the early part of the nineteenth century and set down by John Adams la
as fellows:
"They (the Jews) are the most glorious nation that ever Inhabited
this Earth*
of the Jews*

The Homans and their Empire were but a bauble in comparison
They have given religion to three-quarters of the globe

and have influenced the affairs of mankind more and more happily than

■kferner Sombart, £J& flyyg sad fMSSO. Capitalism (Glencoe, ELI.:
The Free Frees, 1951), p* 41*
2
Ibid** p. 43* It is doubtful whether the most ardent philoSemite will agree with Sombart in this observation*

10

any other nation ancient or modern."

3

The «xaet extent that Java nay have influenced the growth ami
development of the Waited State# cazrnot, of course, he measured, nor
is it possible to portray what they may have specifically contributed
to the American culture*

However, even a brief history of the Jews in

America can refleet not only Jewish personalities and Jewish activities
hut also their cultural environment, the development of Jewish communal
life and perhaps a glimpse of the destiny of these same Jews*
American Jewish history begins with the Exodus of 1492.^*

In

March of that year there occurred a major catastrophe in the lives of the
Jews of Spain*

Xt was known as the Edict of Expulsion*

Within a few

months the Jews of Spain were ordered to liquidate their affairs and to
dispose of their possessions*

On August 3 of that year the ships of the

exiles began their historic voyage which was ultimately to lead many of
their descendants to the newly discovered land*
It may well be said that the history of the Jews in America is
essentially the history of three distinct tides of migration*

Soon

after the new world was opened to European adventurers the Sephardio
group case, seme directly fTcsn Spain and Portugal, others by way of
Holland and still others by way of South American settlements*

The

^Qscar and Mary F* Maudlin, "Origins of Anti-Semitism in the \
Molted States, * an essay in gagfe
p & MimMtM&titeti* edited
by Arnold M. Bose (Hew forks Alfred A* Staff, 1951), p* 26*
ftoui* Flnkeletoin, (ed.), TfeS. iffiift* SSSi£ HlBtory. Palter*. sM.
Bsllgloa (Sew forks Harper and Brothers, 1949, 2 vols*), p* 313*
^Abraham Leon Saohar, £ History of the Jews (New forks
A* Knopf, 1940), p* 299*

Alfred
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first group m s very small end far about three hundred years the Jewish
element la America remained negligible.

At the turn of the nineteenth

century a large and steady German group began migrating to this country
and increased perceptibly after the reaction to the post-Waterloo era
and the failure of the liberal revolution of 1&4&*

&* i860 began the

great movement of the Polish, Russian and Roumanian group*

these Slavic

immigrants, who numbered more than two and one-half million by 1914,
completely sutaterged the other group and deeply influenced American
Jewish life*^
a.

y

Jewa jg t&e gsl.qpi&L ss£ M s R & M m m z £ggtofo

2h 1621 Elias Legardo, America's first known Jew, came to Virginia
n
911 the Abigail* Soon other settlers with Jewish names began to appear
on the records of the old dominion*

In 1624 a woman named Rebecca

Xsaache was a resident of Virginia.
In 1654 a group of twenty-three refugees from Pernambuco arrived
on the St* Catarina and settled in New Amsterdam*

&

Peter Stuyveeant, the

Governor of the colony, was at first reluctant to give the group per
mission to land*

Later he was ordered to do so by the Dutch East India
0
Company, several of whose important stockholders were Jews*

6Ibld.. p. 299.
m
Anita Llbman Lebanon, fUtsxten SaaBla (Rev Yorki
Brothers, 1950), PP* 62-63.

Harper and

% h e Hew fork Times (December 30, 1950) carried an article
announcing plans for a nation-wide observance in 1954 and 1955 of the
three hundredth anniversary of the settlement of Jews in the United
States*

9Sachar, 2E> cit.. p* 301.

The exact date of the arrival of Jews in Newport Is uncertain.
A study of the history of the frfesonic organisation indicates that "in
the Spring of 1650» Hodeeai Gsmpazraall, Moses Feckeko, tevi and others;
la all fifteen families arrived at Hewport from Holland*

they brought

with them the three first degrees of Masonry* and worked them in the
beds* of ©aapaanall, and continued to do so* they and their successors
to the year 1742#*^®
The Jews of Hewport organised a religious community* label Kadoeh,
end selected Meideei Oonpannall as its first head*
were conducted la his borne*

The first services

Hy February 1677 this Jewish communal group

bad purchased its first cemetery plot#1*
The first Jewish resident of Boston was named Sallcmon*

The

reason that his name happens to be recorded In history was due entirely
to a bit of poor Judgment on his part*
traveling on a Sunday In the year 1S68*

Bailsmen had the audacity to be
This was a serious offense in a

day when men warm sentenced to a month In prison if they missed church on
Sunday*

Saliemea** journey did not pass unnoticed and he was brought

before the Court in Xspvioh*

The record of that event describes Sallcmon

as a *Halata Jue#*

Thus it is that as far as it is known the first Jew
19
living la Hew England was of Negro descent*
The will of one Abraham Xsaoh of Hew fork was recorded in Charles
Town* South Carolina in 1710— the oldest Jewish will on record in South

10Lebeeon, g&* olt*» p* 64*
^ Ibid*. p* 65*
^Abroa 7* Goodman, African Overture? Jewigfo Rights jn Colonial
Tinea (Philadelphia * The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1747),
p7l5*

n

Carolina.*^

The name of Joseph Tobias (died 1761) is named on the list

of those who paid "quit-rent" in 1739 and who had been granted a "Jew
Certificate* of naturali»ation in 1741 in Charles fown*^

In 1762, David

divers appeared before a Justice of the Peace and swore on the Pentateuch
that he saw Joseph Tobias make his sister, Buna Be Leyon, the gift of a
slave hw deed* *

Although the Jews of South Carolina did not have the

right to vote or to hold office as the result of the election laws of
1721f they had many other important rights*

The Jews of that eommttnlty

were allowed to live openly as Jews and, in fact, to have a house of wor
ship, this in spite of the fact that by law unrestricted freedom to worship
was the right of Protestants only*
In 1750*

The Jewish synagogue was established

Other rights which the Jews of Charles T o m had were the rights

to become naturalised, the right to own property (including land and
slaves), to leave their property by will, and the right to appear as wit16
nesses by taking an oath on the Pentateuch*
£b 1744 in the "Journal of Treaty With Six Rations," drawn up at
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, mention is made of Jews recently arrived from
Hew York*

Xh 1747 two Jews named Simon and Henriques acquired the deed,

as trustees, to the Jewish Cemetery at Lancaster*

Joseph Simon was in

^^Charles Reznlkoff and Uriah Z. BSngelman, Tfts Jews of Charleston
(Philadelphias The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1950) , p. 7*
^Ibld.. p. 7.

15It was interesting to note that in Charleston today there are
several members of the congregation who are direct descendants of Joseph
Tobias*
l6Bsslnkeff and Eagelman,
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the sick of the new colony*^0
The great majority of Jews felt that the Revolutlemary Mar was in
a sens© their own.

They contributed heavily to it in men and material*

They fought as soldiers in the ranks and as officers*

The financial con

tribution to the American cause by Uyam {Solomon is a well-known fact#
The Revolution and the Declaration of Independence, the Constitu
tion and the M i l of Rights had special meaning for the Jews ©f that day;
they all implied a new social outlook for those who were searching for
religious and political freedom.
insistence on equality*

Jews were particularly vocal in their

Wherever disqualifying laws operated they worked

in behalf of their removal*

The Board of Delegates of American Israelites,

organized officially in 1359 was from the first an agency alert to every
infraction of rights of Jews, an avowed advocate of equality, and ah eager
guardian for maintaining the position and status of Jews in America and
abroad.21

b. lbsJEstlaS.s£ffejxmffisratePB
e

Estimates of the number of Jews in America have always been hap
hazard.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century It was estimated

that approximately three thousand Jews were in the United States*

I

1347 It was estimated that the number of Jews in the United States had
grown to fifty thousand#

Up to that point there was no hard and fast

distinction among the Jews on the basis of origin*

20Ibid.. p. 332
21Ibid.. p. 335

That particular
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distinction began to manifest itself only after the mass migration to
America on the part of the east European Jewe*

If any distinction at

all could be drawn at that time it was drawn between native Amorlean
Jews and those of foreign birth*

In the middle of the nineteenth cen

tury there did exist a psychological difference, very subtle perhaps,
in the ideas and attitudes of the native Jew which separated him from
the ideologies of the transplanted Jew*

Oftentimes and with some justi

fication from their point of view, newly arrived religious leaders called
attention to the fact that in their religious observance the native Jews
In each area partook of the color of the Christian ideology which was
geographically nearest them*
its

As one outstanding Jewish leader observed

"there were Episcopalian Jews in Hew fork, Quaker Jews in Philadel

phia, and Huguenot Jews in Charleston*n

About title time, too, a definite

rift was beginning to make itself felt between the defenders of Orthodoxy
and the newly formed group, known as Soform, which vats being accused as
deliberately seeking to set up in America a new religious system which
would be acceptable to Gentiles*

22

The break between the early settlers and the German Jew® appeared
to be inevitable*

The older Jewish settlers found the newcomers from

Germany quite different from themselves*

Feeling themselves part of the

country in language, manners and attitudes and conscious of the fact that
complete religious equality had been but recently gained, the SpanishPortuguese Jews were both inimical and apprehensive*
grants wore poor and spoke English with difficulty*

22IMA., p. 326.

The German immi
They were at the

19

aame time very ambitious to establish themselves quickly and thereby
gave the ing>ressien of being aggressive.

The old settlers forgot that

their own ancestors, a few generations back, had in all probability been
charged with similar faults*

On the other hand, the Ger&aa Jews felt

uncomfortable with the Sephardic ritual of the existing synagogue.

Had

the old eettiers accepted them socially, the complaints of the Qezmans
might mot have been so serious.

The result of these differences was that

the German Jews soon seceded completely from the organised congregations
of American Jewry and established congregations and communal groups of
23
their own.
Thus came about the first serious breach in the communal and
religious unity of the American Jewish population.
made it developed at a rapid pace*

Otace the breach was

It finally come to the point that

every group which came over from a different town or province of Europe
started its own congregation.

With every passing year, therefore, the

number of congregations in the larger cities multiplied.
It is conceivable that the religious breach between the old
settlers and the German immigrants was an important contributing factor
in the movement of the German Jews to the Southern and Western portions
of the United States.^
It is worthy of note that the staunch defender of orthodoxy and
the leader of its movement in America was Isaac leaser (18Q6-1&6&), who

2^Solomon Grayzel, 4 History of the Jpwp (Philadelphias
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1947), p. 620.

The

2% e e Werner Som'oart, o p . eit.. pp. 45-4^, who discusses in some
detail the movement and activities of Jews in the South, particularly in
Alabama, Kentucky, South Carolina and Texas.
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was b o m in Germany and who received hie education and training there#
He became a preacher, translator, and journalist in the field of Judaism,
It vae his conviction that all immigrants should drop their particular
national traits and join together as American Jews with an Americas!
ritual*

Hs believed that this American ritual should be the Sephardic

sines he considered it the most distinguished historically*

Many leaders

of Ansrleaa Jewry agreed with lesser in the desirability of all his plans
with the possible exception of his suggestion regarding the ritual#
few of Leaser's plans succeeded during his lifetime#

Very

It Is important to

note, however, that there was one follower of Leeserts who through her
program contributed much to the Jewish religious training of the future*
She was Sebeeea Grate, a member of the then famous Grate family of Phila
delphia#

She took as her model for Jewish religious education the type

given to the Protestant Children on Sundays#

She thus established a school

for Jewish children which vas to meet on Sunday morning#

This Sunday

School system vas decidedly better than no education at all, although it
was vastly different from the thorough Jewish education which had charac
terised Jewish life in the past and which was still dominant in various
25
parts of the world#
Lesser proved to be more a pedagogue than a preacher and spent much
time and effort with grammars and catechism? his translation of the Bible
into English remained a standard work until about 1930#

His journal, the

Oeeldsnt* which he edited for twenty-five years, became the organ for
those who believed in the vitality of Orthodox Judaism,2^

2%rayzel, aa# eit,. p. 626,
Sachar, £&# pit.* p. 308B.

The mass

21

immigration which vas soon to follow from Russia, Poland, and Romania
was composed almost exclusively of Orthodox Jews who were eager to link
themselves with Orthodox religious institutions as soon as they arrived*
By 1910 the number of Orthodox synagogues had increased to several thou
sand, with more than 000 in Slew fork alone*

There were, of eourse,

seheol and cultural organisations in proportion*
at first Imported from Russia and Poland*

Most of the rabbis were

It soon became clear, however,

that there was need for education in religious leadership in the Halted
States*

To meet this need the Jewish Theological Seminary was established

under the leadership of Solomon Sohecter.
Opposing Looser in his scheme of religious philosophy was a young
rabbi, Isaac Vise (1019-1900), who had migrated from Bohemia in 1046 and
who was the spearhead of the Before movement in America*

The social Im

plications of this dichotomy in Jewish life are most significant and per
sist to this day*
The Reform movement sought to transplant from Europe to America
the cultural phenomena involved in the Enlightenment movement*

It had a

vigorous, enthusiastic, and scholarly leadership among whom were such
outstanding American Jews as Wise, Lilieaihal, Adler, Feisenthal, and
Htrseh*

The leaders of this movement believed that in America orthodoxy

would eventually lose Jews to Judaism*

The reforms they proposed were

designed to shorten the services, to re-interpret seme of the outworn
beliefs, to lay aside "unmeaning forms as outworn garments*
Isaac M. Wise was the genius of this movement*

^Sachar, g&* clt*f p* 308*

He denied the
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central position of Palestin© in the future of world Jewry; he substituted
America in its place*

He rejected t&lmudic authority at the same time he
o<&
wished to create a new authority of rabbis.
Early In his American career
he began an agitation for a union of Reform congregations, and his efforts
were rewarded with success la 1073, when the Union of American Hebrew Con*
gregatione was organized.

He also felt a great need for a seminary to

train native-born ministers.

On this project he worked twenty-five years,

end in 1875 he helped establish the Hebrew tktion College.

Wise's appeal

for an authoritative synod of rabbis to govern religious life In America
resulted In the creation of the Central Conference of American Rabbis in
1889*

la addition to hie work as a minister and organiser, he did a great

deal of writing and as editor of the Israel* a weekly journal, he formu
lated the philosophy of American Reform Judaism.
Whatever their objectives, the two movements divided American Jews
into two divergent camps.
The economic activities of the Jewish settlers In the middle and
later years of the nineteenth century were manifold.

There were the

peddlers who began with a few commodities which they could carry on their
backs.

When they were successful at this they progressed to the horse-

and-vagon stage.

Then appealed, in small isolated communities, little

stores with living quarters in the back.

As he began to prosper, the

merchant would send for his family and for his friends.

Gradually a

little Jewish eonmmnlty would evolve, and with it a form of social

2®Piafcelstein,
29

cit.. p. 366.

?Saehar, gp, cit.. p. 308a.
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organisation?

a place to bury the dead, a place to worship, and a group

life to meet social and recreational needs*
olent societies sprang up*

Iftitual assistance or benev

These agencies helped to distribute the burden

of earing far the indigent and the siek*

The groupwould establish an

emergency fund for the nee of mendicant Jews* 3°
addition to the Itinerant peddler and the merchant there were
artisans and craftsmen.

Skilled and unskilled workers were to be found

in the larger communities*
men who tilled tike soil*

There were men who bought and sold land and
There were Jews who operated barges for the

dispatching of merchandise*
were brokers and financiers.
cians*

There were millers send innkeepers.

There

There were Journalists, artists, and musi

In those years the occupational pattern of theJews followed

largely the pattern of the greater community* 31
The home life of the Jewish family, on the other hand, was quite
different from the home life ef the Christian family of the general
eoBBBunity*

There was an unusual closeness between parents and children

to be frond not only in Hie Jewish home but in most immigrant homes*
Whatever may have been the sense of strangeness and the feeling of iso
lation sad cultural differences outside of the heme, which in the ease
of Jews particularly constituted the phenomenon of nsocial distance”
frcm their aon-Jewish neighbors, these fell away when the individual
returned to his own home*

The host culture ef the greater community had

its own customs, holidays, and calendar rhythms, but the little immigrant

^Finkelstein, g£* cit., p« 326*
^ •Loc, cit.
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group of Jews knew another set of calendar observances*

The transfer*

notion of & poor, insecure, awkward immigrant into a dignified patriarch
on Friday evening and Saturday was a weekly miracle.

This moral© build

ing practice fortified him for the days of menial work and degrading
rounds when both poverty and the lack of linguistic skills often made
the Immigrant fe life a miserable one*

Religious services at home and in

the synagogue proved a subtle tonic which supported a flagging morale,
renewed broken spirits and rebuilt shattered moods* ^
American Jewish Journalism had Its birth in 1823 when the publi
cation entitled the few first appeared*

Its purpose was to keep the

Jews of America safe ftom the blandishment of Christian missionaries* ^
It lasted only two years*

Israel*s fferalft was the unsuccessful effort

of Isidor Bush to transplant the newly developed Ideologies of revolu
tionary Europe to America#

The first major weekly of Jewish interest was

the AgHBfiaib founded by Robert Iyon*

T r m Its inception this journal

^Finkelstein, o p * cit* * p. 327*
^ I t is Important to note the extent to which Christian mission
aries have developed their program in an effort to proclaim the gospel
of Jesus to Jews* Some units of this group are as followss (The writer
baa in his possession publications by each of the units mentioned* On
tvs occasions have representatives of the organisations contacted the
writer) Massage to Israel, She#, New fork; Board of Missions to Jews,
Xne*, lev York; The Frien&a of Israel Missionary and Relief Society,
Xnc«, Dtlladelphla, Pennsylvania; Hebrew Christian Alliance of America,
Chicago, Illinois; Hebrew Christian Fellowship, Inc*, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; The Hebrew Evangelization Society, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal
ifornia; The Mildmay Mission to the Jews, London, England; New York
Jewish Evangellzation Society, New York; National Jewish Missions, Brook
lyn, New York; The International Hebrew Christian Alliance, London,
England; The Emmanuel Neighborhood House, Baltimore, Maryland; The Southern
Messianic Witness to Israel, Ghattanoogp, Tennessee; Southern Evangel to
Israel, Charlotte, North Carolina#
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made every effort to rally American Jews around a common cause and
toward Gasman goals and to unite them into one cohesive group*

In 1843

looser founded the Occident and American Jewish Advocate and served as
the editor of this publication for twenty-five years*^

In 1874 the

Jewish Gasette, a weekly newspaper In Yiddish* was established, and In
1886 the Jewish Daily Hew? same Into being*

In 1897 ceane the Forward

and four years later the Orthodox Morning Journal* the Pay* a dally,
was established in 19X4*
/

A personality worthy of note who spoke for Judaism during this

era was Sons Laaarus*

She was b o m in 1849 and died in 1887*

In her

brief lifetime Stamm Lasams was able to speak both eloquently and beau
tifully for two Jewish worlds*

the European world, which was dying for

Jews, and the American world, which was being b o m for Jaws*

She, her

self, was a native of America yet she felt deeply about the victims of
persecution ta Russia*

"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled

masses yearning to be free" wrote Miss lasarus In her poem The Hew
CeUesgup* ^

In the psatnrv Maasglne and In the American Hebrew she

set forth her new philosophy of a renascent Judaism In America which
insisted <a the dignity of the individual, on the abolition of every
form of discrimination, on absolute equality of all men, and on justice
Instead of pity*

Furthermore, she saw in the rebuilding of Palestine

the creation ef a Jewish state for the victims of persecution*
ones wrote very prophetically?

She

"I am fully persuaded that all suggested

^Flakelstein, 2B* cit.* p. 329*

35m * poem is engraved on the base of the Statue of Liberty In
the How Xbrk Harbor.
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solutions other than this of the Jewish problem are but temporary palli
atives.1* ^
After Btesa Lasarus came such leaders as Hina Morals, Lillian Wald
and Henrietta Ssold to teach the immigrants, to write about them, to
plead their cause and to do social work among them.

However, it i© sig

nificant to note that the immigrants had brought some of their own
leaders along with them.

Many of these were not only religious leaders

but young a w and women of vision and education who had had exp&rimim
in underground resistance against csariet tyranny and who had out their
teeth on the writings of Karl Marx and who had studied Adam Smith and
Ricardo.

these people also undertook to guide and indoctrinate their

fellow iaaigrants*^

2h the meantime the new republic, with sharp Internal quarrels
over statesf rights and slavery, was tending rapidly toward disintegra
tion*

In 1861, the divergence between the JSbrth and the South passed

from discussion into the Civil War*

There were no specifically Jewish

attitudes in regard to this bitter struggle*

The Jews who lived in the

South usually defended the states1 rights and the institution of slavery*
David INlee (Levy) attained the position of senator from Florida and
served with some distinction in the Confederate Congress*

Judah P*

Benjamin is frequently mentioned In connection with the Confederacy, of
which ho was successively Attorney--General., Secretary of War, and Secre
tary of State*

Some years previous to the Civil War he had refilled &

^Finkelstein, ££* cit*. p. 334-

37Ibid.. p. 335.
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place m

the Supreme Court of tho United States which had been offered

to him fey President Fierce.

Cfa the other hand* those Jews who lived

in the Berth defended Lincoln1* policies end vehemently denounced alav*
ery*

It is estieated that perhaps ten thousand Jews served in the armies

of both eldest the great majority* ef course* with the federal forces.^
v Between the Civil War end the new eastern European immigration
ef the eighties* the Jewish communities in the Uhited States developed
a greet number of varied philanthropic end educational institutions vhieh
became a permanent feature of American Jewish life*

these organisations

were planned to aid needy immigrants* to assist the poor* to encourage
agricultural settlements* and to stimulate educational and fraternal
activities.

It is important to point out that these very organisations

which began as supplementary agencies to the synagogues later were to
become their chief competitors and ultimately were to wean many followers
from the synagogues as their central canmransl institutions.
nevertheless, the development ef the above mentioned agencies was
providential sines they, In sons measure at least* prepared America to
receive the tremendous influx of immigrants who soon were to begin crowd
ing into this country.^

c.

& & EseM

&£ gtoate S te o tta R
\

As early as 1845 migration from Poland had begun.

It continued

^Saehar* on. cit.. p. 306.
^The largest international Jewish order* B *nai Brith* had
already been founded in 1843*
ZlQ

^Saehar* gg* £&t*# p. 306.
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after the failure of the Polish rebellion in 1363*

It rose higher when

the emancipation of the Russian eerfs created an economic crisis in
Russia and compelled thonsat^is of Jews to migrate to the United States*
The great majority of the new arrivals settled In the larger Eastern
cities*

The Jewish population ef Hew fork City alone rose In 1372 to

seventy thousand, served by twenty-nine synagogues.^1
Early in the eighties the violent pogrom epidemics in Russia
sent tens ef thousands of Jews rushing toward the American shores*

Whole

cqsan m itiee migrated ga masse, and mere than twenty thousand Jews entered
the United States annually*

Between 1331 and 1900 it is estimated that

about sin hundred thousand Russian and Roumanian Jews entered the United
States, swelling the /total Jewish population to more than a million*

In

a few years followed more pogroms and political upheavals in Russia, pro*
eipltatlng the migration of nearly a million more Jews to the limited
Statee.*2
Ry the turn of the century, the two hundred thousand Jews of
Ssphardie and German origin were completely inundated by nearly two
million immigrants f*em the east European countries*

The earlier settlers

come dribbling into the country in small groups and were slowly be
coming assimilated by the general community*

Hie newcomers migrated, not

by families, but by whole communities with a well developed group con
sciousness, desiring to live together and thus forming huge ghettos in

a ibld.. p. 307
^loe. cit.
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the metropolitan areas of the eastern part of the United States*^
Despite efforts made by many members of congress to approve
measures which would restrict to some degree this flow of immigrants.
Immigration remained unrestricted*

The newcomers were mostly manual

workers la contrast with the old settlers, who earned their livelihood
as middlemen*

The new immigrants joined the great army of industrial

workers, toiling hard for their livelihood as tailors, garment workers,
carpenters, painters, tinners, and locksmiths*
tinuous struggle*

life vas for them a con

They lived, concentrated within a few industrial areas,

in congested tenement dwellings.

They worked long hours and earned very

little! yet the hardships of their lives did not depress them greatly*
They had found a freedom in America of which they had only drearned in
their native countries.

They found in America endless opportunities to

advance economically and politically, to move to more desirable environ
ments, to educate their Children, and to participate In civic affairs.
Soon many immigrants were able to save enough to become employers, to
build mall factories, and to become moderately wealthy,^
This economic and educational development proved to be signifi
cantly influential upon Judaism and Jewish communal life*

Many of the

alert and ambitions immigrants revolutionised several large industries
by their initiative*

The clothing industry, for example, very largely

In Jewish hands, soon began to undergo a fundamental transformation and
shortly became one of the key manufacturing industries in America*

^3Ibld.. p. 307.
^Ibtd.. p. 308.

Along
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with tin development of such industries came the development of trade
unions, end Jewish worker® took a prominent part in asserting the claims
Of labor*

These labor unions helped wipe out sweat shape and greatly

improved labor conditional

Hearly all ef the Jewish labor unions

•eon became affiliated with the conservative American Federation ef
labor# viese leader, it may be noted, vaa a Jewish cigar maker named
Samuel dampers*

Be beeaae president of that group in XS82 and, exempt

fhr one term, was re-elected to that office year after year until hla
d*«th in 1924.**
However, the hundreds ef thousands ef Jews who were so eager to
be a part ef the labor union activities soon found themselves becoming
radieal also in matters pertaining to the Jewish religion*

The exigen

cies of the industrial organisation usually compelled them to dispense
with the sabbath and holiday observance in general and made inroads In
the tradition of the old faith*

Many of the workers didnft fael toe Con

cerned about this situation and found acme freedom In their emancipation
fkcm the traditionally dogmatic observances*

This situation soon made it

evident to religious leaders that the Jewish workingman had become one of
their most serious problems*^*7 /
The first two centuries of American experience were almost wholly
free of expression of hostility to the Jews*4** this favorable condition

^ Loe* cit*
lands

Lears1, Israel* & History g£ thp Jewish People (Cleve
The World Publishing Company, 1949), p* 497*
^ S a c h e a r, fiE* c i t . .

p * 30S.

^®0scar and Mary F* Handlin, 2E* cit*. p. 25*
been very closely paraphrased*

This material has
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developed cut of the old Christian conception of the mission of Israel,
widely accepted In the early years of the American Nation*

As late a#

1800 there were very fov Jews scattered throughout the communities of
this country*

Their roles as merchants and landowners and their rela*

tlvely high eeonorate and social level brought them into close contact
on equal terms with their non-Jewlsh neighbors*
nent there was little room for prejudice*

In this sort ef environ-

Furthermore the Christian idea

that a remnant ef Israel would someday bear witness to the truth ef the
gospels also contributed to that favorable position*

Many Christians in

America have long had the feeling that the day of final Judgasnt was soon
approaching,

&

the process of salvation, the Jews, they believed, were

destined to play an important role; their conversion would herald the
great day*

naturally, the Jews were to be treated In such manner as

would hasten their redemption*^
The situation regarding the Jews In America remained the same as
long as they were regarded merely as soansmleaats ef another American
religion*

This attitude remained unchanged until the turn ef the twen

tieth century at which time elements came into being which were to bring
about a serious change*
Seelal mobility has always been an important characteristic in
the American way of life*

The freedom found in Its economic structure

mads room for the free play of talents and has permitted newcomers to
m*hm their way from lower to higher steps in the occupational pyramid*
In the absence ef an hereditary aristocracy, social position has generally

49ibia.. p, 26* Many non-Jews interviewed by this writer in con
nection with this thesis project fervently hold to this idea.
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accompanied economic position.
The earliest encounters at the Jew® with this particular feature
of the American socio-economic system were no different from those ef
Mahers ef ether ethnic groups who passed throw# the same process*

In

adjusting to the American economy sane groups moved upward much more
rapidly than ethers*

The Jews were among those who advanced most quickly

in wealth and social position*

Their particular difficulty arose

the circumstance that by 1900 they showed indications of rising faster
than other groups ef recent immigration*

Actually* all who rose quickly

on the socio-economic ladder earned the resentment of both the already
well established and those who were forced to remain below*

In the case

of the Jews* however, they appeased particular interlopers and out of
place*

There wore some good reasons for this phenomenon.

Economic power

in America has in large measure always been associated with certain sym
bols ef prestige and position* good family background* membership in the
appropriate churches and associations, and residence in selected dis
tricts*

Success on the part ef Jews was resented not only because the

success of every new arrival seemed to leave less room for others aspir
ing to rise bat also because success in their case was not graced with
the proper symbols and did net take acceptable structure.^

1

furthermore, the rapidity with which Jews rose had a tendency to
heighten the sense of difference between them and the non-Jews on all
levels*

It is* of course* also true that many Jews reached positions of

Oscar and Mary F. Handlin* fig* ojt«* p* 28.
^ Ibid .. p. 29.
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economic pewer and influence in so brief a time that they had
tunity for adequate social adaptation#
therefore* particularly noticeable#

bo

oppor

She contrast In behavior was#

"HI# Society" felt uncomfortable

at the entrance to their strata of any outsiders* and it proceeded to
ascribe its discomforts to the difference In manners rather than to
inherent unwillingness to make room for competitors#

As in every taani-

festation of prejudice* the Jew was in the same category as members of
all minority groups} however* his exceptional mobility and his outstand
ing religious differences made him a more prominent and a more vulnerable

Exclusion was first prominently expressed in areas that involved
the use of leisure time activities* because such activities— being less
formalised than business— were open to more intimate relationships and
therefore experienced the stranger's presence more readily#

at the turn

of the century* many places began to close their doors to Jews#

After

1910 when the children of the immigrant Jews began to enter more keenly
and more noticeably into competition for professions and white collar
vocations in the American economic system* the weight of prejudice became
more formal and mere open#

Many non-Jewish American citizens* unwillingly

perhaps* thus began to accept this pattern ef discrimination*^

Anglo-

Saxon descent* Mayflower ancestry* and Revolutionary parentage began to be
spoken of as the test of the true American* quite apart from adherence to
the basic American ideals#

?2 Loc. cit.

53£ M r , p. 30.

However* the spirit of democracy in America
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American Jews, especially those of German origin#

nevertheless, the

movement grew, particularly as outstanding Jews joined Ita ranks#

Soma

of its adherents were louis D* Braudels, Henrietta Saold, Judah L*
Magues, sad Stephen S. Vise.

In a short time, little eoeleties sprang

up all over harieat wherein the Java of the widely scattered communitieB eould diseuaa the movement and plan fear ita future.^
D*

last fifty Years

la 1891 Baron de Hirsch contributed approximately five million
dollars to be used in a program to aid the Hussion Jewish immigrants in
the Halted States*

tilth these funds an agricultural school was estab*

Halted in Woodbine, Hew Jersey and numerous scholarships were endowed*
Subsequently the Jewish Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society was
created to work jointly with the already existing Jewish Colonisation
Association to encourage Jewish return to the land#

% 1909 it vas esbl*

mated that there were some thirty thousand Jews engaged in farming in
thirty-four states*

Agricultural societies were established to guide and

advise inexperienced farmers*

Some of their own men rose from the ranks

and became leaders in the field of agriculture*

Che of these was David

labia, founder ef the International Agriculture Institute.^7
4t the end of World War X there occurred a major change in the
internal structure of the American Jewish community.
vas the abrupt close of immigration*

^Ibld.. p. 3 0

57Ibid.. p. 341.

The cause of this

As the result of this transition*
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meaning to the general run of Java*

Actually this rivalry Tor primacy

only lead to further misunderstanding and confusion, particularly m
the local scene*

Native American Jewish coaamnity life was generally

very superficial aa the result of a generation of de-Judaised Jews who
had grown up in America,

Thus, when a philosophy of Judaism vas pre

sented to thera, it had no meaning or value*

Consequently, when many

Jew* later did return to Jewish life as a result of the catastrophe in
Germany, they identified themselves essentially with Jews rather than
with Judaism*^0
With the outbreak of World War XI the Jewish religious community
in America became united as never before in its history,

A half million

Jewish men and women served in the armed forces of the Qhited States all
over the globe*

there were, however, other forces operating as well in

Jewish life which were leading to a collaborative effort*

These vers

the Identification of the religious groups in a new conception of higher
Jewish education, the firm desire to remain rooted in American society
and, in cooperation with other faiths and intellectual forces, to streng
then the spiritual foundations of American tradition? and finally the
complete and fervent desire on the part of American Jewry to enlist in
the struggle to establish the Republic of Israel,

61

A historical survey of the Jews in America would not be complete
without the mention at least of some of the most outstanding Jewish indi
viduals who have made some contribution to the Jewish community and to

^loc. cit.
0

p» 440*
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the community at large*
Sq

m

ef thoee who have been identified with the social sciences,

psychology and social work are as follows*

Ernest Freund, Jacob

Hollander, Walter Lippman, Frederick L. Sofaua&n, Morris Ermat, Max
W M i

Harold Lavin©, Jacob Marcus, Bruno Lasker, Louis J« Dublin,

Paul FOlix Lasarsfeld, Jacob Leetschinsky, Horace M* Kallen, Fay and
Mmrlee J* Xarpf, Louie Wirth, Melville J* Herskovlts, Hans Kelson, ®alo
W. Baron, Max Radln, Jerome M. Frank, Abraham Epstein, Frank Tannenbaum,
Bernard J# Stem* Edwin R* A* Sellgman, Frans Boas* Mordecai Ezekiel,
Harriet Rosenthal Movrer, Pauline T« Strong, Robert H. Lowle, Harry
Uperfc.68
Among Jews who have received epecial recognition in public office
are Oscar S. Strsnes, Henry Morg&nthau, Sr#, Samel I* Bose&an, David E*
Lilienthal, Bernard Baruch, Henry Morgenthau, Jr*, Louie D* Brandois,
Benjamin N* Cardoza, Felix Frankfurter, Herbert H« Lehman.^
In the field ef science the following men have made outstanding
contributions?

Albert Einstein, J« Robert (^jpenheiaer, and Albert A#

Some ef those m e have became prominent in the arte ares

Arthur

Rubinstein, Ernest Bloch, George Gershwin, Bruno Walter, Jascha Heifetz,
Walter Damroeeh, tetrad! Menuhin, Mieeha Elman, Jan Peerce, Irving Berlin,

'

ttL. L* Bernard, nJewish Sociologists and Political Scientists,11
aa eiisay la
B»braw Sunset „ Waatern
Dagobert D. Buses
(ed.), (Hew Sbrk, Philosophical Library, 1951), p. 63.

63lbld.. p. 113.
^ K ub »»* as. olt., p. 113.
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Jerome Earn, Jo Davidson, Jacob Epstein, and Jules Butensky.

65

la thi field of literature the following are best known:

Edna

Ferber, Eaaay Horst, Janes Qppenheimer, Waldo Frank, X/udwig Lewlsoha,
Robert Nathan, Louis Dhterraeyer, Lillian Hillman, David Belasco, and
Frans Werfel.^
Is the area of the theatre, the films, and radio, these h a w con**
trihft&ted unchi

Elmer Rice, Gfaannlng Bollock, David Belasco, George S.

BanflMm, Hoee Hart, Clifford Odets, Sidney Kingsley, Pavia Warfield, A1
Joists*, Eddie Cantor, Charles Chaplin, Baal Mtrni, John Garfield, Edward
CL Robinson, Silvia Sidney, the Marx brothers, Melvy» Douglas, Paulette
Goddard, Hedy Lamarr, Lauren Basal, Dinah Shore, Barney Kaye, Adolph
Manjou, Rani Xneas, Biward Arnold, Hilton Berle, George Bums, Alice
Faye, Phil Harris, Helen Manehea, Sophie Tucker, Ed Wynne, Jack Bemay,
David Saraeff, Fannie Brioe, Oscar Hammerstain, Charles Frohman, the
Sbubert brothers, Marous Lowe, William Fox, Samuel Gol&wyn, Darryl Eanuck,
and the Warner brothers.
The following best represent the Jews in the field of Journallea:
Joseph Pulitzer, Moses Koenigsberg, Adolph Ochs, Walter Lippaan, Herbert
B* Swope, Albert Deutseh, David Lawrence, and Ben Hecht.^
Xu philosophy may be found Harris Cohen, Otto Neurath, Xrwin Edman,
and Jerome M l « r . ®

^tearel, op. cjt.. p. 6 2 6 .
^bm eop

op.

c lt . i pp.

5 4 7 ,*4 ^ «

^Ban»e, op. alt., pp. 594-622.

68Ibid.. pp. 623-701.
69Ibid.. pp. 84>873.
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Thispartial list of outetandingindiviauals Indicates Im erne
measure at least the impressive growth of Jewish activity in the last
fifty years.

Ba this connection it is important to not®, although it is

a sad commentary on the mental state of some Jews, that them are many
Jews in Merles who have followed and are today fallowing the achieve-*
meufcs of their notable coreligionists with pride but also with some
anxiety*

they would proffer to see them advance less rapidly and less

conspicuously.^
v Since 1900 the Jewish conawmlty has risen frora three and a half
V.

million to over five million persons*

In these fifty years It has ex

tended its role In every sphere of the nation’s life*

In its growth It

has drawn on its resources for many and varied programs and interests
for the alleviation of Jewish distress abroad* for the defense of Jewish
rights everywhere* and for the upbuilding of the national home in Pales
tine*

In the religions and cultural sphere* also* this era witnessed m

intensification of effort on the part of every group* although the centri
fugal forees, reflected in tbs general tendency toward secularisation and
in the urge to total assimilation* took a heavy toll* especially in the
71
small or communities scattered throughout the land*
There also has been* particularly in the last ten years* a quicken
ing of the sense of cohesion in the general Jewish community* or at least
■e

a desire for it*

However* there has been no leveling of the ideological

barriers separating the various groups.

^Learai,

j&&»* P* 627*

71Ibid.. p. 621.
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In general* American Jewry le far from constituting the compact

and purposeful organism which many Jews believe it ought to be if it Is
to survive*
enough*

"It" does not think alike* vote alike* or act together often

Its inner tensions present a speet&ele that is far from edifying*

and it would appear that only common dangers at home or abroad can prove
capable of uniting them even for limited objectives*

American Jewry, how

ever, le new the largest aggregation under a single political jurisdiction
in the world, and its numbers, wealth, and influence, if not its spiritual
eminence and cohesion, give it leadership over the world Jewish community*^
E*

4 History of the Jews in Louisiana

Louisiana was prevented in its early years from encouraging the
growth of Jewish eosmranities such as existed La the states of New Xork,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, South Carolina, and Georgia because It had to
contend with Bienville *0 Black Code, the first article of which decreed
the expulsion of Jews from the Colony**7-^ The Code Heir was issued in
March, 1724 and remained in effect until Louisiana became the possession
of the tfeited States in 1303*

After the Louisiana Purchase the Hlack

Code continued in existence} however, the jurisdiction of the TSaited
States Constitution negated its religious i m p l i c a t i o n s It was actually

^Ibld.. p* 622*
7%abbl Max Heller, Jubilee Souyenir g£ Tempi? Sinai (New Orleans1
1922), p* 1*
^Inventory of th^ Church and Synagogue Archive8 pf Louisianag
Jewish Congregations and Organisations (Prepared by the Louisiana Histor
ical Record Survey Division of Community Service Programs, Works Project
Administration, 1941) •
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met until 1363, however, that the Louisiana constitution proclaimed that
“every person has the right to worship God according to his conscience *^
Despite legal reStriction against Jewish people there are indiotiose that individual Jews had been dribbling Into Louisiana sines 1713*
lor instance, e»» ship1® listing^ notes that aboard the Count of Touloua
saillug from Irenes in 1713 wears Jacob David, a shoemaker and Homan David,
a tailor, bound for the Louisiana Colony*

The Davids were recruited as

part of a company headed for the Duhreuil plantation somewhere north of
Hsw Orleans*

la May ef 1719 another ship set out for Louisiana among
77
whose passengers were Hebert Jacobs and his wife and Louis Solomon*
In the 1760s a Jewish person fey the name of Fallaehlo is known
to have been a dealer in flour in Hew Orleans*7®

It is also recorded

that in July, 1765, Samuel Israel, Alexander Solomons, and Joseph DepaXisle, all Jews, purchased lands from Chevalier de Mqmberault*7^

Other
30
records indicate further that Bernard Qratz, a Philadelphia merchant,
was carrying on trade with merchants in Louisiana and that one Samuel
31
Israel wan a resident in Sew Orleans*
Shortly after the turn of the

‘'Ibid** p. XIV.
^Albert Laplace Dart, wThe Ships Lists of Passengers Leaving
Prance for Louisiana, 1718-1724," fograftglape
g y ^ a t e f ***»
\1931), pp. 516, 520.
77Ibid.. pp. 455-467.
^inventory of Church and Synagogue,
^Loe* olt.
®®See page 20 (re Grata family).
^Wlar,

sb.

clt,. p. 126.

£&*, p. 2*

A3

nineteenth centers Judah Touro, well known because of his philanthropic
work, cam© to Hsw Orleans and brought with him several other Jaws, i»~
eluding Saekiel Salomon who subsequently became Governor of the tihlted
(M
States branch bank, Judah Touro died in 1621.
It was Jaoob da Silva Solis, a Jewish merchant from Hew Xorh,
however, who was responsible for the founding of the first synagogue in
Louisiana*
season.

fie arrived in Hew Orleans about 1326 during the Passover

Quite naturally he was unable to purchase frfotgoth, which all

pleas Jews must use during this holiday, and there he solved the prob~
lea simply by baking his own Matzoth. this activity stimulated the
interest of other Jews, and the group organized the first congregation
in Hew Orleans called Shangari Chassed (Gates of MBrcy)#

The state

approved the charter in Harsh, 1823, and that congregation survives
today as Touro Synagogue.83 for nearly twenty years this was the only
synagogue in the state*

The second synagogue, founded in 1845# was

also organised in Hew Orleans#

f$r this tine there were approximately
8a
125 Jewish families living in that ccmmnmity.
The first burial
ground on record in Louisiana is the old Hebrew Best Cemetery on Jack*
son Avenue, in Hew Orleans*

It had been purchased by Haris Jacobs, on

March 13, 1828.85
The Hebrew foreign Mission Society of Hew Orleans, chartered in

^Leo Shpall, The Jews in Louisiana (Now Orleans!

Steeg Print*

lag Co., 193&)#
^Inventory of Church and Synagogue,

^Ibid,. p, 3,
^ 5 Lq c . c i t .

Sit*# P* 2*

4A

1954* fear the purpose of granting naid to Israelites in foreign com*
tries * . * ameliorating their spiritual, social* and political con
dition*®^ was unique in that it was at that time the nation1® only
0tf
organised Jewish oegarnnnal group of its type,
Mother very unique
program as for as Louisiana was concerned was the effort made in 1*182
fey the Hebrew Foreign Mission in conjunction with the Hebrew Immigrant
Aid Association to establish an agricultural Colony of Hues Ian Jews at
Some $5,000*00 was raised in the
i
state and efforts were made to settle about fifty families, totaling

Slelly Island in Catahoula Parish*

173 individuals, on 5,000 acres on ificily Island near Harrisonburg,
Louisiana,

The charter for this e&BSitmity provided for a co-operative

organisation, the tracts to be assigned by lot with members privileged
to purchase the land when able*

The act required the establishment of

a CooBunity to be governed fey a board of seven persons, serving without
pay*

Cattle, horses, poultry, and f a m implements and material were

sent from Hew Orleans fey the Hebrew Aid Society*
planted*

Crops were actually

However, in the spring of 1882 the Mississippi River over

flowed, inundating the entire area*

The crops were ruined and many of

the house® and racneh of the stock washed away*

The colony broke up and

some of Its members moved into cities, others to the farm sections of
the middle West, and still others became merchants, peddling their wares
throughout the state*®®

8*7

Heller,

P* II*

Inventory of Church and Synagogue, gp. elt** pp* 106-107.
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In the parishes outside of New Orleans# records of organised
Jewish activities do not begin until the 1850 *s# although there were
individual Jews scattered throughout many of the Louisiana oormmmitles
before that time.®^

(See Figure 3.)

The Shreveport Timea of June

28# 1935 makes mention of Jews

residing in that community in 1858# and there is evidence that a Hebrew
Benevolence Association existed there in 185? through the record of the
90
purchase of some land by members of that grov$>*
In 1856 the congregation Bikur Cholim (visiting the sick) was
established in Bon&ldsonville♦^

A synagogue was built in 1872#

Con~

gregation deal Israel (Sons of Israel) was established in Baton Bouge
is 1859.^
1859*

In Jfonroe the first Jewish congregation was established in

A synagogue was built In 1870*^
The first group of Jews known to have arrived in Alexandria did

so in 1848*

They organised a congregation in 1861 and built a synagogue

in 1870*^

The Hebrew Benevolent Society of Flaqueaine was incorporated

by legislative act on March 20# 1856 wto acquire a temple and establish
a cemetery*"^

^ S e e page 43.
90

Inventory of Church and Synagogue# 22* cit.* p. 3*
p. 27.

92IfeM-» p. 30.
93Ibld.. p. 32.
9<* M d . . p. 34.
93Ibid.. p. 6.
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Xa Lafayette, Alexander ftbuton gave the Jews of that ccamunity a
plot for burial purposes to 1869, and in 1881 he presented to the group
a ette far a synagogue*

This was built in 1883*^

(See figure 4*)

Among the individuals in the history of Louisiana Jewry, Judah
fouro has been considered the outstanding personality*

He earns to New

Orleans from Newport, Hhode Island in 1802, to enga ge in the mercantile
business*

Subsequently he became one of the wealthiest men in Louisiana

In his day*
1&L2*

Bs fought with the American feres# against the British In

During his lifetime he contributed more than a million dollars to

religious and social organizations throughout the entire nation*

Be

founded Teuro Infirmary and the Tour©**Shakeepear Heme in Hew Orleans*

97

Another outstanding figure among the early Jews of Louisiana was
Judah P* Benjamin, who migrated to S#w Orleans from Charleston in 1812,
Be proved to be a very important figure in the leadership of the Confed***** W
eraoy.
la 1843 there were 125 Jewish families in Hew Orleans, end sines
that time the Jewish population of Louisiana has grown through immigration
from Germany, Holland, fiagland, and Jamaica and by migration particularly
fTom sueh communities as Charleston, South Carolina, Cincinnati, and Balti
more*^

In 1877 the Jewish population in Louisiana was 7,538 persons

96jad., P. 7.
97Ibid.. p. 10.
98Ibid-, pp. 11-12.
"ibid.. p. 16.
100Loc. elt.

Figure U*
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the total increased to 20 #000 in the next twenty years; however, by
1917 it had daoreasad to 12,723, and in 1937 it vas 15,935.101

Feroen-

tages of the state1s population that was Jewish in 1897, 1917* and 1937
were 1.6, 0*7, and 0*8 per eent, respectively.

The 1937 percentage of

Louisiana Jews (0*8) compares with 3*7 per eent for the Jewish populatioa In the entire nation and 0*7 in the South*
It has been estimated that Jews in groups of ten or nore reside
In approximately fifty communities throughout Louisiana*

There are

today approximately 14.,000 Jews in the state.3^
From this brief historical survey of the Jews in the United
States an analysis of the Jewish community may be mere adequately and
more comprehensively undertaken*

101Ifi£. fit*.
10ZLoe. elt.
I03Ibld.. pp. 16-17.

CHAPTER i n
THE JEWISH CQMMOHITT IN THE UNITED STATES
A.

Amaral Conmmta of Community

During the last two decadea there has appeared a significant
amount of literature dealing with the techniques for the analysis of
eoBBRmity life, but this period alee witnessed the development of a
broader range of meanings of the term community to the point that the
task of establishing a working definition has become difficult as well
as confusing***
As an introduction to the concept of the Jewish community the
general concept of community as presented by three sociologists will
2
%
be examined, namely: R* M* Maclver,
C. C. Zimmerman, and A* B.
RolllngAhead.^

V s r a comprehensive review and analysis of the numerous defi
nitions of the concept "coaammnity," see George A* Hillery, Jr., "The
Presence of Cammunlty Among Urban Negroess A Case Study of a Selected
Area in New Orleans,■ (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Louisiana State
University, 1951), pp. 9-19, 232-254.
M. HaeXver and carries H. Pege, Society i to Introductory
(New lorki Rinehart and Company, Inc*, 1949)*
%erle C, Zimmerman, The Changing Community (New fork:
and Brothers, 1938)*

Harper

^August 8* Holllngshead, HCommunity Researcht Development and
Present Conditions,* American Sociological Review, XIII (1948)*
50
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MaeIvey refers to the community as the term used to "apply to a
pioneer settlement, a village, a city, a tribe, or a nation."'5 He is of
the opinion that •wherever the members of any group, small or large,
live together in suoh a way that they share, not this or that particular
interest, but the basie conditions of a common life, ve call that group
a eammtty.

The mark of a community is that one’s life may be lived

shelly within it that all one’s social relationships may be found within
it* . . • The basic criterion of community, then, is that all of one’s
soeial relationships may be found in it."^
It is evident that Mac Ivor views the community as the most in
clusive grouping of man*

In his consideration of the community his

basic task appears t© be the analysis of a txmnminity’s bases of local
ity and ecsRon feeling, th© aspects of the national community, and the
unifying differentiation within the coimsunity.^ This approach empha
sises the attitudes, interests, and interrelationships of people who are
a part of society.**
Zimmerman, after a comprehensive review and eriticima of various
definitions of community, takes the position that wthe community is one
of many types of aggregates constituting the ’human plural, ’ . • , which
contains four characteristic elementsi

^Maclver and Page,

(1) social fact (social action),

clt., p. 8,

, pp. 8—9*
7Ibld.. p. 281.
*WeXver’s point of view provided helpful orientation for this
study as the Jewish community seems to fall most closely within this
frame of reference.
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(3) definite specification (each community i© unique), (3) association.
and (4) lfeAted t m *

(a relatively definite and compact geographic

bw»).«9
ZiDnfterraan1© main method in studying hie community ie the use of
the "ideal-typical* type which becomes an exaggeration of certain traits*
Thia formula lends Itself more readily to the stressing of the fundamen
tal qualitative and quantitative aepeets of the ecnuflmnity*
Hollingahead1s contribution deals, with a review of research on
the ea—
Be points cut that historically the first period of interest in
community study was marked by an emphasis on normative character1stice,
the second period by the

n o n n a t ive-melioratire

approach, and the third

period emphasized the analytical approach
During the last fifteen years community studies have fallen into
three categories on the basis of their central focus*

These categories
12
ecological, structural, and typological.

are as fallows:

To Hollingahead human ecology has for its working hypothesis the
principle of the adjustment of man to habitat as a process of community
development.*-^ The structural approach is based on the assumption "that
inhabitants of a community are aware of differences between themselves

9M A > , p. 15.
*®Holliugohead«

op.

cit., p. 136.

U M 4 . , PP. 136-137.
fill.

13£M-,

p. 141.
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which are of such importance to them that their interpersonal relatione
are organised systematically Into horizontal differentiated structure. » *
ft la assumed, further, that the eaaenee of community life may be nought
tgr studying the structure of soeial relations."^ The typologists
approach the study of the community "from the viewpoint of Its culture,
ita relatione to ether communities, its geographic and economic bases,
Its else, and Ite population composition, to determine how these factors
organise and give meaning to the activities and interpersonal relations
of its inhabitants.
Hollingahead concludes his appraisal of the work done in the
area of community research with the observation that the basic problem
students of the community should face is

c&

and he suggests that the solution to this problem “is the definition of
terms and the limitation of tews, as defined, to empirical phenomena to
which they are applicable.*

This is essentially the problem which con

fronts the student of the Jewish community.
B* The Jewish Ooncept q £ Cfcasmmjty
Jewish oommunal history throughout the millennia of diaspora

life has long been the subject of considerable scholarly attention.^

i^Ibld.. p. 142.
l5aj4»» p. u * .
l6IfeM». p. U5.
^Salo V. Baron, The Jewish Community (Philadelphiaa
Publication Society of America, 1945), p. VII.

The Jewish
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The European community of the pre-emancipation era has for many years
attracted modern investigation because of ita many extraordinary charac
teristics.

Its remarkable combination of religious and secular author

ity, its almost "extraterritorial” status and "sovereign" political
powers, and its overwhelming influence and control ever Its members have
hews the source of much historical and sociological analysis*
RJewish community” has become an equivocal concept.

It embodies

the vide variety of meanings generally attached in anthropological,
juristicf and sociological literature to the term community.^®

Hie com

plexity of connotations has been increased by the uncertainties associ
ated with the adjective "Jewish*"^

To the controversy of the recent

X®«— &. **• **»!▼— •»» C. H. Pfcg*. gocletrt j|a SatroduictorT
Analysis (Sew York* Rinehart and Co. , 1949), pp. 281-309*
^Se e Trade R. Rooraarin, Jewish Survival (Rev fork? The Philo
sophical Library, 1949), pp. 164-165, who says? "Many definitions of
'Judaism” have been advanced. *Judaism as a religion,” *Judaism as a
nationality,11 "Judaism as a civilization,* "Judaism as ethical monotheism*, are Just a few of the catch-phrases denoting varieties of Jewish
introspection. As a matter of fact, Judaism warrants all of these and
seme additional definitionss It is "religion,” "nationality," "civili
sation,” and "ethics." Above all, however, It is a way of life and its
eonsitution. Judaism encompasses life as a totality. Xt supplies an
alX-eonpreheaslve regimen and philosophy. It orders the most trivial as
well as the most important events. Xt blends religion, national devotion,
cultural aspirations, and the hope for a better future into an insepara
ble union of purposeful holiness. Judaism is a system of religious cul
ture and cultural religion which most closely approximates the highest
ideal of "humanism.” Xt infuses its followers with the assurance of the
meaningful,neso of life by answering the questions "whence?”, "whither?*,
"why?”, like philosophy on the highest plane, Judaism answers these
eternal questions of mankind in a manner which stresses the "whither*—
the goal end the purpose— thus identifying and aligning itself with the
future. Through all the great books of Judaism there runs the conviction
that the problems of the origin of the world, even of God, are less impor
tant than the challenges presented by the purpose of the world and the
meaning of life.”

yea*m eoaoinlttg the primsey of the religious, cultural or national
element la the Jewish group have boon add«d the offsets of the polio?
made faaons by the Real, which include* within the Jewish essammiby
ail "reeial* Jews, i.e*# persons who have Jswleb "blood* la them*
While both f*Uglsui and nationalistic JOwe have always agreed aa to
the weaning of the Aadah community of deeeentt destiny, end culture,
they have alee insisted on the prepeaderaaea of a subjective criterion,
i*e*f vol»ta*y allegianee of «s» individual whether to hie religion*
20
denomination or to hie ethnic group*
According to the "racial" theory
deetrine9 however* subjectivity 1* entirely eliminated and membership
la the Jewish community i* iawst&ble and wholly independent of Individtal will*2*
In considering the Jewish eewsmnity ae an entity one must be
cautioned against conceiving the Jauish group a* homogeneous or eeapeet*
free any point ef view that one night measure Jewish essmalty lifs~»
their synagogue affiliations* their economic or social statue* their
c t U t e h toward religion, education and seolal problems, and even toward
the important <juastlon of the perpctaatlon ef their m m group identity—
a great range ef dlvergsne* will be found*

far t m m being eloeely welded

^ A t this point It is Important that a definition ef the team dew
be given* A survey of the definition* given to this term indicates a
great variety of opinions* for the purpose of this study the very gem**
oral definition as given by Louie Wirth will be used* Ha stated in "A
Radio Discussion of the Jew*," Bpupd flabl* (University of Chicago, Jaisuasy M § 1940), p« 5« "* * * it Is my Impression from the study of ibis
preblest that we cannot really define a Jew except to say that a Jew Is a
person who think* of himself as a Jew end who is treated by ether* as if
be ware a Jew*"
^Rosmarin, gg, £&&*» p* 3*
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together* Jew* hove little central organisation and little ecclesiasti
cal unity*22
ft m e t be acted alee tbat any critical analysis of Jewish life,
no natter what the nature or scale of the undertaking* must seek Its
beginning in early Judaism and it must inquire into the causes of the
pronounced singularity of temper and purpose that mark off the Jewish
community firce all ether groups*

This religious philosophy must he

recognised and understood If for no other reason than that it has been
responsible for creating a distinctive Jewish character and for disci
plining it for later behavior which was to set a stamp on all Jewish
behavior and result ultimately in the unique character of the Jewish
community of today*

This character seams to have been determined fay an

interweaving of a substantial body of religious thought, customs* and
institutions slowly becoming solidified trader the pressure of conflict
and oppression and resulting In a strong bond of eoBmranity, identity,
and solidarity*

As generations passed the Jew tenaciously held to his

beliefs and traditions and stubbornly refused to assume a protective
coloring or to merge with the surrounding social scene*
society at large has stamped the Jews as being different*

As a result,
It appears

that herein Is to be found the basic cause for anti-Jewlsh feeling as
may exist*

The answer would seem to be that anti-Jewish feeling Is the

^^Everett V* Stonequist in an essay published In Xsaque Graeber
and Stuart H* Britt (eds*), Jews in a Gentile World (New Tbrki The Mac
millan Co*, 1942), p* 303, makes the following observations "Lacking a
common territorial basis, a common language, and a sovereign states vary
ing greatly in physical type, in religion and in culture, the historic
persistence ef the Jewish group seems to be a sociological miracle.M
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classic exsaple of that dislike and fear of strangers which the Greeks
knew aa xenophobia*
The foregoing cursory observations indicate in acme measure the
difficulty one faces in analyzing the Jewish community*

Added to the

above primary elementa which must be considered when viewing the Jewish
ecu— amity is the unique characteristic which tends to give the Jewish
community a universal quality*

In a sense the Jewish community may also

be considered in the manner in which the ancient Greeks understood the
"Great Community,"^ l.e*, the community which embraces all other earn*
inanities*

However, whereas in the case of Greek thought the basic

denominator which held the great community together was political in
nature, in the ease of the Jewish community it has been and Is today a
Jewish culture the essence of which is religion*

The Jewish religion

has been both the outstanding characteristic and the chief dynamic force
of the peeuliar Jewish way of life*

Whatever Is the nature of this cul

ture, its unifying strength must by far surpass that of any other culture,
for no other culture has had to create unity out of such diversity of
sub-cultures*^
Here, then, is an example of national community without the
possession of a national territory*

The answer to this unique condition

may be found in the immutable belief which most Jews have that when they
went into exile they never really left Eretz Israel (the land of Israel)

2^Sebastian DeGr&zia, The Political Community (Chicagot The
University of Chicago Press, 1948), P« lv*
2^Henric P. Infield, ”The Concept of Jewish Culture and the State
of Israel," A m & M m ,
forg^ew* XVI (1951), p. 507*
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because whsver they wont they carried with them a sort of "portable”
fatherland.

Diaspora Judaism was thus able to retain its virility and

ereative power because it was able to build on foreign soil citadels
of the spirit which were Of the same mold as those reared earlier in
the homeland.2** The extent to which the awareness of the organic unity
of the national and the religious element is part of the Jewish fabric
is evident especially ftpqana poet-biblical Jewish literature, the Talmud.
the Mldra*hf the great commentaries and rabbinic compendia, and count
less liturgical powers.

This vast body of Jewish religions and cul

tural expression furnishes ample indication and testimony that Jewry
never conceived its role to be other than that of a nation— a nation
without a ecuntiy*— bet still possessed of all non-territorial national
characteristics, a language, a common history, a shared destiny, and a
hope ihr the future*

2a many ways the prayers, the observance of the

festivals, the rules governing their private lives made Eret* Israel,
the lost homeland, a living reality In the life of every Jew integrated
into the traditions of his people.^
The analysis made of the Jewish group by the contemporary student
of Judaism, Milton Steinberg2** obscures farther the concept of the Jewish
community.

g» states that although Jews are a religious communion, they

are not exclusively so because a multiplicity of non-religious elements,

2%rade V. Rosm&rin, g£.* cit.. p. 27, 69.

26Ibld.. p. 32.
YorkI

27Mllton Stoinbwg, , Partisan StijiS M
The Bobbn-Mwrrlll Co., 1945}, pp. 148-153.

fejdfifa PtoKMhb (Now
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which are manifestly cultural in character, are comprised within Judaism.
However, Steinberg Is of the opinion that while culture describes certain
aspects of Judaism It is too limited a concept to catch the whole idea of
what herein is termed a social system*

Steinberg suggests that beyond

the intellectual and the aesthetic which the word culture suggests are
other elements— things, movements, causes, and institutions of all sorts
devoted to the widest variety of purposes*

A better eoneept than culture,
*

believes Steinberg, Is civilisation and tints, according to him, Judaism
emerges as a religious civilisation, a civilisation composed of three
motifs:

Sfcith, Tradition, and Feoplehood.
It appears, however, that despite the foregoing statements if one

Is to make an effort to portray, to examine, and to analyse the concept
of the Jewish community, one must first consider the question regarding
the existence of a Jewish culture and endeavor to define it if it does
exist.
C.

Tfce Nature of Jewish Culture

Hark Zborowskl in his article on "The Children of the Covenant1*
begins his analysis of Jewish culture by pointing out that the history
of the Jews is a history ef acculturation*

Throughout the Diaspora the

*ideal-typicaln Jewish community has combined, in varying degrees, ele
ments that reflect the surrounding non-Jewish culture and elements that
were regarded both by the Jews and by their neighbors as essentially

2* W k Zboravakl, "The Children of the Covenant," Social Foraea.
XXIX (1951), p. 351.
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Jewish*

A large majority of the Jews In the Uhlied States stemmed from

Eastern Europe either by nativity or by descent and for them this back
ground represents a culture base t x m which they have traversed varying
phases of acculturation*

This •base** itself the product of earlier

acculturation processes had become stable and clear cut enough to func
tion as a source of tradition and a rewarding subject of cultural analysis*
According to Zborowskl the basic elements of Jewish culture are
the Torah* which is the ultimate authority for any aspect of Jewish comenmity life; the Synagogue* which Is the center of Jewish community life;
the covenant* which is the eternal bond between God and the Jewish people*
end the eaaeonitaats of that covenant Which Include the basic conceptions
related to the meaning of being a Jew and of living the life of a Jew*
laplied in the latter are such matters which pertain to laws and regula*
tions directing the pattern of behavior of all Jews as to marriage* family*
education, business* and relatione to non-Jews*
The three main functions of the synagogue correspond to three
central life activities of the Jew*

the synagogue is a house of prayer*

a house ef study* and a house of assembly*

Its triple function keeps

alive the diets® voiced by the Sages over two thousand years ago#
world is based on three things#

The

on service to God* on study of the

Torah* and cm charity dealt with by congregational assembly*
According to religious tradition* God and the Jews are bound by
an eternal pact*

This pact was made with Abraham and was finally sealed

with all Jews for all time by the giving of the Law on Mount Sinai*
pact is* by definition* a twofold agreement*

The

Cfc the one hand* the Jews

aeeept God as their only God and undertake to fulfill all His commandments*
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God, on the other hand, promises to cherish them as His chosen people#
While the covenant became binding on each Jew for all time, it Is,
nevertheless, renewed with the birth of each male child through the
act of circumcision and makes the newborn Jew subject to all the privi
leges and duties of the Jewish people.
According to the pact it is basic that a Jew in relation to
another Jew or In relation to any creature, human or animal, shall be
guided by the ecsoplementary principles of compassion and Justice which
determine the behavior of God to man#

Compassion is hardened by jus

tice and Justice la softened by compassion.

She pact contains sis:

hundred and thirteen eosmismdmeats, which the Jews accepted in bloc*

$*•»

hereat in the^faet is, of course, the idea of reward and punishment.
Thus, it Is that by living up to the obligation* of the pact one earns
rewards and at the same time helps to bring about the ultimate reward of
the Chosen People, namely the coming of the Messiah and the return to the
Promised land*

In addition one enjoys earthly esteem and pleasures,

through the approval of his fellowmsn and the Joy derived directly from
doing good deeds, performing one's duty, and studying the work of God*
'

the anonymous author of the essay on wAn Analysis of Jewish Cul

ture,11 published in Jews £& & Qentjle World2^ visualises the nature of
Jewish culture from a different point of view*

To the question what is

the nature of Jewish culture he has the following answers
To those familiar with recent anthropological literature
it is needless to point out that the term 'Jewish culture * has
no reference to the Talmud, to the disputations of medieval

2^Grasber and Britt, 2E> elt*. pp« 240.
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rabbi** or to a* ancient literature, The sort of culture the
anthropologist speaks of Is something quite different, subtler*
and much b o w Important, It is* to use the poetic expression
Both Benedict borrowed from an aged Zuni* a people*a fcup of
life*— and the life they drink from it,
the best way to introduce the analysis of Jewish culture* eontimes the author* is te distil its essence into a few words,
following then constitute the basic elements in Jewish culture*

the
to

begin with Jews do not place their emphasis on mechanical things but
on personality* for personality is the core* the heart* of Jewish eul**
tare--frost Jesus to 3pinosa te &r*ud and through them all has run this
Intense interest in personality*

In the family* in the community* in

social life* in the arts and sciences* in economic life— everywhere the
emphasis is on the relationship between people,^0
Jewish culture Is characterised by an overruling belief In some**
thing called education*

The exigencies of Jewish religion have kept

Jews a literate people and supplied them always with a historical per*
speciive*^
Although Jewish culture Is perhaps one ef the most disciplined
in the world in certain aspects* it is alee individualistic— almost to
the extent of anarchy.

To the outsider It is the internal cohesion

that seems most remarkable and Jews appear almost tribal in their iiw
tegrity.

To leaders on the inside* on the other hand* the conditions

of Jews seen anarchical,^

-^Ibld.. p. 251.
^jsaa.. p. 2a .
p, 252,
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The Jewish group* according to the author* Is not ethnocentric
In the sens* that ether cultural groups are*

Jewish culture does not

seek consciously to impose Itself upon the outer world*

Xt Is* rather*

characteristic of Jewish culture to stamp its imprint on ©very other
culture with which it ceases in contact not as a group* not as a matter
of policy* not even consciously or deliberately but always as specific
sad individual.^
There is still another quality of Jewish culture which* claims
the author* distinguishes it from almost any other culture that has
ever existed, namely its historically urban character*

This means that

i&lle this quality might be intensely personal in all its emphasis* it
is also successful in abstract relationships* particularly in those
most abstract of all* money relationships.^*
hi concluding this particular approach to the analysis of Jewish
culture it might be well to give the following quotation from the author
who is being considered*
In her penetrating book Patterns of Culture* Hath
Benedict has shown how all the traits and complexes of a cul
ture tend to conform to a characteristic pattern. From this
point of view one might say that the culture of Jews is
Appolonlan in character— temperate and sober that is— rather
that Dionysian or ecstatic. The traditional Jew frowns on
ecstasy no matter how achieved— through religion* alcohol*
drugs* or any other way. Orgiastic experience of any kind
has no place In his scheme of things. The tempo of his cul
ture is measured* regulated to an ancient pace* for endurance*
survival* rather than for speeds nothing which tend© to in
terfere with the normal pulsation ef the cultural heartbeat
Is tolerated. Kferstleal experience in religion* drunkenness*

33lbid.* p« 233*
■\2b * fiU. Se« aleo Werner Sombart,
Jews BSfl Modem Ca»ltalisa (Glencoe, Illinois* The free Press* 1951)*
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the moral holi&ay— no* The religion of the Jews has been
tempered to human nature, made easy* It demands very
litile~~no searohing of the heart* no moral conflict, no
sacrifice* Noneed, therefore, for mystical escapes♦ 35
In the two foregoing analyses of Jewish culture may be found
perhaps sente dues to the characteristics which the many scattered
groups of Jews have In common and which may be designated as a base
for culture typical to Jew-Hand, incidentally, which in turn has
given and Is now giving specific character to the behavior pattern of
Jews and a uniqueness to the community of which they are a part, past
and present*
0.

fre^amanoluatloa JawUh ftWWWttT

Until the emancipation after the Napoleonic wars the Jewish
community could conceivably be likened to the'"foik society* *36 While
the Jewish community in those days was not Ignorant of people other
then themselves* they did possess many of the characteristics attrituted
to a folk society*
were much alike*

They had a strong sense of belonging together; they
Being forced to live together in long intimacy with

one another they developed something of a single biological type; they
were Isolated, and thus they were homogeneous with a strong sens© of
group solidarity*
others*

As a group they were economically independent of all

In a sense, each Jewish ecammity of the ghetto era became a

world in which the recurrent problem© of life were met by all its members

35Ibid** p* 255*
^Robert Redfield, "The Folk Society,” The Aaericap Journal of
Sociology* H I (1947), pp* 293-303*
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in much the sane way.

the nays la which makers of those oesnmxiitiss

mat the recurrent problems of life became conventionalized ways; they
m a m the results of long inter-conananlcation wlthln the group In the

fhee of these problem*.

3h t i m the conventionallzed way* became Inter

related within one another so that they resulted in a system of norms
sad values.

It is this system which actually constitutes what Is known

as Jewish culture.

In the ease of the Jews in those ghetto eomnuaities

this integrated whole, this system of normative values, provided for all
the recurrent needs of the Individual from birth to death and of the
b m unity through the seasons of the year.

It was especially true in

these eld Jewish eesMsaltles that life was conceived to be one broad

activity out of which no one part was separated or without influence
firem the vliole.^

What then were the basic elements of the pre-emancipation Jewish
eaoDsanlty and what influence did they have upon Its members?

The most

outstanding of these elements were the development of an elaborated
religious system, an educational system, and a family system.

the most outstanding and the chief dynamic force of the preemanelpatlon Jewish ecamwmity was the Jewish religion.

Id those very

unique communities of the ghetto It soon became co-extensive with all
life activities— so that between the religious and the secular there

^Salo V. Baron, The Jewish Community (ihiledelphia: The Jewish
Publication Society of America, 19A5). passim, explains that the survival
of the Jews in the ghetto like atmosphere was due to the amazing vitality
of their eoomunity life. Be points out further that the "enlightenment"
and "emancipation1* disintegrated those communities and that whatever co
hesion there remains in the Jewish community of today is due to the ves
tiges of that communal life which remain.
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was a steady interplay of influences*

It was from the religions con

cept that all tradition, all customs, all institutions, all art, liter-*
store, music emanated*

Jh short, these attitudes and sentiments in the

eonseiouanese of that community end the institutions and practices in
which ttsy found their external expression were centered around their
religion*
la those days Java believed that the Jewish people possessed in
its Terek the key to salvation, both in this world and in the world to
ease*

They took for granted that the Pentateuch was dedicated by God

to Ifeses*

They were certain that the Rabbinic interpretation of the

Mosaic Gods was divinely sanctioned, and therefore, eternally binding.
To those Jews the career of the Jewish people was centered in God1*
providential scheme for mankind.

For them no sacrifice could be too

great, no suffering could be too unbearable for the sake of belonging
to such a cesmsmity of people*^
39
Taleot Parsons explains the place of Judaism in the Jewish com
munity by pointing out that which differentiates the Jewish people more

than anything else from other groups Is their strong religious character,
"Israel and the Law are one*1 is not a mere saying but an actual fact*
Without the Low, which is Its religion, the Jewish community is incon
ceivable*

The reason for the Importance of religion in the life of the

^Wrdeeai M. Kaplan, The Future of the American Jew (New Yorks
The Macmillan Co*, 194#}, P« XV,
^Graeber and Britt, £&• Sit*, P* 102* Parsons explains that the
most important single source for hia discourse on the Jewish people which
is included in hie essay T^g, gasj&JLflgy g£
Anti-Semitism is Max
Weber s study*
ds&J&e
la
Aufsatae
Religionssozlologle, vol* III*
"'
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Jews becomes quite obvious when one considers that during their exis
tence in the Diaspora their religion nerved as the strongest unifying
force#

It van their religion that made it possible for them to live

as separate entities within larger societies with whom they have little
or nothing In eommon*^®
Springing also from the fouatainhead of religion was the Jewish
organisation fter learning*

Three outstanding Ideas run like a central

thread throughout the history of Jewish education*^1

1*

It is religious

in its character and is primarily concerned with the development of an
ethical and religious personality* 2 *

it is Intellectual and holds

to the idea of learning for Its own sake*

I*

It Is practical and pro

vides far a continual process of adjustment on the part of the people
for the survival of the group In a changing environment*

Jews feel

that they have contributed much to the ideal of democratic education
(if bp that is meant education for the masses) and to the scheme which
is generally called extension education*

Tram the very earliest days

of Jewish history the education of the adult was considered one of the
most important activities of the Jews*
were teachers of adults.

The priests and the prophets

The synagogue was a school for adults la which

the Torah vas taught and interpreted by the Scribes*
Louis Wirth sums up the position of learning in Jewish life very

exclaims

*°There Is a section in the Talmud where God is imagined to
*1 would rather you forgot me than jay Law,”

41the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia (New Yorks
Vol* 3# pp* 629—632#

10 vols., 1941)#
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ole&rlyin U a article on "Education f&r Survival"

19

by pointing out

that the strong emphasis and high evaluation which the Jews have hie**
terie&lly placed on learning created a ecaimon conaciousness and eoheronce uhlch assured their survival as a separate group despite their
vide dispersion*
the third outstanding element of that particular community which
alee had its source in Judaism and which was in large measure respond-*
hie for its uniqueness as well as its survival was the eonseeratlon and
neanlng given to marriage end the family among Jove.
Rabbi Sidney E* Seldstein presents very graphically the charaeteristies of and the values related to the concepts of marriage and
family among Jevs^ la his observation that, according to the teachings
of Judaism, marriage is something more than a biological mating, some
thing more than an economic partnership, something more than a social
Institution, something more than a legal entity, something mere even
than psychological association— marriage, according to the teachings of
Israel Is a consecration and a sanctification*

Its purpose is to hallow

and to sanctify the relationship of husband and wife, as it is the pur
pose of every commandment to hallow and sanctify conduct,
family, moreover, has a special function.

the Jewish

Family life in Israel has been

developed and conserved through customs and ceremonies in the home rather
than In the school or synagogue.

The Friday evening service that welcomes

42loola Wlrth, "Education for Survival," The American Journal af
Sociology. XLVIII (1943), ju 682,
S i d n e y s. Goldetein, 3}& Manning a£ W m f l M K aM. i M foundation
of the Family (Hew Torki Block Publishing Co., X 9 W , p» 151*
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the Sabbath, the annual Faesover Feast and the hewe observance of other
festivals and holidays, the eelehratlon of happy anniversaries , and the
marking of sad remembrances and the days of mourning— all these have
made the Jewish hm m net only a refuge and a defense In time of trial
and oppression hut a sanctuary and a source of joy, courage, and inspi
ration la every period of Jewish life*

the Jewish people owe their

survival la large part to three institutions:
and the family*

the school, the synagogue,

the Jewish family becomes through the cultivation of

its own genius a sacred circle In which members are bound together In a
spirit of common understanding, mutual sympathy, and unremitting sacri
fice*

The resources upon which the Jewish family draws are not material

hut spiritual and the chief resource is the heritage of the People of
Isra«l.**
Xh short, the total Jewish home has for many centuries been a
stronghold of Jewish life, hallowed by the spirit of love and reverence;
by moral discipline and by religious observance and worship.
It is of particular significance to study carefully Albert
Einstein*®^ searching observations regarding the characteristics of
the pre-emancipation Jewish community and its influence upon the strength,
vitality, and solidarity of its members*

a m y u » p. 15-4*
^Albert Einstein, The World aa £ gqa
cal library, 1949), p« 99* It is interesting
his experience with the Hast, Einstein had in
with things Jewish* He has sines 1940 become

It
to
no
on

(Hew Tbrk: Philosophi
note that previous to
way identified himself
ardent Zionist,
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"flm Jews in the ghetto," states Einstein, "vera poor,
without political rights, separated from the Gentiles by a
barrier of religious tradition, habit of life, and legal
restriction* Their intellectual development was restricted
to their own literature, and they had remained almost un
affected by the mighty advances of the European intellect—
and yet these obscure, humble people had one great advantage
over usj each of them belonged in every fibre of his being
to a community in wfaieh he was completely absorbed, in which
he felt himself a fhlly privileged member and which demanded
nothing of him that was contrary to his natural habits of
thought* Cfcir forefathers In those days were pretty poor
specimens Intellectually and physically, but socially speak
ing they enjoyed am enviable spiritual equilibrium**
Steinberg elaborates further on the structure of the ghetto
on— unity when he says that there he (the Jew) was protected by tra
dition! his religion invested his existence as Jewish intimation of
eternity*

Shoving the culture of hie people, becoming identified with

it he felt that it enriched and stimulated him.

The prophets, the

salats end the sages of the Jewish past were his companions*

He matter

whet the larger o o m m m i ^ might any or do he knew that Judaism and
Jewishness were honorable and meaningful realities*
strengthened his sense of worth*

That knowledge

/j£

This, them, Is a brief portrayal and analysis of the structure
and the function of the pre-emancipation Jewish commwnityj its basic
elements, its strength and weaknesses, and its influence upon the Jews
of that day end of the Jews of the future*^

^Steinberg, $&* clt** p. 119*
^ X n studying the pre-emancipation Jewish community one Is struck
forcefully with the resemblance of this communal structure to that re
ferred to as the "Geaelnechaft situation11 by Ferdinand Tonniep in his
book flaaelngdifffe fed Qeaallaohaft.

n
*Id^l-Tvoical*1 American Jewish Cmmnmltv
fi£ I s i « — & SssmpM$, lasted
It is safe to say that the great majority of Jews in America
today would be pleased to be a part of the Ideal community portrayed by
Professor Israel Friedlsender • He perceives a community great In
*raaber, mighty in power, enjoying life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness| true life, not mere breathing space; full liberty, nor mere
elbow room; real happiness, not that of pasture beasts; actively parti
cipating in the civic, social, and economic progress of the country,
fully sharing and increasing its spiritual possessions and acquisitions,
doubling its joys, halving its sorrows; yet deeply rooted in the soil of
Judaism, dinging to its past, working for its future, true to its tra
ditions, faithful to its aspirations, one in sentiment with their
brethren wherever they are, attached to the land of their fathers as the
eradle and resting place of the Jewish spirit; men with straight backs
and raised heads, with big hearts and strong minds, with no conviction
crippled, with no emotion stifled, with souls harmoniously developed,
self-centered and self-reliant; receiving and resisting, not yielding
like wax to every Impress fro© the outside, but blending the best they
possess with the beet they encounter; not a horde of individuals, but a
get of individualities, adding a new note to the richness of American
life, leading a new current into, the stream of American civilisation;
not a formless crowd of taxpayers and voters, but a sharply marked com
munity, distinct and distinguished, trusted for Its loyalty, respected
for its dignity, esteemed for its traditions, valued for Its aspirations,
a community such as the Prophet of the Exile saw in his Vision*

"And
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marked will be their seed among the nations, end their offspring among
the peoples*

Everyone that will eee them will point to them as a com

munity blessed by the Lord***®
If the modern Jewish oownttmity in America even remotely resembled
the utopia described by Erofteaaor Friedlaender It would be a simple
natter to portray it and analyse it*

lb reality that la net the ease*

la the first plaoe, the Jewish community in America la In the process of
transition fTom the pre-cmancipation type to that which might be termed
ultra modern reform which holds Its religious services on Sunday*

Jhrther

complications in the analysis of a Jewish community may be found*

la

many larger so— imltiee there exlot several separate Jewish ecmunitles
whioh live in different sections of the area and which develop their own
Institutions and go their own ways*

Regardless of the particular type

of Jewish oommlty, it must not be forgotten that every Jewish cocMalty
in America is faced with the phenomenon of *bloulturality,*^

and that

the great majority of the individual members of these particular ©anjmun£A
itles feel that they exist in a marginal climate*
These two conditions
have profoundly influenced the character of the Jewish community.
The most universal and the most deep-seated characteristic resulting

Isaac B. Bsrkson, Theories g£ A
ehers College, Columbia tfalverelty, 1920], p« 96*

(&»* Y^ k>

^Jessie Bernard, *Bicalturalltyt A Study in Social Schizophre
nia, * an essay In Graeber and Britt (eds) Jews in g
World (New
fork* The Macmillan Co., 1942), pp. 264-65.
^Bverott V* Stonequlst, wThe Marginal Character of the Jews,”
an essay In Graeber and Britt (ede) Jewq jn & Gentile World (Hew forks
The Macmillan Co., 1942], pp. 303-07#
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from the above mentioned conditions la the "collective conscience"^
which persists in all Jewish coi&munities, a condition existing when an
aggregation is considered as a psychic unity*

this j&enomenon persists

not only because of* the unique cultural background of the Jewish people
but d e c because no matter how thin the line between Jews and non-Jews
becomes the Jew still finds himself far from constituting a full-fledged
member ef the general community and hla position remains one of ambiva
lence*^
I m a a casual survey ef the many Jewish communities in America
indicate that they are complex and multi-themed*
One finds it necessary, thus, to approach the examination of on
•ideal-typical* Jewish eonmunity in America through the conceptual tool
the *ideal type" made famous by Max

W e b e r * $3

la this portion of the

chapter an effort will be made to construct an extreme or "pure case1* of
an American Jewish eeamumlty# the validity of which may be questioned if
it is viewed as a representation ef the empirically existent but which
may prove valuable if used for comparison and measurement of real commun
ities*
One is Inclined to question the applicability of the general com
munity concept to the analysis of the "Ideal** Jewish community for the
reason that most working definitions of coammnity include the idea of

» c . E. G*h*ke, S K U & Durkhelm’e Sgafa^UfiMI %SL Sqtilatoir*-g.«4
Theory. (New York* Columbia University Press, 1915}# p* 17*
32T«lsott Parnone, Tfeg Sociology a£ Jfegffim
essayin Graeber and Britt (eda) J e w la a frffltH-e WfiEM-

*»

53H. H. Gerth and C. W. Mill*, Proa JfeX MafeSE*gfiaSKfi Ja SgfflrtgfiZ.
(Hew York* Oxford University Press# 1946), pp* 59-60*

n

territorial area.^

Since the Jewish cormmaity la more a social system

i
thaa a true eo— uaity and since it la always a eo-unity widely scattered
within Hie larger ecs®sunity-~a culture within a culture— the community
concept which will be utilised in this study emphasises the functional
▼lew, albeit recognising that geographic elements are related to the

bade structure ef the Jewish community as well as cay ether e o m n i t y
but net to the extent that it does in the case of the general comaaity*
It is true, for instance, that In the ease ef the general community if
the oca— atty disappears the geographic base also disappears! however,
If a Jewish eoasmntty disappears the general community remains as does
its geographic base*
The *ideal-typical* Jewish community Is a definitely specified

fora of bnaa association* ^5

It contains the characteristic elements

found in any community, i.e., social action, uniqueness, association,
sad territorial area*

However, it must be noted again that the element

territorial area does not carry with it the same significance as it does
in the study of the general community.
Xt appears, therefore, that the uniqueness of the "ideal-typicaltt
Jewish on— unity makes it difficult to classify in any of the general

a.

m. Maclver and G« H. Page, Society* An Introductory
A^yjyig (Sew Yorki Hinehart and Co., 1949), p* 281.
See also Carle C« Zimmerman, The Changing Community (Hew forks
Harper and Brothers, 1933), p. 29*
See also B. R. ftok and B. W* Burgess,
Sa tMI
Science of Sociology (Chicago! Ohlvarsity of Chicago Press, 1925), p. 163.
^Zimmerman, gg# qlt., p* 21*
^ X b l d .. p. 15.
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types*

57

It in conceivable that farther study will result in a rede

fining ef thin type ef ecemamity within a new frame of reference, a
category of ©ooaaanity types in which the "ideal-typical” Jewish
wm l t y may he conviently placed*

cosh

Until a new category la developed

it la conceivable that the "Ideal-typical” Jewish community can beat
be understood If aeon within the framework set op In the Durkheim con
cept» the social faot,^

^

sC & &

U k 9mmbM,*

earliest

members ef the "ideal-typical” Jewish community were German Jews who
arrived in the general eaaaaraity around the 1040 *0* these were few in
masher*

twenty years later there followed a large number of Jews from

Eastern Europe,

While there were some basic differences between these

two groups there was found one particular characteristic which they had
in oo— an*

On their arrival to the new world both groups were heavily

predisposed in favor of business and trade, the professions and shopkeep
ing*

They lacked, except for tailoring, any inclination or aptitude for

industry, and the American economic structure actually encouraged and
strengthened them in their historic tendencies.^

The German Jews lived

in the better residential section of the general community*
in no sense a ghetto*

Theirs was

They lived in dose proximity to their business

^Zimmerman, gp* clt,, p, 75*
^See Zimmerman's discussion "The Community as a Social Fact"
In his book ffie
frsammitv* p, 19, In which he explains that
"Social facts are manners of action, thinking, and feeling which are ex
terior to the individual and, at the same time, constrain the individual
to the degree that they are imposed upon him,”
59see Werner Sombart, The Jews and Modern Capitalism,
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estahlishments aad enjoyed ccmforta equal la most respects to those en
joyed fay all ether merchants of the general community, exeept the very
wealthy*

They lived in good homes which most of them soon owned*

children went to public school and to college#

Their

They were friendly with

their non-Javish neighbors and were eager to conform to the American
pattern of living and to be integrated into the American cultural patterm

They had little to do with Jewish ceremonialism, although they

did attend religions services in their temple.^0
The East European Jews, on the other hand, settled in a special
section ef the general community and for a time made an effort to develop
a f b m of sal£*segregattom

They lived in poorer homes and built their

Jfemagogue near those hemes#

The center of their lives was the synagogue

and for many years they maintained their religious customs in their homes
and Synagogue.

Some even dmftg tenaciously to the garb which had char

acterised them in their East European ©oaaamitiee*

These Jews were prone

to go into industry, primarily in consumer goods#

Few went into the pro*

feselans.
As time passed the two groups began to feel the need ef coopera
tive setion, and as the East European Jews began to become Americanised
and the German Jews began to understand bettor and appreciate more their
eo-religtonists there resulted a united Jewish community*

^Albert I* Gordon# Jews in Transition^ (Minneapoliss
ef Minneapolis Frees, 1949), p. 14*

University
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lbs People*

The "ideal-typical* Jewish cotmaunity has grown at

about the same rate as the general comnmrity although the Jewish birthrate is lower than that of the general community*
are becoming smaller,
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The Jewish families

the Jewish birth-rate Is 10.2 while that ef the

general oaxasunity is 17.1.^®

The members ef the Jewish community recog

nise that this rate is far below the true death-rate and they are well
aware of the fact that this is the beginning ef a net less period for the
Jewish population.
At present the Jewish community composes approximately two per cent
of the total general population.
lean born.

The majority of its population is inter-

Aside ftrem several refugee families which arrived since 1935#

there have been no immigration of European Jews.
Intermarriage In the * ideal-typical* Jewish community is also be
coming a factor, although not a serious one, in reducing the Jewish manbers.

The rate of intermarriage is five per cent, which Is still lower

than that of any other ethnic group.

The Jews still seem to be the most

^ A n explanation of this phenomenon is given in a quotation from
Xercy Beaulieu in
tiSffl* BteiS WfitoZt
££& M M M s & t P* 2.186,
where he points out that although Jews bring fewer children in the world
they bring more of them to maturity.
Rosenquist and Friedman in their article on "Jewish Population
Trends in the United States," Social Beeearcfe. pp. 209-10, explain the
lower birth-rate among Jews by pointing out that Jews participate to a
larger extent than non-Jews in those occupations— professional, managerial,
business— which have been traditionally associated with low birth—rate
also that in their culture there is not strong religious or moral
sanction regarding planned parenthood*
^Rosenquist and Friedman,

op«

cit.» p. 214.,

^Finkel stein, gp* clt.. p. 214..
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©ndogamous of all groups except the Ifegroee*^
Today the Jewish population is found to he living to all parts of
the general eonmanlty* that is* in ascendance with their economic status*
Xn general* it appears that the nIdeal-typical* Jewish coasmiaity
displays most ef the middle class characteristics •^

For instance* eight

per cent of the Jewish young people are married as against thirteen per
cant of non-Jews; 3*6 per cant of the Jewish young people have children
as against 8 per cant of the non*-Jews} 8 par cent of the Jewish children
go to college as against 4 per emit of the non-Jews; the average 1* Q.
far Jewish school children is 106* as against 100 for the rest of the com
munity.

the heapelde rate among the Jews is half that for the larger com

munity and so Is the death-frem-aeeident rate; the suicide rate is also
somewhat smaller* and indeed all death rates* except that for diabetes*
are lower*

Sis Juvenile delinquency rate is less than half the community

vide average*

Income of Jewish men average nearly 25 per cent higher than

that of the non-Jews*

Thirty-four per cent of the fathers of the Jewish

youth are proprietors* managers* or officials, against 1$ per cent of the
fathers ef mon-Jewish youth; 3 per dent of the Jewish fathers are unskilled
workers* as against 19 per cent of the fathers ef the non-Jewiah youth*
In short* in matters ef belief* behavior* activities, income, and occupa
tional distribution* the Jewish community seems well established in the
middle class level*
^Mathan Glaser* 11What Sociology Knows about American Jews**1 ComM&reh* 1950* p* 234*
fold«* p* 230*
^Ibld.. pp. 280-82.
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Oaamaatl^ and Economic Structure. There is one definite trend
in the occupational pattern ef the Mideal-typical” Jewish coisraunity.
Gradually the relative number of Jewish employees is increasing, while
the percentage of Jewish employers Is decreasing*^?

This is probably

due to the feet that the native b o m Jewish children prefer to be em
ployees rather than proprietors of small retail establishments*

While

the American beam Jew ie still interested In commerce he prefers to be
a salesman or a buyer rather than a proprietor of a store#

A resent

study of the high school graduates of the ttideal-typicalM Jewish eommun68
ity indicates that the majority of them prefer to be salaried workers.
An analysis of the gainfully employed Jews in the community shows
thatfhlly 78.2 per sent of them were employed in

1930*^

.

The largest concentration of employers and self-employed is to be
found in trade and in the several professions.

Of these 56.5 per cent are

in eeameroe and 20*1 are in professional service.
extent, can be expected.

This, to a certain

Many professions are eelf-employed• A considerable

number of those In oenmeree are usually proprietors of stores or some other
mercantile establishment.

Practically all of those In the elerieal occu

pations (97#5 per cent) are employees#

Almost three-fourths of those in

transportation and communication are wage or salary workers.

Mare than

three-fifths of those in manufacturing and approximately fifty-five of

forks

^Nathan Goldberg, Occupational Pattern, at American i s m ; (Bm*
J* T. S. P. Haiversity Press, 19A7), p* 42*
*
68Ibid.. p. A3,
i p. A3.
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every hundred in trade ere employees*
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TABUS I
OCCUPATIONAL PATTERN OP JEWS IN THE nIDEAL-TYPICAL*1 COMMONITT*

Occupation

19A7

Percentage

Clerks end Kindred Workers

39.7

Proprietors, Managers, Officials

27*6

Professionals

9.8

Skilled Workers

8*7

Semi-Skilled Workers

10*9

Public Service

0.1

Laborers

2*6

Others

0*6

Sources

Nathan Goldberg,

a&frngut 0£ M n t i s m 3a*tt*

Table X indicates that A out of 10 Jew® in the "ideal-typical11
Jewish connranity are clerks or kindred workers#

This includes those who

work in offices as veil as salesmen, saleswomen, buyers and the like*
Approximately 28 out of every 100 are proprietors, managers, and officials*
Cbe-tenth are professionals and another tenth are semi-skilled*
are skilled workers, government employees, and unskilled workers*

The others
Many of

the Jewish proprietors are owners of small business and manufacturing es
tablishments*

There are very few bankers, brokers, and proprietors of

W £iid., P. 44.
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m
large industrial plants.
It is significant to note the change in the occupational pattern
of the members of the *ideal-typical” Jewish community during the last
fifty years*
TABLE XI
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION CP GAINFULLY EMPLOYED JEWS BY NATIVITY*

Occupation

Total
Native Foreign

- Male
Native Foreign

1947

.. -.Fmoale.
Native Foreign

Manufacturing

10.5

18.0

11.9

19.0

9.6

8.0

Trade

53.0

62,2

54.1

57.9

33.2

63.7

Professions

19.1

6.0

18.0

8.5

20.6

7.5

Clerical

5*4

1*5

6.A

1.7

22.6

7.5

Public Service

1.3

0.5

1*1

0.6

0.8

0.4

Domestic and
Personal

4.3

7.2

3.2

7.1

3*9

10.6

2.8

2.5

1.8

2.1

0.6

0.9

3.6

1.5

3.5

2.2

8.8

2.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Transportation and
Others
TOTAL
Sources

Nathan Goldberg, Occupational Patterns $£ American Jewry
The survey of the occupational pattern for the foreign-born and

native-born Jews in this community shows that almost twice as many of the

^LfiS* cjt*
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first as of the second generation native-born Jews are in industry and
approximately three times as many of the native-born as of the foreignborn are in the professions*

Equally Important is the fast that some of

the native-born Jews do not work in the same industries as the immigrant
group*

There are 3*6 times as many of the native-born as of the foreign-

born doing clerical work*

The pereent&ge of proprietors of grocery and

clothing stores is greater among foreign-born*

There 2*6 times as many

of the native-born as of foreign-born in public service ^
flWMWlfT Organisation,

is was noted previously, in the early

life ef the *ideal-typical1* Jewish community the synagogue structurally
mad functionally represented the nucleus of the great majority of the
activities of both organised and individual Jewish life*

The organisation

ef the Jewish ecmsunity, although in a sense ^democratic,” experienced
moderate ecclesiastical domination, its values and programs were deter
mined primarily by the religious leaders*

Today in the *ideal-typical”

Jewish eoMinmlty the synagogue and religious leaders have been relegated
to a secondary position in Jewish communal affairs*

The rabbi Is looked

upon merely as a spiritual minister for such Jews as feel the need of
religion*
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There is at present a new "Temple* In the Jewish community— neither
quite ultra-modern nor quite purely orthodox*
attend irregularly*

The great majority of Jews

However, the great majority are present on the high

» P* 53*
^^Finkelstein,

op*

p*

1262*

S3

holy days*
As is all Jewish communities, the cemetery in this community
appears second only to the synagogue among the communal institutions.
As a matter of fact, the Jews of the wideal-typical11 community actually
possessed a cemetery before they built the first house of worship.

The

Jewish cemetery is located in the same area as are those of the general
community.

The cemetery is supervised by a committee of the Temple mem

bership.
In eoc&eetien with the Tuple there is to be found a program of
Jewish education supplementing the public schools.

Sere children re

ceive instruction in Hebrew, the Bible, Jewish History, holidays and
festivals*

At the end ef this Instruction period the Children are con

firmed.
Also in esa m clloa with the Temple is to be found a Jewish cose*
■unity center*

This Is the fbcal point ef eoanuztlty interest where ree-

ereatlonal, social, educational, and cultural activities may be arranged
for all age groups.
The •ideal—typical" Jewish ccnmunity has for many years had a
B*nal Bbrith lodge (Sons ef the Covenant), which Is a fraternal organise*
tlna ef adult male Jews, and a Temple Sisterhood, which Is a comparable
women 9s organisation.

These groups meet monthly and participate in pro

grams related to local, national, and international Jewish affairs.
Tbs ■ideal-typical” Jewish community contributes substantial
financial aid to the needs of the general community as well as to those
needs which are particularly Jewish on both local and national levels.
The contributions which the Jews make to Jewish organisations are

H

distributed to*

(I)* Rational organisations, (2)* Belief societies*

(3)* lastitutiou* and (4.)* Education.
Among the Jivlsh publications which are available to the members
ef the community are The American Jewish Tear Book* Commentary. Jewish
Baelai Studies* The Jewish Review* Ifrs Ravish Social Service Quarterly,
* » »*»*i Bflth publication,

$25.gsu ttfjjgtia*..

and a Jewish newspaper*

the JbSsssssb^L*
One finds lees and lees of the group solidarity once known among
the members of the *ideal-typical* Jewish community*

Today the Jews are

making every effort to become Integrated members ef the larger eomnranity.
They ere members ef local civic and social clubs.

They attend non-Jewish

functions to a larger degree than they do Jewish functions.
an effort to participate In all local activities*
nise M l

They make

However* they recog

well that whether by participation or merely by tradition* they

remain Jews and are regarded as such by the camamtty at large*
^

2h conclusion it might be said that while in theory the members of

the *ideal-typieal* Jewish community regard it as one of many sister com**
anilities throughout the world* each adjusted to the social and political
aad economic conditions of the land of habitation* bound together by its
cultural-religious Inheritance* and by the spiritual inspiration ef the
Israel center* in reality this is not the case at all*
The Jews ef the *ideaX-typical* Jewish community are today without
say real reeot?ilsed group status*^

This alone is enough to render them

Kaplan* gg. £&•* P* 59. See also Robert S. Lynd and Helen
M* Iynd, Middletown (Hew Zbrfct Harcourt* Brace and Co., 1929)* p* 479,
wherein the authors in discussing the group solidarity of that community
note that the Jaws there are accepted socially with just enough qualifi
cations to make them aware that they do not entirely belong.

Sf?

fin enigma to themselves and to the larger community.

On the one hand,

in their eagerness to become an integral part of th© general community,
they are determined to abandon all that remains of their former status
as a nation in exiles on the other hand, under the impact of traditional
loyalty they seek comfort in some form of collective life, be it congre
gation, firatemal order, or philanthropy.^
Strange as it may seem, the Jews are fearful of retrieving their
Jewish eannftl solidarity even If they should feel the importance and

need of It.
e—

Their reluctance to do something constructive about their

ity structure is based on the fear that it might result in a form

of self-segregation; that it might play into the hands of anti-Semites,
most of whom believe that Jews are united in a conspiracy to dominate

the rest ef the vurldf mod finally that it is impossible to strengthen
the on— unity unless the synagogue remains the center of its life, which
is not possible within the present structure of the American way of
iif..76
Another fundamental reason for the weakness of the Jewish com—

a! structure has to do with one basic characteristic which has re

mained deeply rooted in the hearts and minds of the members of the
•ideal-typical" Jewish eoHBSunity, generation after generation*

This par

ticular characteristic has influenced the nature of the communal structure

because it eolors profoundly its interests, its behavior, and its rela
tionships.

It la a feeling that a wall exists between Jews and the rest

75JM&.. P. 58.
76Xbld., pp. 108-09*
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or the oaaroiiityi no rotter how thin, nevertheless, it is there*

It is

their conviction that no rotter what be the nature of the relationship
between thro and the rest of the community, sooner or later, speech and
thought are no longer between one m m and another bat between a Jew and
77

a non-Jew*
This lack ef group status, of direction and of singular purpose
accounts for the laek of a meaningful philosophy and a successful program of Jewish life*

Xnpelled fcgr contradictory drives, Jews ere forever

frustrating one another’s purposes and even their own*

Out of these

frustrations comes a arose of impotence and futility, of inferiority and
even self-hatred **^

The ominous fast about Jewish life in the ceamuunity

being here portrayed is that it exists fro the most part only by dint ef
momentum derived from old-world Jewry*

That momentum is fast fading out

due to erotrifhgal forces impinging upon It from the surrounding environ
ment*

The main reason that the Jewish eomnocasnity has not generated its

own ronrotum is that it lacks that inponderable but most influential
factor— status.
The reasons fro the lack of status by the total Jewish group is
not clear to either the Jews or to the members of the larger eaamaamity.
Many Jews have become so tangled in their own dialectics that they have

77

Here once more is revealed W* X* Thomas’ classic "theorem? "If
man define situations as real, they are real in their consequences
Merton, Robert s., Social Theory jffid £ e£&i fflsRMSam (caeneo, Illinoist
The Free frees) p. 179.
7®See the Interesting essay on this topic In f o n s W W E Social £s q filets by fihrt Levin (Jfev Xbrks Harper and Brothers, 194$)»
Kaplan, ga* clt,* p* 59*
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grown uncertain about this basic problem in their lives and are not
sure what course to take to solve lt«

The non-Jew* on the other hand*

simply attributes this condition to the undesirable characteristics
which he believes characterize the Jew.
tion to the problem*

Also he has a simple solu

H© is in favor of Jews becoming assimilated with

and absorbed by the larger ccaammity.

He thinks further that it is

time to liquidate this anachronism of a separate community, which can
not be defined either as a separate race or religious sect, or nation*
and whose insistence on remaining apart has lad to an unparalleled chain
of persecutions * unpleasant incidents* and general embarrassments for
all eomeernsd*
In the final analysis* however* the Jews are convinced that the
situation is basically not of their own making and may well be beyond
their control! that inherent in this perplexing social problem lies the
ultimate answer to Judaism in America*

It consists in a choice between

Judaism continuing in its historic enterprise or undertaking to liquid
date Itself and shut-up shop*

ShoXem Aseh mokes the cause of anti-Jewish feeling dear when
he says In his book One Dantlnv (New fork: J. P. ftrfcnam's dons* 1941)*
p. 39* *What is the basic cause of anti-Semitism? The first and most im
portant reason for hatred ef Jews Is the separate faith which has isolated
them* All other reaeons* both economic and political* are a rationalisa
tion of this first cause* because the adherence ef Jews to a belief differ
ent from that of the rest of the population has served to make them re
funded throughout all generations as intruders. No matter how long Jews
live In a certain place— they might even have been among the founders of
the city* among Idle earliest builders and inhabitants of it— they were still
regarded as foreigners and trespassers*
See also Campbell*s report in Theodore M. Newcomb Social Psvchology (New Xorki The Zteyden Press, 1950)* pp. 192-93* which Indicates that a
survey made of anti-Semitism among a national sample of adults shows that
those who are most dissatisfied individuals are most anti-Semitic while
those who are least anti-Semitic are most satisfied individuals*

Be that at It mgr# the far reaching remits of this lade of statue
and of a concrete system of meanings and values internally consistent and
widely held and practiced is that among many members of the *ideal-typi
cal" Jewish oonananity today may ha found that condition known as anomie?^
or loss of orientation, "a mental tension which in its moderate type re
veals an intermittent apprehension in the adult of a danger before which
he is helpless and which* in its severe type mounts to an anxiety fraught
with terrifying images of a menacing world*1,62 The vacuum thus left in
the social system known as the Jewish community promises to be filled in
the near future by some new ideology*
Thus it is that at present the "ideal-typical” Jewish community
appears to be in a period of transition from the old forms of social or
ganisations* unique traditions* and well defined ideals that have been in
force, with only insignificant changes* for many centuries* to a new way
of life.

It is this very transition which seems responsible for the di-

lessaa in which the Jews find themselves*

^DeGrasia, pp. elt** p. 3CI.
Tories

^ a # e also I* S* Weehsler* The geurologlgts1 Point of View (Hew
Lm B. Fischer* 1941)* PP« 15-16.

Dr* Wechsler* an K* D«* is Clinical Professor of Neurology, Col
lege ef Physicians and Surgeons* Columbia University; Chief Neurologist at
the Mt. s^nAi Hospital; Deputy Chairman of the Board of Governors of the
Hebrew tfclvereity* Jerusalem and President of the Board of Directors of the
Asarleaxi Friends of the Hebrew University. Dr* Weehsler, in discussing the
vid# prevalence of the neuroses among Jews* points out that there must be
something In their character or mental makeup which makes life, on occasion,
too difficult to handle or* in psychologic terras, conditions their sensi
tiveness to the problems of reality* It is his opinion that Jews, possibly
as the result of their religious and cultural experience* have developed a
peculiar philosophy of life* a Weltanschauung which has so profoundly af
fected their adjustments to reality that the individual frequently reacts
with a neurosis* See also the discussion regarding peoples * reaction to
stress by Alexander H* Leighton in The Qovernfng of ffen (Princeton* Prince
ton University Frees* 1946), p. 263*

CHAPTER nr
thb Q h m m community
A*

Setting

Hast Feliciana, one of the ”Florida Parishes,” is located In the
east central portion of Louisiana*

The Spanish name, Feliciana, meaning

happyland, m s given to the parish by Governor Galvez of Louisiana in
honor of his wife**’
At one tine, Fast Feliciana Parish and West Feliciana were in
cluded in the sane territory*

However, the citizens of the western part

of the parish complained to the state government that the floods and
quicksands of Thompson Greek, separating then from Jackson, the parish
seat of ffellelana, often resulted In hardships*

During the second session

of the sixth legislature, 1824., an act was passed abolishing the parish of
Feliciana and creating the two distinct parishes of Fast and West Felici
ana*2
Jackson was to remain the parish seat until further provision was
made by the legislature for a new site*

Originally, Jackson had been

^East Vol
Parish, unpublished material on file with the
Department of Archives, Louisiana State tfoiversity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana*
2Loc. d t «
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called "Buncombe.*

However, after General Jackson camped there on hie

way to Tennessee ffeont the battle of* New Orleans, the name was changed
in his honor.

3

In 1830 the parish seat was moved to Clinton because it was sit
uated in the center of the parish.
the actual founders of Clinton.

John Bostvick and George Sebor were

It la said that the particular site was

selected because of its abundance of clear spring water, favorable alti
tude, and general healthfulness of the climate.

Che of the most impos

ing structures in the state at that time was the court house erected at
th. cost of |27,000.*
We find the following interesting and vary significant statement
in the Blographioal and Historical Memoirs of Louisiana, published in
1892*
East Feliciana has been called •the pariah of churches
and school0,1 a satisfactory reason for which la found in the
deep religious feeling existing throughout the entire parish,
and in the number and excellence of the educational institu
tions. ^fhe first school to be established was a private in
stitution called Clinton Academy in 1826. In charge of It was
M. C. WadeJ/^
Clinton Female Academy was founded in 1832 by the sisters
of the famous historian, George Bancroft. The next school es
tablished was Centenary College of Louisiana, which owes its
title to the date of its origin in 1839, the one hundredth year
after the formation of the first Methodist society. It was
first located at Clinton, Mississippi, but moved to Jackson,
Louisiana, in 1845* Feliciana Female Institution bears the dis
tinction of being the oldest chartered female Institute in the

^Loc. clt.
ALq c . clt,
^Clinton School Papers. 1826-1829, on file with the Department of
Archives, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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state* having been chartered in 1059* Silliman Female College
'was established 1m 1052* The object of its founder* William
Silliman, Is said to have been ’to give to the public an insti
tution of learning to which all may send their children without
interfering with the religious prejudices of any* * Millwood
Female institute of Jackson began its career in 1066 as a small
private school* but it grew so that in 1070 it was regularly
chartered by the state*
The first church (denomination not given) to be organ
ised in this area was in 1012 at Hepeiba* The next of which
there is s record was the Baptist* at Clinton in 1036 with
seven members* There are four other Baptist churches in the
parish* The Methodist church was organized between 1035-1040*
There are five Presbyterian churches in the parish having 175
members in charge of two ministers# The Catholics have two
churches in the parish* /Tt is important to note that this
historical sketch makes no mention of Jews in the parish* It
is well known that by 1092 there must have been over 150 Jews
in the parish^
Clinton has long enjoyed a reputation for great com
mercial activity, a reputation well sustained* Che manufactur
ing company* the Clinton Brick and Tile Company, was organized
in 1091* /this company went cut of business fifteen years
latsr£7 The Clinton and Port Hudson railroad was completed In
1040* A branch was built from Midway to Jackson where a bank
was established and the business of the read conducted* The
road was kept running until the war,®
The first newspaper in East Feliciana was the Fatrlot-Demoerat *
published in 1871*

The Murray, an eight-page paper was published in

1086 by 8* A* Miller.

The Southern Watchman was published in (Hinton,

1007, by W . W* Wall and T« M. Green, and is still in existence*
To date the above is the only official record to be located
covering the history of this area*

In order to bring the historical

sketch as much as possible to the present day, it Is necessary to re
construct it from personal records, from census and agricultural reports

6UflgESEbi£fiL sai. Historical BtaffitEft-gg ktaUifflMt (Chicago,
Goodspeed Publishing Co*, 1092), X, pp* 234-235.

7%& ywrtton*Ettrt*h.sq.
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and from newspaper dippings.

8

It appears from all accounts that In the period between 1890 end
1900 this area was most prosperous from the point of d e w of population
growth, income* cultural achievement and general well-being.

In that

decade can be found the largest number of farms* the greatest estimated
value of farm products, the largest area planted in cotton, the greatest
number of bales of cotton produced, and a population of over 1,000,
194-0 the population was 950*)

(in

One finds also the greatest number of

stores and other businesses flourishing.

At that time moat of the edu

cational institutions were fmetioning and a large number of churches of
all denominations were still active*

To be found also were an unusual

number of outstanding lawyers living and practicing in the area*
With the turn of the century, however, a general depression seems
to have dosed in on this area.

Crops began to fail, the production of

cotton fell, business began to decline, the "famous” brick factory burned
and was not rebuilt, several of the schools closed their doors, families

Also from interviews with the following personas Mrs, Anna
Irvin, Secretary, East Feliciana Chapter, American Bed Cross, Clinton,
Louisiana; Col* V* F, Kernan, author and lecturer, Clinton, Louisiana;
Mrs, Mamie Beeerd, ninety years of age, resident of Clinton; Mr, Otto
Breitung, seventy years of age, resident of Clinton; Judge H* H,
Xllboarne, seventy-five years of age, Clinton; Mrs* Phillip Jones,
eighty-six years of age, formerly of Jackson and now residing in Baton
Bouge; Mrs* Gertrude Labe, seventy-seven years of age, formerly of
Clinton, now residing in Thibodaux, Louisiana; Mr, Edgar Levy, formerly
of Jackson, sow residing in Baton Bouge; Mr, Henry Louis Cohn, formerly
of Clinton and now residing in Baton Bouge; Mrs* Las Blum, sixty-six
years of age, formerly of Plains near Clinton, and a resident of Baton
Bouge, Also utilised were the followings U. S, Census Records, reports
prepared by the Louisiana Agricultural Extension Service, and newspaper
accounts written and published by H* Skipvith, who moved to Clinton In

,

1825
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began to novo
2h 1907 com© the complete collapse of cotton productIon,
boll weevil and man-made erosion bad done a thorough job.
pessimism began to sweep over the area,
gre«g> had left the cowBttmity*
1845*)

the

Waves of

£&r 1910 the entire Jewish

(They had begun to arrive there in

Silltaaa College van planning to ©lose its doors, and Cents*

nary College was planning to move to Shreveport, Louisiana*

Business

became even worse rad the population dropped to below the 800 nark*
The value of farm land dropped and the total production in bales of
cotton dropped from 22,000 in 1900 to 5,000*

By 1920 the population

had dropped to 700 persons} production In bales of cotton to 4,000*
Much of the f a n land had become useless because of erosion, and bus!*
ness in general was very poor*

Many churches dosed their doors, and

hr 1930 the only schools left in the parish were the public schools*
$r 1948 the population had risen to 998, but the total production
in bales of cotton was 910*

Xh the Interim, efforts were being made at

reclamation of the farm area, but with little suecess, due in part to
the poor conditions of the soil and in part to lack of interest*

How

ever, new programs were being developed which are at present showing
progress*

These have been the cattle industry, the lumber industry, and

seme dairying*
Today Clinton is a community which dees not appear to be very
active*

Che finds there many educated and cultured citizens, yet there

is none of the spirit, solidarity, wealth, and cultural interests which
one found there in the period between 1880-1900*
Col* VI* F* Keraan, whose grandfather came to Clinton in 1840 and
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whose family has lived there "in and out" during the last century, stuns
up very aptly the picture of Clinton today by saying that the "community
Q
is dying tram a disease known as fancestorItis • *07
$»

%hf Jewish Community

Clinton

Qae night visualise the occasion when the first Jewish persons
arrived in Clinton*^

According to information gathered from cemetery

Inscriptions the earliest Jewish settlers in Clinton were Henry Oppen*
helner and his wife, Minna, who arrived there approximately in 1345*

11

This is certain, when they reached Clinton they found a small hut grow**
lug ecoRnraity.

There was a new and beautiful courthouse surrounded by

many frame buildings used as country stores, saloons, and law offices*
Surrounding this core of activity were scattered a number of dwellings,
and beyond the easuunity proper, as far as the eye could reach, appeared
9

Colonel Keraan has retired from military life and is now residing
in Clinton (1950)*
picture which follows is necessarily a composite one* While
basically it is constructed on facts gathered from many sources, it has
been accessary to interject at various points a dash of "imagination."
Because the community being investigated has been out of existence for
nearly forty years, the writer found himself compelled to lay the founder
tlen as well as to build the structure* It has been necessary to die**
cover general tendencies in apparently unrelated happenings in widely
separated places; to piece together Isolated episodes and factual mater
ial so as to form something of a coherent picture, and, in a word, to
transform these episodes and this material into an understanding and
meaningful scene.
^*Ih all probability, the writer Is mistaken in hie speculations*
Dr* Jacob R* Marcos, Professor of Jewish History at the Hebrew tfoian
College in Cincinnati, and Director of the American Jewish Archives,
onee explained to the writer, half in jest and all In earnest, that there
is a law in Jewish history to the effect that "No Jew Is ever the first
one in any community because there was surely one there before him*0
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fertile country with farmsteads*

Here* they must have thought, is the

place to settle, to plant roots deeply, to live in peace, and here to
earn a living as free people*

Here, the Qppenheiners had heard were

no Judengaesen, here were no aati-Jewish eigne which both Minna and
12
Henry had seen displayed in many places in Hanover*
Here were oppor
tunities to bay lend, to build hones, to worship, and to trade with
people in a dignified way.

Here, at last, was a partial answer to the

prayer vhieh every Jew in the Diaspora ottered at the completion of the
Fassever services each year*
The Feoole.

"Hext year we shall meet in Israel**

ft is practically Impossible to give a demographic

picture of the Jewish group daring its existence in Clinton, as there
are no records available covering such facts*

It is kaown^ that a

number of Jews, individually and in families, Immediately followed the
Henry Cppeahelaere^ to this community*

the following partial liet1^

Is most significant because it Indicates the extent of Jewish Immigra**
tien to Clinton within a period of several years after the Cjppeahelmer*
arrived, who, it is assumed, most have done so about 1842 s

^Louis Wlrtfa, The Ghetto (Chicago}
Press, 1926), p« 44.

Israel and

The University of Chicago

^^This information available through conversations with aged
residents of Clinton and from studying inscriptions cm tombstones in
the Jewish esmetery of Clinton,
^T h e Oppeahelmers subsequently moved to Jackson, where a son,
William, was bora to them cm September 26, JL847* William Oppenheimer
moved to Houston in later years and died In 1872* His body was returned
to Clinton for burial*
Clinton.

*^Fran information found on headstones in Jewish cemetery in
A total list of persons burled here may be found in Appendix A*
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Caroline Adler, Solomon Adler, Clara Stein, Moses Bloom, X. Mayer,
Abraham levy, latte Qppenheimer (sister of Henry), Solomon Kern, Lewis
Meyer, Bnanuel Dryfhs, Leonard Wolf, and Jacob Wolf*
The 1900 tfelted States Census gives the following pertinent pop
ulation information*

There were in Clinton in 1900, 960 persons; of

these, 329 were foreign-born white; 157 were b o m in the Halted States
of parents who came from Germany, 10 were direst from Russia, 10 from
Austria, and 20 from France.

The religious affiliations of these in

dividuals is not known, tut it is logical to believe by far the largest
majority of the foreign b o m and second generation foreign b o m were of
Jewish faith*
It would appear that the meet feasible method of presenting a
picture of the Jewish essmnmity of Clinton is to consider a segment of
it in terms of time.

That is to say, consider a static portion of It

as it existed in 1690*

This particular period is chosen because the

best information available covers this period, which, consequently, makes
it the most workable and meaningful segment*
The following is a list of the Jewish persons living in Clinton
around 1890.

It is not possible to give the ages of the individuals,

but It can be said that the great majority of them were over 18.

reconstruction made available after conversations with
Mrs*Gertrude Labe, of Thibodaux; Mrs* Mamie Record, of Clinton; Mr.
Edgar Levy, of Baton Bouge; Mrs. Sara Sehlottderbeck, of Baton Rouge;
Mtm Henry Lewis Cohn, of Baton Bouge; Mr* Otto Breltung, of Clinton;
and material available in "Sketches of the Pioneers," in G* H* Sklpwith,
biat
Pest and Present (Hew Orleans: Hopkins Printing Office,

1892).
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Emanuel and Stmchi* Msyer, who had the following
children* Henry, Matilda, David, Morris, Cel®at*, and
Jot*
Sanry (brother of ^genual) and Celesta (Moses)
Meyer, who had the following childreni Manuel, Maude,
Alphonse, Gua, and Carl.
Isadora and Debora (Moses) Meyer, who had the
following childreni Carl, Carol, and Denial.
Henry and Celesta (Meyer) Mayer, who had the folloving children* Genette, Nacsd, Biwin, Claud*
Simon and Gertrude (Moses) Mayer, who had the fol
lowing children« Tesaie and Cragen#
Joe and Ernestine Israel, who had the following
children* Leon, Ernestine, San, Hertense, Archill*,
The©, Crimea*
San Adler, whose children were* San, Eugene, Louis,
Julius, Adolph, Bertrand, Isadora, Oscar, end Edward.
Eugene Morns*
Xke and Melina (Oppenheimer) Beyman, who had the
following children: Seraphine, Henry, Ban, Bernice,
Annette, Flora, and Wilbert*
Johah and Maude (Mbyer)
Edgar and Sadia*

whose children were

Abraham Levy*
A couple by the name of Karow.
Joseph and Julia (Reyman) Black, whose children were
Dee, Adolph, Malina, Leon, Gertrude, and Ferdinand*
It can be seen, thus, that at least 85 persons of Jewish faith
resided in Clinton in 1890.

It is significant to note also that at

this time there were quite a nsmibsr of Jaws living in nearby communi
ties*

Jackson, Ethel, Wilson, Plains, Slaughter, who were in a sense

a pert of the Clinton community.
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SSSSgaSfetSB **** IcPDonip Structure* By and large, the Jewish people
of Clinton wore in business dealing in general merchandise and birring and
selling eoitoa*

In the apaa 1890*1900 the very heart of the Clinton econ

omy was based en cotton production*

3h 1900 cotton production In the

pariah vac nearly at its highest, (over 20,000 hales), and the estimated
value of f a n produce was approximately #1,000,000*

The Jewish merchants

had built a rather of large and up-to-date stores and were considered very
successful*

They v a n accepted as important members of the business com

munity as well as the general cemunity*

They did a large credit busi

ness, particularly with farmers end land owners*

Their stores contained

a most varied assortment of goods end were very popular with local, as
well as parish vide buyers*^
During the year some of the Jews had been able to accumulate farm
land, but in so ease did any one of them ever assume the responsibility
of farming the land*
Apparently in 1890-1900 It had not yet come to the attention of
the nraiiiitljr leaders, or if it did come to their attention, they refused
to take serious cognisance of it, that their basic source of income,
cotton produetion, was about to bring down upon them catastrophic economic
disaster*

The actual crash came in 1907 and by 1910 the total production

in eotton was 5,374 bales*

The basic reason for this disastrous situation

S W e r a ia H n a e e a M n B a M a ia M M « M K

^ 3 h the collection of papers of James M* Andrews, 1846-1899, on
file in the Department of Archives, Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, is a statement from the store of Joseph Israel* The
information at the heading of the statement is as followsi Date, Novem
ber 1, 1883, Bought of Joseph Israel, Dealer in Dry Goods, Clothing,
Boots
Shoes, Groceries, Hardware, etc* Cash paid for Cotton, Wool,
and all country produce*
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was plainly poor farming practices resulting in soil deterioration and
largo eoale erosion*

The climax came when the boll weevil made its en«

tranee in 1907***
He sooner had the depression descended upon Clinton when the
Jewish merchants began to leave the eenannity.

They sold their stores,

merchandise, and other holdings and moved to other localities*

How**

ever, most of them moved to Baton Bouge, to Haw Orleans, and to many
smaller cosenunitias in Louisiana and Mississippi*
13m possibility exists that there is some correlation between
soil erosion and the determination of the economic life of any conmsunity, and it was particularly true in Clinton*

ha the ease of the Jewish

group, this situation had special significance, but it must be empha
sised that one should not be too hasty In assuming that it was the economic
breakdown only which was the sole factor, albeit, it was the major factor,
In the disintegration of the Jewish community In Clinton*

It Is the con

sensus of many of the residents of Clinton, Jews and non-Jews alike, that
there were many other important factors contributing to the picture in
COLinton, both in its creation and its disintegration*
Many of the Individuals interviewed stated that the Jews gravita
ted to Clinton because it had a reputation of being a very progressive
coenunity, not only in matters pertaining to the economic life but to
the cultural as well*

Xt was known throughout the state as a center of

legal activities, and as a community of many schools and churches, and

^From a conversation with Mr* L* A* Mullens, Louisiana State
Department of Commerce and Agriculture, Louisiana State University campus*
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as a locality interested in things intellectual.

It 'was also recog

nised as an area of extended tolerance to outsiders.

On the other hand.

It Is very significant to note that it was further explained that the
Jewish group disintegrated and disappeared because with the coming of
the economic crisis there were simply no other roots to hold them there,
none of those intangible yet meaningful elements which tie individuals
to a place and hold them there for a lifetime.
Social life,

rt appears ffeom all available evidence that from the

very beginning, the Jewish people appeared to be a well-integrated part
of the total eeamnlty.

They built attractive homes and stores, they

planted gardens, and took part in all civie activities.
were not considered as foreigners by the natives.

In general, they

They threw themselves

wholeheartedly and generously into the task of building the general com
munity,

They quickly became conditioned to the Clinton way of life.

They were neither the richest members of the c o m m i t y nor the poorest.
As a matter of fact, Clinton in the 1890-1900 decade did not have very
many rich people nor very many poor ones, except, of course, its Negro
cltisena, who were very poor,

(See Figure 5.)

Contrary to the conditions existing in many other Jewish commun
ities, the Clinton Jews did net organise any Jewish fraternal organisa
tions nor any German lodges.

Their apparent attachment was for typically

American organisations and Institutions.

They mingled freely and enthus

iastically with others in business affairs, la recreation, and in politics,
At one time there were six Jewish members of the Clinton Masonic Lodge,
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figat m.
5

h wlH iwi (1950).

mfo h o m e built by Jowa in Clinton*
n
U
V
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9ft
Isadora Mayer
and Jonah Lory
wore tooth Masters of that lodge*
1905 Jonah Levy was elected Mayor of Clinton and served for a term,

In

21

the young Jewish people attended the local schools and colleges
and were considered in every sense members of the over all community,
Louis Levy, grandfather of Henry Louis Cohn of Baton Bouge, was one of
the first graduates from Centenary College (1BB1),

Many of the young

22
women attended Sill loan College
and participated in all school activ
ities,

Many of the young people attended Christian churches with their
04
friends and took part in the services*
This seems to have been the

ease where the Jewish young ladies attended the Fblieiana Female Col~
24
lege.

^According to Mr, Otto Breitung, of Clinton,
20
According to Mr, Edgar Levy, son of Jonah Levy, of Baton Rouge*

25Th, issue in that particular mayor9e campaign was the perenial
Louisiana problem: the "stock lav,19 Mr, Levy believed that & growing
and progressive community such as Clinton should not have stock running
around on the main street*
^Mr, Joe Israel deeded his home to Silllman College# The home
is still standing and is now toeing used as a nurses1 home, A photograph
of this home may be seen in Figure 5*
23»rs. Las Blum, of 1403 Convention Street, Baton Rouge, explains
that although her family lived at Plains, Louisiana, she boarded at Sti
llman College, vent to prayer service there, and played the piano and
attended the Presbyterian Church in the community * It seemed, to her a
natural thing to do, since there was no Synagogue available. While at
Silllman, she was friendly with a number of the Jewish girls from Clinton,
Mrs, Gertrude Labe of Thibodaux, made a similar observation about this,
^Mrs. Phillip Jones, Baton Bouge, explains that while she was'
at tills school there were at least four Jewish girls there. Also, that
of the six teachers in the institution, one was Jewish, She taught
music, Mrs* Jones was of the opinion that there were no feelings of any
lrjnd against the Jewish students and that they were accepted In the same
manner as all other students*
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There does not appear to have bean much monotony in the lives of
the young people in Clinton*

Parties vere held at the homes of the

Jewish children aa well aa thoee of the non-Jewish children and all were
attended by both groups*

Jewish young people dated non-Jew®.

However,

it is important to note that there were only two eases of Intermarriage
before 1900*

Oscar and Sdward idler married non-Jewish girls*

It was

mainly after the Jews left Clinton that many of them married out of
their faith.
hi their respective homes the Jewish daughters were taught the
usual arts of upper class families*

They played music, read books, but

not Jewish literature, helped with housekeeping, etc*

It was the

opinion of mapy of those interviewed that, in general, no one seemed to
lack stimulating leisure time activities, despite the fact that travel
was very difficult because of poor roads*

Xn fact, it was actually an

ordeal to go to Baton Bouge, only about thirty miles away*
It is evident, however, that ftrom the beginning there was little
cooperative effort made at establishing a closely-knit Jewish group*
Sever in the history of the community were there any serious efforts made
at building a house of worship or at formally organising a congregation*
The group in Clinton did not even organise a cemetery association until
1917, ami this, of course, obviously by e*~Glinton Jews, who now lived
elsewhere but vere still interested in the cemetery*
7*)

(Bee Figures 6 and

They did, however, establish their own cemetery about 1350*^

^Inventory g£ ^
Church m A 9m»aam.tt JggjrfJEfia s£
m . nit., p. 125. "CLINTON LOUISIANA HEBREW ASSOCIATION, 1917— , Haw
Orleans, Orleans Parish* Incorporation papers of the Clinton Louisiana
Hebrew Association were taken out in Orleans Parish on May 30, 1917 by

Figure 6*

Fleve

%S» Jewiefe e*sseie*yt Clinton, ZmleluuL (1950)*

10$

Flgura 7.

l i w i of tbm Jmti»h M — t w y , Clinton, loalelna* (1750).
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The Institution of religion os those Jews knew it in Europe very
swiftly moved away from the traditional pattern and tended to adapt it**
self rare end store to the exigencies of its new environment.

The aban

donment of many of the religions practises by the Jews of Clinton can
be looked span only as the result of conditions unfavorable to their
maintenance.

The Jews of Clinton could not* for Instance* observe tbe

Sabbath because it didn’t coincide with that of the dominant group.
They erald rat* for the same reason* observe a boat of other important
practices! they therefore gave them up quiokly.
era saarat escape

In the light of events

belief that religion as an institution practically

ceased to be a force in the llife of that Jbwish community* at least
while It remained in Clinton,
The group rat as a unit* end this only rarely* at religious services on the high holidays*

in the public school building.

Otherwise*

there seams to have been little* if any* effort at participating in par
ticularly Jewish activities.

The group in general did rat observe the

Jewish dietary laws* and very few individuals knew anything at all of
the orthodox traditions and customs,27

Most of the Jews in Clinton who

/footnote continue^/ a group of Jewish residents headed by Albert J,
Wolf* President* and Jerome Bireeh* Secretary, the object set forth
was maintenance of the Jewish cemetery ill Clinton* Bast Feliciana Par
ish, ha 1904* while serving Temple Sinai at St, Francieville* Sabbi
JBaisin established fortnightly services for Clinton Jews, Several years
prior to the formation of the Clinton Louisiana Hebrew Association* all
Jewish residents had moved from Clinton, Ho records were found,11
^Sosh Hashera and 2cm Kippur* Hew Sear’s Day and Day of Atonement,
lube tells the story that when a non-Jewish friend of her
father’s chided him about eating ham while the early Hebrews did not* he
explained that the real reason the old time Jews did not eat ham was that
In those days there was no such thing as “sugar cured11 ham.
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had come flram abroad wore lacking la Jewish knowledge, and conditions
in Clinton were hardly favorable to a renascence*

For most of the Jews

in and about Clinton, Jewish living became the observance of a very
limited ritual and charitable gifts to Jewish causes.^®
It becomes dear* then, that the Jews in Clinton kept their Jewish
Identity as individuals, bat as a group, there was very little indication
of Jewish life and activity,
ft was tbs consensus of all who vere contacted, Jews and non-Jews
alike, that the Jews as individuals all made seme contribution to the
total eomanaltyi however, they were seldom looked upon as a group diff
erent in any sense from the general community.

It may be of value to

add at this point that several of the non-Jews explained that the commun
ity in general felt very bitter When the Jews left at the time the com
munity was suffering such serious economic difficulties*
nevertheless, it was agreed that the Jewish business men vere
progressive in their business activities, that they helped in many ways
to bring economic prosperity to the eemtxnlty, and that they were ins
trumental in building up the cultural level of the entire community with

2&

In contrast with the Clinton community, one finds that the much
smaller Jewish group in St* Francisville, only about thirty-five miles
away, established a congregation in 1892, built a temple In 1902, and had
a fbll-time rabbi for a year* An article in the New Orleans Jewish Ledger
(lovenber 25, 1904), P» 16, Col. 2, makes the following statement regard
ing St. Francisville* "The affairs of congregation temple Sinai are in a
most satisfactory condition and our Sabbath School, in particular, is
flourishing. Both of these institutions are under the able Rabbi Raisin*
Our Rabbi has also established a circuit service at Clinton, Louisiana,
where he officiates every alternate Sunday** The congregation dissolved
in January, 1905, because of a dwindling membership*

10$

their financial contributions and their interest and personal effort,
Icon Israel contributed $1,000 to help establish a eomniunity
library.

In appreciation ©f this, the library board established an

Ernestine Xarael roon in the library in memory of his daughter*

Today

the library hae declined until it la practically useless, although the
Clinton community makes some effort to keep it activ©*
Been after the Jews left Clinton, financial contributions con
tinued to be made far many years.

Xeon Israel sent in a great number

of blooded cattle and hogs in an effort to help the community develop
this new industry, and Ernestine Israel continued to contribute to the
upkeep of the library*
The Jews in Clinton were proud, too, of their part in the war
between the states*

The muster role ©f the 1th Louisiana Regiment dated

May 21, 1S61, In the possession of Judge fl* B» Kilbourne, indicates that
three Jews ikon Clinton served with Its

B* Hoses, Chas. Wolf, and A.

Mayer*
The Jews, on the other hand, all agreed that they had gained

iammastzrably from the Clinton community, but only as individuals*
way did they experience group unity and group solidarity*

ha no

As individ

uals, they found here freedom of opportunity for economic endeavor, here
were many good schools for their children, which accepted them without
question.

Here the Jews vere able to rear large families and to give

these families the things which make for a good life*

The good life,

which in turn, enabled these children to become lawyers, physicians,
merchants, manufacturers, teachers, and politicians, so that today these
same children walk side by side with those ids© had preceded them by many
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generations* everywhere sharing in the American way of life*
Here vere found political freedom and religious freedom*

Surely

those vere the things for which the immigrant came to America* to
Louisiana* and to Clinton.
Indeed, the Java in Clinton felt veil pleased with their lives
in that cowunity until the year 1907*

TABUS XII
FOPOIATIQH TRENDS AND FASHING INFCRMATION FOR EAST FELICIANA PARISH* 186CWL94&

fiwr
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1909
1910
7Q1Q
i7l7
1920
1929
1930
1934
1939
1940
1944
1945
1946

ftatwr
of
Fans
301
1,561
1,461
1,746
2,379
••*
2,379
•*■*
2,405
22,758
2,379
»•*
1,971
•••
2,098

#0*

Estimated
Faliie of
Farm Product
(la dollars)

M m of
Lead, Fences
sad Hldgs.
(fit dollars)

Total Acres
in Cotton

••*

2,218,878
896,500
730,857
1,089,990
1,070,900
*•*
***

■***
*• •
28,368
39,194
46,721
*•*
33,351

6,098)975
*»•
**•
*•*

27)376
#*■*
22,758
13,913
10,918
*
9,361

1,044,376
592,546
990,150
1,099,982
*C•
940,002
*••
**•
***
1,344,775
•**
»»•
•*#

•••
**•
«**
*-•**

Sources W* 0. Curtis, Statistical Data

8,900

7,700

Total
Production
in Bales
of Cotton
21,331
10,252
11,098
20,174
22,185
•**

Afsrags
Yield
Per Acre
set
at#

0.391
0.515
0.475
*»■*

5,374

0.161

•*•
4,074
5,520
5,633
2,294
3,870
3,275
5,404
2,640
910

*♦*
0*149
*♦*
0.24s

0.165
0.354
***

0*577
0*297

0*118

Parish
Population

Clinton
Population

10,593
•*«
«••
**•

••*

20,055
*a•
»«*
17)487
*•*
17,449
*•» ■
**■•
18,039
***•
»*•
***

930
1,129
974
960
*•#
918
•**
701
♦**
702
**0
#•♦
998
•*♦
***
***

Treads Aa J|& Agriculture $£ B&st Feliciana Parish, Louisiana.
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CHAPTER V
the m s m m s community
A.

Background of the Jewish Couammity

In the early 1650*0 there caste to Qpelous&s from Paris, France,
a colorful young man la his early twenties who became one of the most
prominent and successful eitisene in the general community and for many
years the most important figure in the Jewish community*
Samel Blake.*

His name was

His principal occupations were farming and merchandising,

and ha proved to be most adept at both*

Sharing the Civil War, Hake en

listed in Company K, Third Louisiana Cavalry Regiment, of which company
he soon became captain*

In 1861 he married H a s Mary Sane, and five

children vere bora to them*

Tom A., Bessie (who subsequently married a

eousin of hers, the son of her father1a brother, who earns along with Sam),
William, George, and Horace*

These offspring were in their own time as

prominent and successful as their illustrious father*
Samuel Blake served thirteen consecutive years as a member of the
Police Jury from his ward and participated most earnestly in all political

1fhB sources for this information are Win* Henry Perrin, Southwest
Lantft^n*. Biographical Sflg.
(Hev Orleans 1 Gulf Publishing Co.,
1891) and Mr. Ben Jacobs, Mrs* Cells Cortland, and Robert Hake, grandson
of Samuel Blake. There has been a continuous line of five generations of
the HLake family in Opelousas. (The names of some of the living Opelousas
Jews are pseudonyms, such as Blake, Braden, and Cortland.)
Ill
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and social activities of that section of Louisiana*
Other Java followed the Kiake brothers to the Qpeleugass area*
The two newspapers published in Opelousas in the 1$50* s carried adver2
tisaaeats regarding Jewish business firms.
The Ouelous&a gjas&gE,^ dated December, 1054 carried the follow*,
lag advertisements
A* Schwarts - S. KanSnan.
The undersigned formed a partnership since X July 1854 under
n a n of Schwarts and Ksuftean for sale of dry goods, ready
made elothing, hardware, etc* * « They havs already on hand
the following articles for plantations* . * Beady mad® cloth
ing for Negroes*
The Ooelousas Qourley* dated Nay 15# 1050 carried this statements
. at 5* Blocks, corner Main and North St* large stock oft

Groceries,

Cookery, Tin and Hardware, Gkoloe Liquors of all Descriptions* * »*
The Opelousas Courier dated April 13# 1061 advised that*

"James

D. Israel was elected to the Board of Follee*”
The Opelousas Patriot dated July 2, 1859, carried this informationt
"Mannoth Clothing Store*

Summer clothing*

Pants, Goats, Vests*

Gent*s

Furnishing Goods* * * Femberg and Kaufman* *
The Opelousas Courier* dated Harch 24, I860, contained this adver
tisement*

"Joseph Haas, Taylor, offers his services to the eitisens of

^Copies of these publications are at present in the possession of
Bdvard M*,Boagni III, 232 W« Grolee St*, Opelousas* Hr. Boagni very
kindly made this material available to the writer* Xt is Interesting to
note here that many of these newspapers were printed m wallpaper*
^It may be of some sociological significance to note th© follow*
lug statement In the same paper dated November 4, 1854* "George Baatier,
Futile Grier, Eespectfully offers his services to the Parish of St.
Landry*"
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Opelousas and vicinity*

He feels confident that he can satisfy all

tastes in catting and making,n
I& Courier flea Osslouaaa. dated January 18, 18612, carried this
JL
statement in French;
RHaoob and Emile Hirseh* Th© undersigned having
formed a partnership for the purpose of opening a store In Leonvill©
will sell for moderate prices. * «*
Iterrin, in giving a biographical sketch of Joseph Block,

an

early settler in Opelousas, points out that he came to Opelousas in
1860.

Subsequently, he served as President of the Parish School Board

and contributed much to the Improvement of the public school system.
was a prominent man and served as Master of his lodge at one time.

He
He

vac also a member of the American legion of Honor, and the B’nai B&th.
Block married Bertha Kauftean, who was ffom Hew Orleans, in December of
186$,

The Blocks were parents of six children;

Albert J«, Eugene S.,

Julia, Edgar H*, Lucille, and Percy Argali.
Another personality of interest in this survey described by
Perrin^ is Alphonse Levy, who came to Opelousas t t m France in the 1860*s.
to 1877 be became a partner in a mercantile business with Julian Mayer.

4?hls item translated by the writer with assistance of Miss Aline
Lefond, who proved most helpful in making contacts in Opelousas.
^Perrin, gp. clt.. Section on Biographical Sketches, p. 7*
p» 55.
9to the Lafayette Advertiser ©f December 28, 1949, may be found
an Item tvam Opelousas regarding the children of Mr* Meyer, "Sharley
Moyer, 70, retired merchant and farmer died Friday night at his home in
Palmetto. A native of St. Landry Parish, • « Services will be held at
11*30 &.ra. today with a Port Arthur rabbi officiating. Interment will be
In the Hebrew Best Cemetery, Washington, Louisiana. Meyer is survived by
two brothers, Harry of Port Arthur, and Joe of New Orleans, and eight
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This firm was one of the largest business houses in the state*

"Recog

nising the necessity o f a healthy Southern immigration,” $&» levy became connected with the Southwestern land Company, o f which he was
elected President*

Because of this company and its enterprising members

hundreds of heme seekers hairs located in Southwest Louisiana*

Mr* Levy

become president (in 1890) of the first National Bank of Opelousas*

Be

was popular In social circles, a member o f the Opelousas Social Club,
sad a member of the Masonic lodge there*
8
Xn 1867 there came to Gpelousas Solomon Lceb and his wife, Jean
nette (Marks)*

Loeb was bora in Germany and had migrated originally to

Woodville, Mississippi*
C o m p an y

During the Civil War he enlisted in the First

of the Wilkinson Rifles, Sixteenth Mississippi Regiment, and at

one time fbught under Zee end Stonewall Jackson*

the lochs had seven

children and, says Perrin, ”Mr* loeb is a thorough, progressive American
citizen*”
This foregoing appears sufficient to give a picture of the earli
est Jewish migrants to the Gpelousas community and their interests and
activities*
Mr* Ban Jacobs, who was born in Opelousas in 1872, and is at present
residing there, states that about 1870 there were approximately the follow
ing Jewish families residing in and nearby Opelousast Phillips, Benjamin,

/footnote continusd7 sisterss Mrs. Bos© Bergman, Port Arthur* Mrs. Jenny
Bernstein, Kansas City, Missouri* Mrs* Lee Landry, Opelousas* Mrs* James
Sinta, Hew Orleans; Mrs* C* A* Borne, Baton Rouge; Mrs* Joe Boms, Gonza
les; Miss Sophie Meyer, New Orleans, and Miss Sarah Mayer, Alexandria."
8Ibid.. p, 55.
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I«uie«, Clin®, Meyer, Block, Barnett, Tankel, Loeb, levy, Feraberg,
HLake, Pressfeurg, and Jacobs,

He states, further, that he cannot recall

the M e e t ember of children in each family, but he Is of the opinion
that, as wee usually the case among both Jews cad non-Jews in those
days, there were many children.
Mrs* Alexander Robertson,^ bora in Cfceleusas in 1875, end still
residing there, ti of the opinion that in 1885 the following Jewish fam
ilies were living In and near Opelousas, and she recalls the number of
children in those families:

Cline, six children; Isaac, three children;

Mayer, eleven children; Jacobs, nine children; l*osb, seven children;
HLock, six children; Femberg, eight children; Slake, five children*
the above lived in Opelousas; while in Washington, a settlement a few
miles away, there were:

the Wolffs, Xeon with eight children and Carl

with two children; Flonaky with two children; Jacobs with no children;
and Klaus with nine children*
It appears thus that in 1885, there was a Jewish m m m ity within
a radius of five miles of Qpeiomsas of thirteen or more families and with
over 100 persons*
Mrs* Celia Cortland, who migrated to Opelousas from the southern
part of Hassle in 1900 and has resided there since that time, recalls
that in 1925 there were the following families in the Jewish ccmmunlty
of Opelousas 1 Winabergs with three sons, Cline with two sons and four
daughters, lorn Slake with no children, Horace Blake with four sons, Jacobs

^Mre# Robertson is a member of a family that has been in Opelou
sas for over 100 years* Ffom 1893 to 1900 she worked In the store of Mr*
David Cline*

1X6

with one daughter* Cortland with one eon and three daughters* Siegel
with three sons and three daughters* Fressburgs with one son and two
daughters* Tankel with no children*

In Washington there were the Klaus

family with one sen and eight daughters* Julian and Fat WeIff, unmarried*
and Mr* Zetta Loeb with one daughter*
It is well to note that although there were in the Jewish commun
ity In 1925 fourteen family units* there were only eighty individuals*
Despite the fast that in the beginning the Opelousas community was
not highly integrated as a religious group* its numbers did have many
ether interests in seamen*

Most of then had migrated from French speak

ing areas in Europe so that they did possess seme cultural traits In
ssmitiu with each other and with the native population and* of course*
being in a sense outsiders proved a most cohesive factor among than*

the

greatest majority of the Opelousas Jews have always been In the general
merchandising business and most of them have been owners#

These busi

nesses were* by and large* extensive and successful. However* it is
worthy of note that merchandising was not the only occupation*

Quite a

few of the Jews were interested in agriculture which itself Is a unique
situation since Jews in Jmerlea have rarely gone Into that area of en

deavor*

Samuel Slake actually lived on a plantation near Gpelousas*

Levy* spent much time and effort in developing real estate*
owned and farmed large tracts of land*
farmer as he was a merchant*

The

The Mayers

Solomon loeb was as successful a

The HLakss who followed Samuel were medical

doctors* dentists* bankers* and speculators in oil*

Ben Jacobs published

a newspaper for several years* operated a book shop for thirty-five years*
sad has been employed by the Cpelousas Chamber of Commerce for many years*
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Imemee d ine has achieved national fame far his unique collection of
antiques*

Tam HLake was vary active in the affairs of the St* Landry

Bank and Trust Gong>any, and was for many years Its president.
It has bean the consensus of both Jews and non-Jews in Opelousas
that the Jewish business and professional men had contributed materially
to the growth and progress of the general aeaamnity through their eoo~
aomia and civic participation*

The Jaws in general were always consi

dered stable eltisena, who, ansa having migrated to Opelousas, remained
to live out their lives.

Often before reaching Opelousas they would

pause in Sew Orleans or perhaps Hew fork if they were migrating directly
ftram Europe.

However, after a sort of period of apprenticeship they

settled down permanently in the Opelousas community*

There was never

ldiat might be termed an invasion of Jews into Opelousas} it was, rather,
a slew but permanent Infiltration*

is mentioned before, they found here

ether French speaking inhabitants who were ef similar economic status*
From earliest times the Jews of Opelousas played an important role
in the activities ef the local Masonic Lodge, many ef them being members
10
and many ultimately becoming officers of that Ledge*
In 1065 the members of the Jewish community established their
cemetery and in 1077 they organised a congregation}

Genmloth Chaeadia,

ii

and held services regularly in the Masonic Lodge Hall since there was not

*%i» Humble Gottage Lodge was established in Opelousas in 1820.
See Louisiana Historical Record Survey, unpublished inventory and research
material for an Inventory of the Ghureh and synagogue, Archives of Louisi
ana* Compiled during the period of 1939-1941, in the custody of the
Department of Archives, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
11 Ibid.
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yet available a synagogue building of their own#*2
9*)

(See Figures 8 and

Cfa the high holy days a student rabbi or one who had retired from

active life# would be invited to hold services for the group*

In 1920

the Jews of Qpelousas organised a B#nai Brith Lodge which was at first
very active#

la later years# however# It was only partially active and

became at last isfhmot in 1940*

In 1929 *fen paying members (families)

consisting of 65 souls"*^ pooled their resources and efforts and built
a Tbaple in which servioes were held somewhat regularly until 1942 at
which time It was dosed*** As a matter of fact# there have been no re**
Ugiotta services of any kind held there hy the Jewish people since 1942#
In 1933 a Sisterhood was organised with the aid of several Jews from Sow
Xberla#

This organisation functioned intermittently until it ceased to

exist in 1942*
ta the last thirty-fims years the Jewish people in Opelousas saw
their cun culture and religious tradition slip away#

Step by step they

^Bugene Kahn# Tftp Future ef
til Aaorlep (New York:
Liberal Press# 1934)# pp» 165-66# gives an exoelleat summary of the var
ious classifications into which the synagogue structure may fall* *fhe
synagogue may be classified into various groups* they are incorporated
and unincorporated# with and without buildings# with and without ceme
teries# with and without schools# or libraries# or other activities# with
or without a preacher# They racy else be grouped in accordance with the
social status of their members (some are conducted and maintained en
tirely by workmen)# or in accordance with landsmannsehaften, or in accor
dance with the text of their prayer and their religious observances
(ehaeidlm# Ansfae Sfard, Sefardie, Ashkenaslc# Conservative# Reformed)#
There are many lodges said organisations established for mutual benefit
and other purposes which have a safer torflft and tfcere members and neigh
bors daven (pray)."
^^Loulslana Record Survey#
elt* At this time the name of the
congregation was changed to "Congregation Emanuel."
^^The building is now (1951) being used by the "Christian Science”
group of Opelousas.
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to creep Into hmt speech.

In a few year* it became evident that the

mother no longer possessed any of the rigid distinctivenessee , which had
meant so much to her when she first arrived la Opelousas*
Sfcra* Braden subsequently married a man who was himself from Eas
tern Rurope and much steeped in orthodox tradition.
b o m to them, five sons and one daughter.

Six children were

&L1 attended religions ser-

vioes when it was available and all had aeeees to such Jewish training
as could be found in the community.

However, Judaism as a religions

philosophy had little real1stie meaning to them end of Jewish tradition
and culture in general they knew relatively little*

As the children

reached adulthood they all attended colleges, all married non-Jews
(fbur married Catholics, one a Baptist and one a Christian Scientist),
all hot one left Opelousas, and all are rearing their children as Chris
tians*
Here is an example of the assimilation process at its best.

In

the apace of 50 years, from grandparents to grandchildren, the process
is eoaplete*

Mrs* Braden’s grandchildren are culturally and intellect

ually separated from her far more profoundly than she herself is sepa
rated from her grandparents, who remained in a ghetto in Hungary.

Here

is a case wherein the processes ef cultural assimilation, operating with
out much hindrance, produced a virtually complete integration of a minor
ity group with the majority eultrre, to the point of actual organic
unification.

The first generation assimilated the material culture of

the larger eoosnmlty; the second generation with very little reminders
of the past, took over the intellectual point of view and began to assimi
late the moral emphasis of the outside group, and the third generation
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merged completely with that ©f the non-Jew.
Vfhat were Mr* and Mrs* Braden's reaction to this experience?

At

first, they both suffered imme&sureably and felt a deep seated bitter*
mesa*

As time passed Mrs. Braden came to accept wh&t appeared to her

as something inevitable In the light of the environment and pressures in
which the children grew up*

She had recognised long ago, as she noticed

her own mother's metamorphosis, that the children received no meaningful
knowledge of Judaism as a religion or as a way ef life, that they had no
feeling for It* and as a natural consequence they unconsciously or per*
haps with acme deliberation molded themselves m id their lives on the
gentile pattern.

The result was that they were absorbed ethnically,

married non-Jews and surrendered Judaism and the Jewish identity,

Mr*

BTadem, who passed away in September of 1950, never quite resigned him
self to the behavior of hie children.

®* flhe Jewish famamaiitr Today
The Fftorple.

The Jewish group in Opelousas does not share the

characteristics of the general population of Opelousas (see Tables Xtf
and T) or « i m the characteristics of the overall Jewish population of
the Halted States.
Xt becesses obvious that the demographic situation in Opelousas
is abnormal when it is noticed that there are only three Jewish children
there and only one couple which might conceivably bear children in the
near future.

An analysis of the Jewish population will clear up the

reasons for the apparent abnormality*
There are today In the Opelousas coraHUnity (including Washington,
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TABUS IT
AGE AID) SEX DISTRIBUTION CF THE TOTAL JEWISH POPULATION
OF OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA!

Male
Per Gent
Ntstber of Total

Age
0 - 4
5 - 9
10 - 14
15 - 19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55 - 59
60-64
65 — 69
70 - 74
75 and
over
TOTAL
21 and
over

0
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
4
1
0
1
0

Female
Per Gent
Humber of Total

e*•
•e•
2.6
5.6
2*6
11.0
2.8
...
2.8

0
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
5
3
2
1
1
4
1

...

2

**«

2.8
5.6
•»•
•**

2.8

1951

Total
(Hale and
Female)

Per Gent
Hale

Per Gent
Female

1A.0
8*3
5.6
2.8
2.8
11.0
2.8

0
1
2
0
2
1
1
1
6
5
3
5
2
4
1

**•
100
100
••«
0
100
0
0
17
40
33
80
50
0
50

•*4
0
0
•**
100
0
100
100
83
60
66
20
50
100
50

2.8

2

0

100

30

70

e♦*
•**
•*e
*♦*

5.6
...

2.8
2.8

13

23

36

10

23

33
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TABLE V
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION

at OPELOUSAS,
— .HrtLo
Per Coat
Humber of Total

Age
0 - 4
5 - 9
10-14
15 - 19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40 - 44
45-49
50-54
55 - 59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75 and
over

LOUISIANA:

Female
Per Cent
Humber of Total

1940

Total _
(Hale and Per Cent
Female)
Hale

401
423
474
408
381
392
375
332
239
195
159
211
100
96
53

4*4
4.7
5.2
4.4
4.2
4.3
4.2
3.7
2.6
2.2
1.8
1.2
1.1
1.1
.6

459
427
486
468
495
483
402
352
255
231
180
152
113
126
66

5.1
4*8
5.4
5.2
5.5
5.4
4.5
3.9
2.8
2.6
2.0
1.7
1.3
1.4
.7

860
855
960
876
876
875
777
684
494
426
339
263
213
212
119

55

.6

86

1.0

141

TOTAL 4,199

4,718

8,980

2,844

5,270

46
50
49
47
44
45
48
49
49

46
47
42
47
a

Per Cent
Female
54
50
51
53
56
55
52
51
51
54
53

58

45

53
59
55

39

61

46

54

21 aai
over

2,426

Source:

Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940, Vol. II.

five miles mump) sixteen Jewish family unite with but only a total of
thirty-six individuals who consider themselves members of the Jewish
group in any sense of the term*

Actually, several of these have not

been active in Jewish affairs for many years*

Of the total group ten

are widows and one is a widower; ten of this group are over fifty-five
years of age*

There Is one couple in the twenties and the remaining

adults are all unmarried.

Of the thirty-six individuals in the group#

eight axe foreign b o m and twenty-eight are native bom.

The Jews of

Qpelousas of a generation ago had large families, and the answer to
the paucity of Jewish children in that ecsmnlty lies, of course, in
the intermarriage which has taken place in the last twenty-five years*
v

As has been noted, in that period sixteen Jewish persons married nonJews and in every case their offspring are being reared in the Christian
Church*

Except in one ease, every Jewish person who married within the

faith left Opelousas to reside elsewhere,

Rirtbemore,

those Jews who

married non-Jews and still reside in Opelousas do not identify them
selves with the Jewish group.
In eaneluslon, the Jewish population of Opelousas represents in
highly developed form those demographic characteristics which usually
accompany a declining ethnic group,

As one would expect from their

concentrations in the business and professional categories, they are
well-to-do financially, are well-educated, and are increasingly aged*
There is much intermarriage, particularly with Catholics (in which ease
the offspring necessarily will be Catholic); there is an emigration of
young people; and finally there is no indication of any immigration of Jews
from other eosamnities*

At best the Jewish population of Opelousas can
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hardly ha expected to Maintain the Jewish community as a going concern.
S s m ^ k m SS& W m m i&

SiaaaSSBEfe*

^ general the Jewish people

In Opelousas today are far above the Middle economic class*

Several

members of the group are exceptionally wealthy* haring accumulated their
wealth through the leasing ef large tracts of land to oil companies*
The largest number of both native-born and foreign-born individuals
in the eeBBaoalty are engaged in trade.

There are fifteen persons in the

group who may be considered in business* all but one of whom are selfemployed*

There is one doctor* one attorney (a woman)* one in the scrap

iron business* one employed by the Chamber of Commerce* and the rest
operate stores*

Of these* two hate owned and operated a department store*

one a man*s clothing shop* three a woman#s clothing Chop* one a grocery
store* one an antique shop* and the remaining ones general merchandise
establishments•
The economic structure of the Opelousas Jewish community appears
thus to rest largely upon trade* the native-born in many cases following
the line of business of their foreign-born parents*

Those who are now or

may have been In the past in the professions are native-born,

While in

the earlier life ef the community several Jews took an interest In farm
ing* some actually living on the farms and operating them* today no one
is concerned with this occupation in any shape or form*
This peculiarity of economic structure in Opelousas is no doubt
largely determined fay certain predispositions which in themselves are
the result of peculiar circumstances and conditions under which Jews have
been living for centuries*
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Seel*! Mfft#

In the light of the smallness of the total Jewish

cannrtmity* its disproportion of elderly persons* Its lack of interest
in Jewish natters* it is <jnite understandable why there exists prac
tically no organised social life within the group.

4s recently as 25

years age there did exist some organisations conducive to social life
among the Jews,

there were several reasons for this.

In the first

place* the group was larger in number* in the second place* there were
easy ysung people Im the group* end thirdly* there was a stronger urge
on the part of the Jews to preserve their cultural heritage and group
life*

It was to he expected that they create a social structure which

would toad to fulfill the needs of their own waking.
The social and cultural lift of the Jewish community at that time
centered armed their religious life*

There were* of course* the weekly

services plus the special services commemorating the many festivals and
high holy days.

There was the men*s fraternal organisation* the B*imi

Brith* which net regularly; and later there was the Sisterhood and its
social end intellectual activities*

Until 1942 effort was wade at hold**

lag Sabbath school Classes* and much emphasis was placed upon the con
firmation ceremony which always proved to be a very important event in
the life of the entire Jewish group.

As has already been noted* many

Jews were active workers in the Masonic lodge* the Kike Club* end the
elvle clubs.

There was a cowmen Interest also in charity*

Aside from

local charity* the Jewish community as a group contributed generously
to the various funds and collections for needy coreligionists everywhere*
Today only a few contribute to the United Jewish Appeal*

The Zionist

movement* which often provides a field of activity for Jews if for no
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other reason than that It Is a very controversial issue, meant very
little to the Jews of Opelousas*
Many of those interviewed, both Jews and non-Jews, pointed out
that at the turn of the century the Jewish people were much closer to
each other, visited often in each other’s homes, and even organised
parties among themselves*

Today that Is not at all the case*

As It

has already been pointed out, today there are no longer any religious
services, no longer a Sabbath school, no B’nai Brith Lodge, and no
Sisterhood*

As a matter of fact, it has been many years since the Jews

of Opelousas have met as a group.
but in strictly non-Jevish affairs.

Today many of them are still active
They belong to civle clubs, to the

Chamber of Commerce, to the Library Association, and to many other men’s
and women’s organisations*
During ’Use many discussions with this writer most of the members
of the Jewish conmunity very frankly admitted that they missed Jewish
companionship, Jewish association, and Jewish activities.

This, too, Is

understandable since the Jews who have remained Jews have done so because
they have found no other religious belief and way of life aeeeptable*
Religious Life.

It can be said that today religion as an institu

tion has all but ceased to be a foroe in the life of the Jewish community
of Opelousas*

To be sure in the case of many of the "old timers" it still

has deep meaning and is still inextricably interwoven into their thought
end behavior*

For instance, one family takes great pride in the fact that

in the fifty years it has resided in Opelousas not once has pork in any
shape or form made its way into their home.

In the case of another family
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several children have remained unmarried simply because they never found
Jewish persons to suit their testes end would not marry persons not Jewish*
2h 1877 when the Jewish group attempted to transfer the old world
religions institution to Opelousas they actually discarded many ef the
practices which had been considered essential earlier*

What they actually

established was a type of reformed religion which is today referred to as
Conservatism In the Halted States*

Conservatism dees not officially elim

inate say of the important tenants of orthodox Judaism; it merely disre
gards many ef them in actual practice.

It was a real effbri at that time

to meet the changed needs o f the American Jew, a means of preserving Jewish
life amidst a total Christian environment.

Sbwsver, in the case o f the

Opelousas community even this form of Judaism began to be diluted twentyfive years ago.

Step by step it gradually but steadily moved m ay from

its traditional pattern and tended to adapt itself more and more to the
exigencies of the general environment.

2h the middle thirties this com-

monlty, like all other Jewish communities, was shocked into a renewed
interest in Jewish life by events in Germany*

A few years later it joined

with the nearby Lafayette and Crowley communities in a concerted effort
to bring about some sort of united program toward rebuilding the solidary
ity ef the group through a revival of religious activity.

A rabbi was

actually employed whose residence was in Lafayette, but who conducted ser
vices in Opelousas one Friday in each month, in Crowley one Friday In each
month, and in Lafayette the other two Fridays.

On the high holy days ser

vices were held in Lafayette and the members from Crowley and Opelousas
were expected to attend there.

This program lasted from 1939 to 1942, at

which time the rabbi passed away.

From that time all religious activity
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ceased la
It was inevitable that such disintegrating conditions la the
religion* and cultural life ©f the grerp would profoundly influence the
thinking and behavior of the children of that group*
15
Jessie Bernard
points oat that the Jewish personality, tortured
%

the conflicts of bioulturality

of several paths*

m ay

try to secure integrity by any one

The Jew nay reject the Gentile world so far as he is

able to do so# or on the other hand he nay completely reject the Jewish
world*

It is further possible that he nay attempt to destroy both sines

he can find no place or happiness in either, or he might recognize the
Inevitable existence of both and work out same sort of mpdua Vivendi so
that he night live peacefully in both*
The Jewish community in Opelousas presents a striking example of
Bernard1* fomuls in setIon*

The two paths taken by the present adult

generation are sharply defined and clearly cut*

Those few young people

who have remained in Opelousas have rejected the Gentile world as far
as it Is possible to do so and still exist in the general community*
They a m not ashamed of their Jewishness; they understand that Jewish
dlstlnetivenesa is inevitable and they are proud of their heritage*
Judaism stay disintegrate and die, they say, but they will not help it
ecnolt suicide*

Hove war, they are wise enough and honest enough to admit

that they have achieved this integrity at a very dear price*
The Bomber of those who took the second path is much larger.

Jessie

Bernard believes that the second path— rejacting the Jewish world--is much

^Jessie Bernard, "BieulturalItyi A Study in Social Schizophrenia,"
an essay la Graeber and Britt, £&. £&&*# p* 289*
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harder than the first#

As far as It la known, such has not proved to

b© the case of those who took It In Opelousas#
omenon cannot, of Course* be measured#
i& q

At present this phen

In only one case has a person

left the faith returned to it end then only after many years#

wife and two children are Baptist.

His

At any rate* in another generation

the group in question will completely disappear.
A very realistic appraisal of the feelings* thinking, and eon*
Aitione of Jewish life in Opelousas is seriously and profoundly dee*
erlbed by the two following members ef that ©omawuity.

14

Hebert Hlake

is a very successful young attorney in Opelousas

and represents the third generation of the Slake family#

Blake married

a Presbyterian girl* has become identified with the Presbyterian church,
attends very regularly* contributes substantially to it financially,
and is rearing his children as Presbyterians • Be does not consider him
self as a Jew any longer* albeit he has not officially Joined the Pres
byterian Church because "of circumstances beyond my control at the
present tins# # • which 1 heps will work themselves out in a few years*
at which tins X shell officially become a member of that church.”

Des

pite the fact that the explanation appears neither dear nor satisfactory
to the writer* Slake himself would not or could not elaborate on it#

Xt

is inpertaat to note* however* that his mother is still living#
IV
Hubert Stake sees no particular Jewish problem
and he has same

l6*h. writer knew Bobert Stake when both were students at Tulane
University in 1925-1929* SLake, at that time* considered himself to be
Jewish.
X^Mrs. Cortland's two daughters* both highly educated and accom
plished* who have remained in the fold* feel also that there is no Jewish
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vory definite ideas about the Jewish situation in Opelousas*

He points

out also that these ideas might well he applied to the Jewish situation
at large.1** la the first place, it is his conviction that there *is no
unity and no Jewish life in Opelousas because the Jews here deaft really
vent it.** they prefer rather to leave the Jewish community and the racial
and religions labels that go with It and become a more integral part of
the larger coonranity, sines remaining Jews has a tendency to keep them in
a marginal position in society*

He states fbrther that he has given a

great deal ef thought to this matter and his analysis of the disintegra
tion ef the Jewish eamnttnlty in Opelousas and Judaism at large, have re
sulted in the following conclusions regarding the causes for this condi
tions
1. Jews do not have enough unity at the present time.
2* Many Jons simply do not want to be members of a
minority group, since they are not forced to do so.
3* Many Jews realise that their children will have
greater opportunity in life as non-Jews*

/footnote continued^ Problem— In Opelousas* They become cognisant of a
Jewish Problem, however, as soon as they leave Opelousas* They quite
frankly admit that they prefer to remain in this community and thus te
remain unaffected by the problem.
Tig
It mast be kept in mind that in the four generations of adult©
la the sftefco family by far the greatest number have married out of the
Jewish faith and have been completely lost to the Jewish community. Blake
gives an example, which to him is some sort of justification for inter
marriage* He recalls that in the last twenty years sixteen marriages of
Jews have taken place in Opelousas, fourteen of these to non-Jews and two
to Jews* Today all fourteen intermarriages have remained successful,
while one of the two others has failed* Blake may or may not be cogni
sant ef the fact that most of the fourteen marriages he analyses were
Catholic marriages*

Am There are mo facilities in Opelousas for training in

Jewish life*
5* Many Jews have some to the conclusion that there is
no basic difference between Judaism and Christainity*
The ether person to give a sharp, vivid, shocking, and what he
believes to be a prophetic appraisal was Arnold Wineberg, forty seven
years of age, and unmarried.

His family has been in Opelousas sines

the 1990*s and has been considered rather successful in business, as
well as in ether phases of life.

Winsberg has remained loyal to Judaism

and ie vitally interested in the Jewish Problem and its many manifesta
tions*

Be is well read in Jewish history and Jewish lore and feels very

keenly about the whole Jewish situation*

To him the problem is simply

one of survival, and it is his deep conviction that the survival or ex
tinction of Jews is Intimately tied up with what he terms the RWall and
the Law*11 He believes that ae long as Jews were forced to live a certain
way by society at large and by their own rules, regulations, and iradi**
tions, they persisted and even flourished as individual Jews, as a Jewish
nnwnunlty, and as a Jewish religion*

However, since the^Wall and the Law"

have both begun to crumble, the Jew, his religion, and his community are
beginning to show eigne ef decay and disintegration*

*¥om his point of

view, Cpelousas is a good example, however small the scale, of the decay
and disintegration of Jewish communal life in general, so long as It con
tinues in the direction in which it is now going*
The Outlook*

What cure the factors determining the progressive

defection of the successive generations of Jews fToa their religious sys
tem, in a process apparently nearly complete among the fourth generation
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in the Opelousas eetis»mlty?
The answer seems to lie basically in a certain unique aspect of
the Judaistic religious system*

Post Exillc Judaism may be character

ised ae a defensive religion, defensive in the ssnse that It vae directed
to maintain cohesion among the scattered parts of Jewish society*^

this

means* actually* that Its main function has been to preserve that society
in spite of its lack of territorial place, to keep its eosamml components
firm being absorbed by the societies in which they were embedded*20

It is

universally agreed among Jews that “if you take away religion from a Jew
there Is nothing left for him by which he can remain a Jew*11 That is*
the disintegration of the aynagcgual structure italics ultimate distal#*
gration of the community system*

This is precisely what appears to be

happening in the case of the Opelousas ecmtiaity*
ffcere became evident upon close examination of the background of
this particular comaaaity several basic factors responsible for the die*
integration of the religious system within the Jewish group in Opelousas*
The process of disintegration was actually a gradual one despite the feel
ing »b the part of the community members that it cams “with such heart
breaking swiftness that even those most eancsmsd in the grccqp did net
fully realize just what was happening to them**

furthermore, the eel*

lapse was all the mere shocking and perhaps paradoxical because it occurred
taring a period of excellent cooperation with and pleasant aeeaptanee by

Lloyd Warner and Lee Srole, The Social gyptemp of America^
Ethnic Groans (Jtev Haveni Tale University Press, 194-5), p* 199*
20Ibld.. p. 199.
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the general society about then*
A survey then of those factors directly or indirectly responsi- }
hie for the failure of the religious system to function as a going con
cern in this particular community indicates the following.

There is

the element of a community of people too small in number to function as
a cohesive group.

There never really were enough individuals in the

community to form a strong and lasting group structure, although the mo
tivational factor for Its formation and life was strong in the beginning*
In later years, the group became so small that there was an insufficient

number of members to fill the various roles necessary to a sound commun
ity structure*

The smallness of the group discouraged group activities

which resulted in a lack of opportunities to share common experiences,
21
hardships, joys, and mutual problems.
The second element of great importance in the weakening of the
religious structure is economic*

The Jewish Sabbath falls on Saturday*

The work rhythm of the American week, however, Is Christian*

Sunday Is

the Sabbath, and Saturday is a work day, the most important day in the
week particularly In small communities in the South*

This condition

the Jews had to accept in Opelousas as they do in most communities except
in those very large centers where they may comprise an important part of
the merchant clan and can maintain their own work rhythm in the week*

In

Qpelousas they had to adjust to the general system or lose out in the com
petitive race*

Che member of the group tells a story which illustrates

21Muzafer Sherif. An Ctatllae a£ Social Psychology (Mew Yorks
Harper and Brothers, 194$), pp* 98-110.
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graphically the perplexing problem faced by Jews In a email community.
Hausy years age when the Opelousas community still invited a rabbi to
conduct services an the h i # holy days it so happened that t m Kippur,
the Bay of Atonement and one of the holiest of the Jevlsh holidays*

fell on a Saturday.

Technically the holiday ends at sundown so the

plan on the part ef this family was to open their store at such tins
far such business as might he available from 6 p.m. until closing time*
After the services at the Temple vers concluded the rabbi was invited
to this particular home for dinner*

The very elaborate meal being com**

plated* the head ef the house cad his three sons prepared to leave for
the store.

At that moment the elderly and sagely rabbi settled in a

comfortable chair and began an oration on the holiness of the Sabbath
day* particularly if Tom Kippur fell on that day and the evils of nag*
lasting the day.

The mem in the house were in a quandary* but as the

rabbi had to be paid for his visit they decided that the lord would
perhaps overlook the evil of opening the store*

So one by one they

clipped out of the house while the mother was left to listen very atten
tively to the rabbi for the rest ef the evening.
Thus It is that one of the vexy basic traditions of Judaism died
very early in the life of that community.

The destructive influence ef

the economic factor on the observance of the Sabbath is* however* only
one manifestation of a mere far-reaching phenomenon.

3k many aspects

ef the Jevlsh cooMunal life the process ef change has been one of a re
placement ef traditionally Jewish elements by American elements*

In

the religious system ef the Jews there can* however* be no such replace
ment.

Thus it is that nothing can quite replace the Sabbath and all of
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its meanings and influences in Jewiah life*
Another element in the dieintegration of Judaism in GgMlousas
has to do with social mobility*

3h Opelousas the class system has el*

ways beam open* and because in any small town individual status* par
ticularly for members of a Minority group, takes on special meaning and
significance, the lews climbed its strata faster than any other group
except members of the old established french families*

However, rising

la the d e e s system demands conformity vlth the standards and modes at
eg
the system9* various levels*
Given the choice of conforming with the
behaviors! patterns prescribed by the laws of Judaism or with those da*
mended by the Opelousas elass system the Jews of the third and the fourth
generation particularly accepted the latter*

these individuals in order

to facilitate eeozumlo mad class mobility have progressively discarded
the traditional Jewish behavior patterns until in their lives today very
few, if any, of them remain*
Other disintegrating elements have to do with the lack of Jewish
education on all levels, with the lade of contact with the larger Jewish
cmmflunlty, and with the lack of interested and strong leadership within
the group itself*

day one of the above described elements could prove

injurious and detrimental to a Jewish communal group; however, when all
are combined into one force as they have been in the ease of the Opeleu**
sas conmanity the ultimate disintegration and extinction of that communal
group appears to be Inevitable*
Today it is the consensus of both Jews and non-Jews in Opelousas

^Warner and Srole, g&« clt* * p. 203*
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that In another generation there will remain nothing of the Jewiah com-*
mmity*

the non-Jew# believe that it is due to **& lack of motive on

,their part (the Jews), or perhaps a strong ereed, or some other attach*
ment.*

She Jews believe that it Is due simply to the inevitable loss

of the Jewish religious system*

To the outsider looking ih it appear#

in general that this communal group lacks the fortification which cones
fTom group pride and the weight of public opinion*

M>re specifically

It appears that the group possesses few pieties, few memories, only a
hear knowledge of Judaism, and no spiritual life or resistance of its
emu
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SKfiBBESffldL &£ th* Jewish Community
Mrs* Paul Saberbille1 tell*

a

humorous yet pertinent tala regard-

lag her interest in Jews end Jewish affairs of Saw Iberia*

It appear®

tbit members of bar family bare for many year® wondered about the origin
and character of their m&terael great~|p*aadfath©r, whose name was Isaac
Hachal, end who one# lived in Spain*

There is some suspicion among ia©»~

bera of her family that "Great-grandfather Isaac was not always a Gatholie and that in the search for what he believed to be a richer, worthier!
happier life-experieacc, be showed remarkable expertness in discovering
the right neons and the right ends.”2
2a 1378, when Mrs. StaberbiXle was else years of age, she and her
brothers often played with the grandchildren of Nathan Sermon, Gas and
Nathan Siseoan*

She particularly remembers them because they were

Hfra* Saberbille wee b o m in New Iberia in W f Z and has been a
resident of this ceosmnity during moat of her lifetime*
^A» a small child Mrs* Saberbille (nee Pamela Barks) recalls her
grandmother* Aspaee Le Conr* telling her Add the other children of her
family a meat fantastic story about witnessing in the year 1860 the ftt~
neral of one Nathan Harman as it was conducted in an Orthodox Jewish
manner* This unique ceremony so impressed grandmother Aepace that she
took great pains to recount the incident time and again* Hence the vivid
recollections of Mrs* Saberbille*
141
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interested in music end many years later Nathan becam© a violinist
with en outstanding New Orleans Symphonic Society*

She resells elm

that friends of her aether la those days were the Max levy family, the
Weis family, and the Bavis family*
Ifrs* Stiberbille has seme very clear iapr©Bsions of the Jewish
people of these years*
"refined and cultured."

She often heard her parents refer to them as
She heard that their hone life was always plea-*

sgrat* that they were never drunkards, and that they were unusually moral
people*

Beonomleel2y they were in the middle group*

As far as she

knew, all the Jews in those years in Hew Iberia operated small clothing
stores*

She dees not recall any Jews who were Interested in farming or

in the professions.
Nrs« Saberbille has always been conscious of Jews in Hew Iberia
as a group*

She has witnessed the Jewish community of New Iberia grew

in masher, organise into a working wait, build a temple, create a Sis
terhood* a msn*s group (B'nal Brlth hedge), worship regularly, and
slowly develop status as a group.

She recognizes the Jewish group as

being somewhat distinct from tfa© larger (xamaunlty, albeit she herself
falls to see any particular difference between that group and the larger
eamsamlty aside from religious differences*

She has been aware at times

of anti-Jevlsh feeling In seme quarters and she has no patience with
that sort of attitude*

She is not aware of any particular Jewish problem*

Asp&ee L© C o w has indicated that Jews were living in New Iberia
and vicinity la the ld60fs*^

In 1S71 Xasard Wormser settled in Jeaaerette,

^The following information was obtained through personal inter
views with Jhra* Subearbille, Wm* J* Weeks, Justin Wormser, Alphonse Pavla,

H3

which is a community about ton miles from New Iberia; however, its
Jewish residents have always and do today consider themselves members
of the Jewish community of New Iberia*
The Louisiana Sugar Bowl* a newspaper written in French and Eng
lish, dated November 21, 1872 and published in Iberia Parish, contains

a legal notice in which one of the parties was J* H. Isvy,^
Mm. G* Weeks, a prominent business man of New Iberia today, who
was bora in this community in 1865, recalls a Jewish group living here
when he was a child*

He is of the opinion that a contributing factor

to the growth and present strength of the Jewish community has been the
steady flow of new Jews to the community, and although the number has not
been great, at least more have come than have left*
Alphonse Davis, at present residing in New Iberia, advised that
his father arrived in the community in 1870 and found a number of Jewish
families living there at that time*

Among them were the Weis and Elseman

families*
In 1885 Mrs* Henry Msyer^ (nee Hortens® Dreyfus) migrated to New
Iberia, and because of her interest in Judaism and Jewish affairs she

/footnote continued? Eugene Guillot, and Mrs* Henry Meyer. Wm* H. Perrin,
who discusses a number of prominent Opelousas Jews in Southwest Louisiana
Biographical «md Historical. does not mention one Jewish person as being
outstanding in the Hew Iberia area*
*Thl8 newspaper file may be found in the Archives of the Iberia
Parish Library, Hew Iberia, Louisiana.
^Mra. Mayer has been long considered a loader in Jewish affairs
not only in the New Iberia area but in all Louisiana. She has been re
sponsible for creating a number of Jewish Sisterhoods in this area, and
was for forty years the recording secretary of the organisation in New
Iberia*
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quickly b a m

am intimate part of that eomntumlty*

ft la her belief

th&t la 1835 tin following Java resided is Hew Iberia:

the Davis family

with eleven children, the Felix family vith eleven children, the Ifeyer
frnally vith eight children, the Gugenhelra family with two children* the
lfarx family with three children, the Weil family with no children, the
Han Levy fhmily with three children, Leopold and Lasard ding, unmarried,
tie Dreyfus family vith six children, yack henry unmarried, the Schokelt
family with slat children, the Silverman family vith two ehlldren, the Jakm
Weil family with two children and the Morris Well family with four chil
dren*
It would appear thus that in 1885 there were in Hew Iberia four
teen Jewish fhnily units with almost eighty-five persons*
la 1892 the Sehokelt family moved to lake Charles for no other
apparent reason than that they wanted to live in a larger community*

In

1905 a Slots family which had arrived in Sew Iberia after 1885 moved to
Shreveport,

The family was well-to-do financially but wanted their

Children to live in a larger Jewish eessasaity*

& 1906 the Harm family

moved to Sew Orleans because its members preferred a larger community for
their children*

Ohs by one the Max Levy children moved to various larger

eeammltles*
ha 1940 there were in the Hew Iberia Jewish community the followimg families 1

The Crelm family with one son, Mrs, Leon Dreyfus, the

lathan Davis family with two daughters, the Half Davis family with two

^The records are In possession of Harold Wormser, secretary of
the congregation, lew Iberia, Louisiana#
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during her childhood all Jews bad stores-^noetly clothing stores*

Ota*

had a liquor stone which appeared meet improper t© the non-Jews#

Since

those dears these has been seme change in the occupational pattern of
the Jews in sad around Jbv Iberia*
The Jew* in Kaplan# Guoydea# and Abbeville have concerned themselves vith the rice business, particularly vith the milling of flee*
The Brooks family has far years been dealing in cattle and horses#
Alphonse Davis and his brother Nathan (deceased 1949} have been for many
years successful in the insurance business#

Miss Seharff has taught

school for many years# as did heulae Inwald before her marriage#

Alfred

Levald and the Vermeers have derated large and very modem department
stores and while the Kahns lived In bee Iberia they operated a drug store#
hi general# the dovish ettlseae ef HOw Iberia and vicinity have

h e m snooessfal In their businesses and professions#

This area has not

known say serious depressions# although In 1907-08 th em was felt an eco
nomic slump*

Severer# no lews left the community for that reason#

In tbs

history of the total Iberia lavish community only one Jewish business firm
has bows known to go into bankruptcy*
Practically all Jews of the eosnmalty have ousted and still ova
property# which consists mostly of homes and businesses*

The dews in

Abbeville have in the past owned large tracts of land# but they themselves
did mot farm there#7

There was# however# one successful farmer In this

7There is# ef course# the ease of A# Kaplan which is fast becoming
a legend in these parts# A* Kaplan same to this part of the country about
sixty years ago and began buying up great tracts of land* At one time he
owned much of what is now Vermilion Parish# It was he also who developed
the irrigation system which today makes this area such an important rice

U7

group,

He

m b

& mas named Goldberg who famed a rather large area near

Jeanerett© from 1915 to 1920*

However, he wee not an Intimate part 0f

the cenmantty and moved away to parts unknown*
0
la the lent thirty year* a mall number of Jews have migrated to
Sew Iberia* opened Wetnesses, remained a fbw years and drifted on*

Sons

of those was Interested in establishing immanent roots and becoming es
tablished members of the community*

dome of these wore as follows*

the

Goldmans, who arrived in 1910 and left in 191&? the Gereons, who came in
1915 end left a few years later*

Between the years 1915 and 1925 came

the Bear Brothers, the Sohoensmans, the lamergXudcs, and the J*S.iehell
Wethers*

A H appeared interested only in establishing flourishing bus

inesses, and W e n these did not materialise after a few years, they moved
on to greener pastures*

those who same to establish homes and rear fam

ilies and have taken in their stride the bad years as well as the good
years in business natters* have remained end prospered*
Mrs* Gertrude Labe/* who was b o m in Gllntcm in 1075 and lived
there many years, spent two years with a sister In Hew Iberia (1000*1009)
«ad recalls today the striking differences between Clinton and Hew Iberia*
It is significant to note that even to a young person (Mrs* Labe was then
only fifteen years of age), the character of the eonmmitles stood out*

/footnote ecmtimug/ growing center* The town of Kaplan is named after
him# U s beautiful estate in Crowley was bought a few years ago by the
author, francos Parkington Bayes* Kbplan passed away in 1942.
®This information made available by Alphonse Davis*
9*hre* Labe now resides in Thlbodaux, Louisiana*

H8

la the firist place, Mrs* Labs noticed that la Bov Iberia the Jewish
group was by far a i m heterogeneous*

The group was composed of German

Jews, Hussion Jews, sad French Jews#

In Clinton the satire group had

Migrated from a relatively small area In Germany*

3& New Iberia she

recalls attending religious services very often and particularly does
aha recall the activity on the high holidays*

Bven in those early

years before there was a house ef worship in New Iberia the group always
called in a rabbi fOr the high holyday, usually only a student rabbi, to
conduct these important services*

She recalls that the Jews in New

Iberia during the time she lived there appeared to d i n g mere to their
Jewish past and to gather about them some vestige ef an environment
which was their own*

She was impressed also with the fact tha% albeit

small in numbers, new Jews continued to move to New Iberia, whereas
very few migrated to Clinton after 1885*
Ifetil &»s* Labe earns to New Iberia she had not even known that
there were such persons as C&thodox Jews*

She recalls finding in New

Iberia a Jewish eomsimlty which seemed to Instill each member with a
pride in himself and his group*

is Mrs* Labe reviews her experiences in

things Jewish as she felt them, while living in Clinton, Lake Charles,
New Iberia, and Thlbodsux, she particularly senses that In New Iberia
at the turn of the century, the Jews did not seek to evade their obli
gation to things Jewish*

They did not appear to want to step out of

the Jewish situation or to attempt by subterfuge or evasion to deny their
meed for things Jewish*
In 1875 a Torah*-0 was brought to New Iberia and was kept in the

l°Thls information made available by Mrs* Henry Meyer*

Hasonic Temple wbera the Jewish group worshipped regularly.

In 1879

the present congregation, Oates ef I¥ayer, was organised for the pur
pose of building a temple*

(See figures 10 and 11*)

In 1898 a Jewish

ladies Aid Society was established for the purpose of assisting the
needy in the general eeosmity, for raising funds for Jewish needs, and
for social gatherings of the Jewish women*

this group contributed

$!,000.00 to tbo Ywliaiag fttnd of the to*ple.n
the i n k l f Iberian ef Saturday, Januaiy 23, 1904 nay be found
the fellewing article, headlined
*
Jewish Synagogue an M u r Street is completed.
. * * He congratulate ear friends for the spirit they
have shewed la erecting such an edifice in our city, where
they snn warship as to their faith and teachings required of
then*
The temple toe been active sines its construction*
held there every Friday evening*

Services are

lb natter how few attend, on the high

holydays a student Babbi is Invited to conduct services*

He remains in

Hew Iberia during the ten day period ef the Jewish Hew Tear and the Hay
ef Atonement.

A Sabbath School has been in operation in this congrega

tion far the last forty-five years and children ef non-*ieimb©rs as well
as ef members have been trained for confirmation,

fa 1885 a B'nal Brith

ledge m s organised which functioned for many years*

It became defunct

in the 1920*0, was re-established in 1937, and has been very active since

is worthwhile to note that Jews very often contribute large
suns ef money toward the building of Catholic and Protestant churches,
they seldom if ever ash Gentiles for financial assistance toward the con
struction of their own houses of worship* As a matter of fact most Jews
prefer that Gentiles not contribute money to Jewish causes of any kind.

Figure 10* Views ef the Jewish synagogue in Bev Iberia,
Louisiana (1952)* The newly constructed Social Center Is situated
in the rear of the main building*
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riggn 11.

A flav of tho Jovloh «*s«t»ry In Bow Ibosrln, J/wl«ion*. (1952).

m

that date.

Of particular pride to the Iberia Jewish s m m l t y feac hoa

tho realisation ef a social center which was completed In concoction
with the tacp&c In 1950 at the coot of 110* 000* 00#

flue activities of

the social neater aay be classified ee educational* social end reerea**
—

u »

The Jewish people of Sec Iberia have long been active in the
affaire of the large eoasnmity but they have also been active in the
affhire related to Jewish aatters*

Cta the one hand* they have been and

arc etill active la Masonry* yet neat ef the ecu have been and are now
active in B fnal Brlth affaire* They contributed heavily to nen^Jewieh
XI

ecccce ae well ae to Jewish causes* Eugene Quillet

telle tiie story

that the larcest contributes fp the Catholic Church ifead at the tine of
ite eoaetruetloa in 188S wee the father of Alphonse Davie who alone eontrltaUd 4500.00. Stay other Jews alee contributed freely. When the
Sew Iberia Golf d a b was being planned it wee lifted lovald* Father
Mbfflaris* and Reverend Seres* the M d M l i t Minister* who were InstrfaMiSO**
tal la the organisation and development of that project.

% the cane

tehee the Java contributed heavily to the building of their eon social
center.
Mre. Saberbille recalls that when aha was still a young girl*
Jules Oreyfte was known to be "a great civic worker.9 Mm was elected a

^Lafayette* which contains fc smch larger Jewish group than does
Sew Xbsria* has never had a B*nai Brlth lodge and does not have a rabbi
to officiate at the high holidays* nor dees it possess a social center
for group activities.
Guillot* a resident of Hew Iberia for seventy years* is a
Catholic who was recently honored by being cade a Knight of St* Gregory.

of Bapreson**
and later a mentor of the Bouse
ot the town eouneil
mobor
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took plaee*^

Is the loot twaaty^five years sixteen Jewish parsons of

few Iberia proper have married other Jews and ell ore now residing la
Sew Iberia*
B* ^he Jewish

Toflay

3&& ft*QPle« A s has been pointed out earlier in this ehapter the
Bov Iberia Jewish community actually ineluded membership from areas as
far removed as Jennings* Crowley* Abbeville* Kaplan* Gueydan, Franklin*
and Jeansrette*

the congregational records1^ of the group as of 19$1

la&loata that this communal group is now composed of thirty-uneven units
including seventy-six Individuals*

Despite the fast that during the

last ten year period eight members of the group have married, six to
J a m and two to non-Jews* there are very few ehlldren within this group*
It is very sigSifiosat to note at this point that all of the above men*
tioaed sight couples are residing permanently in the Mew Iberia eomaaan~
ityv As has been the ease in most small Jewish emsumliiee* Jews arrived
as family groups* a condition Which should have bean conducive to a high
birth rats*

That proved to be the ease in the first and sefeead genera*

tlons; however* the present generation of married couples has deviated
from this characteristic*

There are today in the New Iberia community

H i sister of Alphonse Davis married a Catholic and her ehlldren
are Catholie and have in turn married Catholics* Sam Kamofeky married
a Catholie* they have no children, and the two sons of Ralph Davis married
Catholic girls* Both young men are still active in Jewish life, although
their children will be veered as Catholics*
15 n » records are in the possession of Harold Wormser, Secretary
of the Congregation* Hew Iberia* Louisiana.

eight Jewish couples under forty years of age*

this number does mot

include the two intermarriages in which the children will be reared as
Catholics.

Of the eight couples, three couples each have two children*

one has three children* and the other flour have no children*

It is

evident then that the Jews of the Now Iberia community share the char
acteristic of the Jewish population as & whole as far as the birth rate
is eoneerasd*

Significantly enough* the condition of a very low birth rate

is found among Jews of small emtualtSes ae well as of largely populated
areas*

Most of the factors associated with low birth rates may be Ob

served to affect the Jewish group of few Iberia*

The one major excep

tion being, of course, the factor relating to urban and non-urbam
Id
Influence*
An examination of the population. Table VI, will suggest
the following demographic characteristics*
thirty-six males and forty females*

Comprising the group are

There are only four individuals

of marriageable age who have never been married*

Cue of these is approx

imately fbrty years of age and the other three are forty-five years ef
age or ever*

This communal group contains seven widows, all hut one ef

whom are over sixty years of age*
her*

Twenty-on© couples are living toget

There are in the group fourteen children under nineteen years of

age and five between nineteen and twenty-five*

As is the case in the

general Jewish population, the few Iberia coanmnity shows an Increasing
proportion of individuals in the older age group, fifty or older*
four of the seventy-six are above fifty years of age*

Twenty-

In the age group

20 - 29 all but three have attended some college or university*

^Bosenqulst and Friedman, gg* clt** pp. 203-209*
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TABUS

n

AQB AKD SEX DISTRIBUTION OP THE TOTAL 43MXSH POPULATION
OP HEW IBERIA, LOUISIAHAi

Af»
0 - 4
5 - 9
10 - U
15-19

20-04
25-89
S O - 34
35-19
4 0 - 41
45-49
50-54
55-59
40-44
45-69
90-94
75 «aA
OV€QT
TOTAL
21 and
ever

SM*
Per Cent
ttaatber af Total

0
4

0
2
2
0
2
4

2.6
2.6

1

***

1

2.6

6

...

6
3
4

Jfumbwr of Total

2

1
1

4

Bar 6«at

40#
5.3
4*4

7*9
1.3
5*3
7.9
4*0
5.3
1*3
1.3

1

Itomht.

3

3

1951

-.fraM!..,.
(Male and Par Cant Per Gent
Pamela)
Mala
?a»ale

4*0

3

...

100

2*6

6

4*0
1*3
4*0
1*3

3
3
5

66
0
66

100

5

6.6
2*6

4
7
3

5.3
9.2
4.0

2
1

2*6

0

3

1.3
4*0
...

0

...

1
7
a
5
n
9
»
5
4

4©

33
33
60

0

100

29
75

71
25
80
64
33
40

20
36

66
60

00

20

1

100

25

75
0

0

...

...

49

50

36

40

76

30

31

61

f A M B VII
AC® AMD SEX DJSTRIBOTIOB W

orhew m m ,
Male
Per Cent
Bm&er of Total

Age

0- 4
5 - 9
10 * 14
15 - 19
20-34
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44

45 - 49
50-54
55 - 59
60-44
65-69
*10-74

634
577
633
576
676
724
597
495
367
332
271
233
174
137
87

4*6
4*2
4*4
4*2
4*9
5*3
4*3
3.6
2*7
2*4
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1ffl TOTAL PGPtTLATlGM

lotjisiaha*

1940

Female
Vex Ctont ( M i and
Female)
Ifonber of Total

1*0
.6

661
614
6U
744
831
754
608
499
3P
369
283
237
191
176
119

4*8
4*5
4*5
5*6
6*0
5*5
4*4
3.6
2*9
2.7
2*1
1*7
1*4
1.3
.9

701
594
470
36$
313
206

*9

163

1*2

206

2*0

1*7
1*3

1295
1191
1226
13%
1507
1478
1265
994
759

ftav Gant
Kdo

Far Oast

49
49
50
42
4$
49
49
50
48
47
49
49
48
44

51
51
$0
5#
$5
51
$1
50
52
53

Female

51

48

51
52
56
58

43

57

48

52

75 sad
OHt

TOTAL 6,569

7,178

13,747

4,399

8,449

21 GBd
over

4,050

Settraet

Sixteenth Gensue of the United States, 1940, Vol. II*
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own their ova businesses or are associated with parents who own them*
a fact which brings out the tendency on the part ef Jews toward inde~
pendence in occupation*
Another fact worthy of note is that a large percentage of the
Jews are not in trade— precisely twelve— which Is an indication that,
contrary to general belief, there la really no independent Jewish
economy tet that Jews tend In tine to become an integral part of the
economic structure of the area in which they find themselves*
the great majority of these business and professional people
are very successful and are considered by the larger eonmunlty as pro*
gresslve and their efforts not particularly unproductive*

the general

ocmmn&lty does not consider the economic structure of the Jews in the
Sew Iberia Community unusually abnormal*

This may be so because the

thirty individuals analysed above are scattered in slat different com
munities*

nils concentration ef Jews in successful businesses has not

heightened Jewish visibility, a condition which in other communities has
caused envy «n the part of many members of the general community*

There

is no doubt that the economic structure of the Jewish eoimauntty group of
Sew Iberia differs markedly when compared with that of the total eanmnsnity.

The essential differences nay be found In the classes of business,

in the income ef those businesses, and in the length of time in business*
Beery one ef the businesses and professions mentioned has been in exis
tence at least fifteen years.
Because the Jews of this group have such high economic status they
have been able for many years to upheld a high standard of living, to
send their children to the best educational institutions, and to contribute

160

heavily to local and Jewish charity needs*

In 1950, for instance, this

mn a H group contributed $12,000*00 to the Joint Distribution Committee,
the central agency for Jewish philanthropy.

The economic result of the

occupational structure of this group Is net a large umber of extremely
wealthy families but a higher-than-average income for most families*
&

canclusioa It may be said that the members of the Hew Iberia

Jewish e n m i ty exist, from am economic point of view, within the framework of a middle class capitalistic economy*

However, it Is significant

to point out that among the Jews this economic institution lacks to a
marked degree the social and economic values which are dominant in the
general eooraunlty.

The special emphasis on wealth and individual enter**

prise, the evaluation of the individual in terms of his economic posi
tion exist, of course, as basic elements in the Jewish community*

How

ever, they do act constitute the most basic structure of prestige*

Cm

the same level of importance or perhaps above it are still placed those
values assigned to education, social justice, and individual integrity.17
iff*-

The Jews of the Hew Iberia eonmnxnlty individually

and collectively feel proud of their communal group*

They claim that

despite its smallness and inadequacy it Is one of the most, If not the
most, ideally functioning small Jewish communities is Louisiana.

They

are convinced that they are here making an attempt to bring Into reality

17In regard to this particular characteristic, Arnold and Caro
line Bose point out that a defense against prejudice, and one that is
of long standing in the Jewish community, is a feeling of superiority,
especially in matters of intellect and morale* Some of this feeling is
a legitimate pride in worthy achievements of Jews, but much of it is
just a prop to insecurity feeling. Arnold and Caroline Hose, America
Divided (Hew fork* Alfred A. Knopf, 19*0), p. 252.
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There are & few Jews who subscribe to Anglo-Jewleh publications,
bat to no home was there evidence of a Tiddiah newspaper or periodical#
lb a few of the hemes one can still see evidence of old world back-*
ground such as pictures, furniture, huge feather pillows, book®, and
dishes and silverware#
It seems that it has always been taken for granted in this par-*
tieular eoaanmal group that young people should get married*
and its ties are still saered aspects of eveiya»e#a life*

The family

The rate of

inter-aarrlage in the history of this community has been so small that
it Is practically negligible#

Ghly three members Of the group, all men

and all of the second generation, are married to »oa~Jews*

Che of these

has been married mazy years#

The other

This couple has no children#

two are very young men who married ainee their return from service In
World War ll#

All three individuals continue to be regarded as members

of the Jewish group, and all three are keeping up their affiliations
with the group and are taking an active part In its affairs#

A very

unique event has occurred in this community in recent years,

four years

age a young lady of Catholic background became a member of the Jewish
faith, awi two years age she married a rabbi of the Conservative Temple#
In the history of this community there has been no case of di
vorce or broken home#
All but four of the young adults now members of this community
have been to college and their training has been in the fields of edu
cation, business administration, sociology, music, and science#
The specially Jewish activities of the group center around the
Temple and especially the Social Center which was added to the Temple

tnildimg in 1950*

Both adults and children participate in one form or

another in th® activities sponsored V

the Center*

For the adults

these activities prove as opportunity for social gatherings# forums*
celebration of Jewish festivals# and discussions of general topics*
(A presentation of son* material from this thesis project proved to tee
a searea of quite a vehement discussion at one of the meetings held in
the Center*)

ia the ease of the Children the activities both social

and religious are designed to prepare them far future participation in
Jewish life as well as in the community at large*

they held their

Sabbath School classes there# they have their parties there# and they
participate in the religious festivals there*
hi general it nay be said that the activities of the Canter relate
themselves to the following*

(1) Jewish festivals# (2) talks on Judaism*

(3) bode reviews# (A) recitals* and (5) recreation in general*
the group has an active B%al B^lth Lodge and a Temple Sisterhood*
They meet jointly once a month for a social gathering.

These gatherings

have proved to tee very successful in many different ways*
have enjoyed the activities and the fellowship*

The members

ft is also the eoasen**

sue of the group that the Center and Its activities have resulted in
increased group consciousness and in group sentiment as well as in greater
understanding of and appreciation for things Jewish*
fUrther tending to integrate the elements of the Jewish community
has been the Zionist Movement#

Many members of this group have for years

felt a keen interest In the establishment of Israel as a National Jewish
homeland#
The Jew* of the New Iberia eonmnnity have for many years placed
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much emphasis upon Jewish holidays and their celebration*

Since many

Jewish holidays are of joyone nature, the members of the group find in
them frequent opportunities for relaxation and gatherings#
Ballgjons life,

&i the minde of many of the Jews of Stow Iberia,

religion is the algo oqa npn of Jewishness*

Been though practice may

be confused and spasmodic, even though congregational membership is not
a day by day reality, this group has long recognised that the Jewish
religion constitutes the main cohesive factor in the structure of that
community.

One must not assume far one moment that In the Hew Iberia

group the Temple is in any sense coextensive with Jewish life, or that
it is Inseparable from the activities of the congregation, or that it
fulfills all the needs which it did for so long a time in the history
of the Jewish people*

However, it dees appear (the writer has been ob

serving closely the Hew Iberia community since 1937) that in the ease
of this group, small and isolated as it is, the Temple responds in an
unusually large degree to the needs ef the Jewish life of the community
as a whole.

It does so through certain restricted functions connected

with worship, Jewish education, and Jewish fellowship*

Judaism in the

Sew Iberia community does not appear to suffer as greatly f r m the
deadly indifference and ever increasing secularisation of Jewish life as
it does in the neighboring caBraunities.

In other words, the members of

the Sew Iberia congregation have identified themselves more closely
than most other comparable groups with the Jewish religion and in their
case, at any rate, it appears to be a much more satisfying experience*
2h their communal life the Jewish religion has not declined in value or
In its role as it has In many others*

It is the conviction of the great

majority at members of that group that their temple* as the embodiment
of the Jewish conception of life, is the one institution that can beet
preserve for them the Jewish heritage and the Jewish communal structure
in general.
The Temple in Hew Iberia is an Impressive* small* red brick struc
ture#

It is open for service every Friday evening* although there are

many occasions when the number of members attending Is very small*
often the services are conducted by the children.

Very

€h the high holidays

a student rabbi is Invited to conduct the special services.

Fbr many

years a staff of able volunteers have been conducting Sabbath school
or Sunday school wherein children are prepared for confirmation.

Cte

maay occasions children tram lafayette have attended these classes.
The Temple serves not only as the feunt&inhead of Jewish Inspir
ation and the center of character building activities* but it Is also
the agency for Jewish philanthropy*

Through such organisations as the

B,nal ftrith lodge* the Temple Sisterhood* and the Sunday School (all
of which arm* in this particular community* closely related to the func
tions of the Temple)* the Temple proves to be not only the source of
religious experiences but also a forum far Jewish thought and* in a
sense* a clearing house for all Jewish setIon personifying Jewish ideal
ism and faith.

It is worthy of note for instance that all Jews living

In the Hew Iberia community are active members of the congregation*
while in the nearby community of lafayette a third of the Jews have not
even become affiliated with the congregation.
The strongly integrated religions structure of the Hew Iberia com
munity has resulted in an interdependence of all of the communal spheres
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ef activity*

It has given the group there a sense of local communal

responsibility and a feeling of responsibility for the Jewish comnnmity at large in America and in the world*
Sfed Outlook,

the Jewish people of the Hew Iberia ©orammity are

proud of their own group and of the total Iberia community*

They feel

that they have helped to make Hew Iberia the lovely place it is, and
in turn they are convinced that the large eeanmnity has made It possi
ble for them to succeed in their own ventures*

They feel that this

Jewish community is the only Jewish e e m m l t y from New Orleans to Beannont, Taras vfaieh has shewn any real progress in the last ten years*
They all agree that they lead a good life in Hew Iberia and in the sur
rounding area*

Economically they are successful, which is important to

them in the general sense that a high standard ef living Is desired by
all*

It also is important to them through their awareness that the

attainment of a greater measure of economic security is# whether they
like it or not, still another method whereby Jews can 03002*0 their
safely*

The Jews ef the Hew Iberia ecssmnlty feel that they have status

as individuals and a Jewish life which in no way interferes with their
activities at large*

Either as Individuals or as a group they do not

have any illusion* about anti-Semitism.

While there has never been

any evert indication of sntWewish feeling in New Iberia, they are,
nevertheless, aware that oftentimes they are being merely tolerated,
and they recognise iUlly that this condition carries with it a sense of
superiority on the part ef the persons who assert it*

However, It does

not seem to disturb them very much.
In discussing this matter with two of the younger members of the

eoaownity,^ th© fallowing interesting situations came to light.

Both

young person© believe that there is © Jewish Problem, albeit they did
not become e©ri<msly ©were ef it ©util they vent t© the university,
there they dissevered a clannishness ©a th# part ef both Jew© and Gen
tile© which resulted in the polarisation of the group© as to dating,
* « e ©eelal and religious activities membership in sororities and fra*.
ternities, ©to*

The Jewish Problem to these two young individual© 1©

am© of survival of Jewish consciousness,

neither of these young per-

•on© is afraid ef the problems ©ad both are quit© prepared to go out
into th© world and fee© them and ©11 of their Implications*
Today the Sow Iberia community reflects in general the attitude
of thoa© young persons*

The Jewish group in Hsw Iberia appears to be

rather ©ur© of Its footing and thus less sensitive to criticism*

On

th© whole the members ef the group feel a certain pride in their re
ligious activity, in their group accomplishments, and in their local
leadership*
They are pleased also with their relationship to the larger com
munity with which they feel a kinship and where they have found oppor

tunities for work, for education, and for civic and social participation
and which have so far not conflicted with their basic Jewish interest.
Meat members of the group feel keenly about the establishment of th©
state ef Israel, in no sense as a homeland for themselves but rather as
a source of world Jewish morale*

^Joan Davis and James Crelm ore both seniors at Louisiana State
University at this time (1951)#
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A visit with tli# Jewish oowNttiV

Haw Iberia will soon eoi**>

vl&eo one that here 1# # group of Jews who have set quite stopped into
a fttatft of eelf-contaept aad »*lf-repudlation• Hore is a group vhloh
dees sot spsad all of its aaar&r os oalf deltosae and pMlaathropy
alone; liar* la a group which doe* sot appear weary of Wing M d t |
nor does It desire to livo down ita identity* Wv« la a group which
haa show rather that even is a onall rudimentary eowaftftity# Jews can
live surprisingly well# happilyf securely# a&dt without too ouch fear of
eactlaetloa. Boaever# w a W r i of thio group are wall awaro of tho foot
that enee tho group loses ita identity with Judaic© Oi largo# osoo it
relinquishes ita ocaasmal orgaslaatiosa# m m

it gives up Ita religious

oansotoBsaoes# onoo it fhila to develop sound and ahlo leadership# tho
fhroaa responsible for disintegration that affoot every othsie group
will begin to operate os their group end sooner or later offset Ita e m ~
plate oliftiftatioft#

CHAPTER VIX
ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Having described the nature ef the Jewish camnunity in general
and the particular Characteristics ef the three selected communities,
one le faced with the task ef analysing the material for the purpose
of achieving some logical-meaningful relationship between past and pres
ent phenomena er processes and the attainment of generalised analytical
knowledge which may be applied to any mimber of comparable cases in the
future.
It mast be noted at this point that the field of inquiry cover
ing this thesis project revealed that the concept of the dewish com*
sanity is far more complex than is generally conceived and that the
problem facing the typical American Jewish community is more than an
academic one.

It has, in fact, become a very practical problem in

applied social research, stemming from a need by a group ef people who
are in the grip of a serious and far-reaching crisis which has assumed
acute proportions •*

^Rosaarin, g&» silk** P«
See also M» Baplan,
£&*» PP* &*10, also Lester F. Ward,
Fare Sociology (Bew York* The Macmillan Co., 1930), p. 91, who says
**ny thesis is that the subject matter of sociology is human achieve
ment. It is net what men are but what they do. It is not structure
but function. *
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Any student of th© history of the Jews end of Judaism is force
fully struck with the realisation that within this group* s experience
are to be found factors which admittedly lie beyond the range of any
one’s knowledge and which seem to defy present techniques of measure
ment and analysis.

The outstanding example of this strange phenomenon

is, of course, the matter of survival on the part of this group*

Often-

times students of society dismiss this phenomenon as a mere chance, or
the result of a series of forces as yet not quits definable.
prophets have quite another explanation of it.

Jewish

They claim that the

Jews have endured "by virtue of the creative power of the spirit?"

2

that

they are God’s "chosen* people; that they are prophets with a messianic
vision;

3

and finally that they are a single, a singular, and an Indiai
tractable people, an A& 01am* an eternal people.
Their continual
existence has thus been called a contradiction In terms.

This phenomenon

does not appear to fit into any of the usual patterns— idealistic or
positivietic— by which students try to read history.

5

Lsvisohn, o p . clt., p. 2.
Germany, Martin Buber.

Gbe thing seems

Quoting a famous Jewish scholar in

%verett V. Stonequist, an essay in Graeber and Britt, £&• cit..

P. 306.
S . Cairo, Egypt there is still an inscription written nearly
4000 years ago which readsi *^e have uprooted Israel. Their seed is no
more." See also Trude W. Rosmarin, Jewish Survival (New York* The
Philosophical Library, 1949); Ludwig Lewisohn, JSjs Amsrioap Jew (Saw Yorks
Farrar, Straus and Company, 1950); lewisohn, Israel (Rev York a Boni and
Liveright, 1925); Milton Steinberg, A £s2±laM £b£4§L %SL SM. Jeyieh il&r
larn (Hew York* The Bobbs-Merril Company, 1945); Stephen S. Wise, A& £ See
It (Hew York* Jewish Opinion Publishing Company, 1944); Louis Finkelstein, "A Trumpet for All Israel," Tigte. (October 15, 1951), p* 59.
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certain— -that sociologists have abstained from asking It a serious ob
ject of investigation*

Aside from Max Weber and Martin Buber few have

undertaken to study* this problem.^
Thus, it is that herewith an attempt will be made toward the
interpretative understanding of social action as it is manifested In
the Jewish community in order to arrive at an explanation of its raison
d'etre*
From the data analyzed, there seem to be certain factors operat
ing within any Jewish community group which have been responsible for
the origin, development, and survival of that group and the absence of
which have been responsible for the disintegration and extinction of
that group*
It appears logical then to assume that in order to analyse the
forces which constitute the strengths and weaknesses of the three com
munities in question one must first explore the historical nature of
those forces which have originally given character to the general Jewish
eoraffunlty and toads possible its survival to this day*

It Is agreed by

all students of this subject that the central core of this social system
is the religion known as Judaism and the whole series of subsystems of

^Garl Mayer, "Religious and Political Aspects of Anti-Judaism,"
an essay in Graeber and Britt, on* cit*, p. 316. While this writer
recognises that there exist factors in the phenomenon he is attempting
to study which appear inexplicable to him and which he may perhaps per
sonally notice and appreciate, he cannot in this thesis project take a
position based on pious hopes but one based on facts and trends the
analysis of which has more validity in the present context* As a matter
of fact, many modern Jews are inclined to question the notion that Jews
are God's chosen people with a world mission, recognising that hoary
tribalism as a compensatory belief of a sorely oppressed group*

m

ossmaon Talne-orientAtione arising jfrttn this basic pattern.^

The in

stitutionalisation of these shared v&lue^orientations has resulted in
a Jewish culture ideological system and to *m m degree almost ©very
dew la today a reflection ef that ideological system*

This system be-

asms crystallised during the days of the ghetto community in Europe.
Judaism, as the dews conceived it in these days, characterized for
them in dearest tones the course of action they were to follow.

Their

religions system demanded of them that they produce a eertain type of
character*

This was a task no one could evade with impunity*

Because

ef the constant and varied environmental pressures inposed upon them
therm verm in those communities few* if any# neutrals# few cynies, few
amateur spectators*
sides*

They could not and did net shrink from taking

They knew where they stood and upon that stand they planted

themselves with what appeared to be an invincible sort of firmness.
What then constitute the fundamental values which activated the
organisation ef the Jewish eonnwnity and which were very soon elevated
to the rank of basie principles of life and which subsequently became
the social framework within which this group existed?
To begin with# the contractual relations of Jews to God, a rela*
tion which directly concerns every one of them# were the real power and
significance of membership in the Jewish

g ro u p * ?

This relationship

^Graeber and Etarltt, op* £l&## PP* 102, 240, 304# 317. Gee also
M* Kaplan, gg* cit* p. XT; Berhson, g&« &&*# P* 96} tewisohn* Israel,
on. cit*. p. 115} Boamarln# fip. cit.* pp. 65# 99# 101* 164} Zborovski*
2E* git., pp. 351*521 Georg Siwrael, 32& §ggfo&9jg; &£
Trans
lated by Eurt H* Hoiff# (Glenco, Illinois t The Free Press* 1950}* p.
191} Richard 0* Snyder and H* fcibert Wilson# goo£& a£ Mlfetaajr Bfljfltg
(Hew forks American Book Company* 1949/* p. 166*
^Siwael, op. j&H* # P* 191.

contributed to the *oh©sen people" idea which occupied a very epeelal
niche in the rationale ef Judaism and contributed abundantly to the
fortification of the communal group and to ita staying power*

the

aeeond iaqportant factor was the ©ynagogual organization which In the
ghetto net only gave Jhdaism the necessary mold for resistance' against
foreign ideas, but fitted It to became & center of universal ideation*^
Thus* It was that the early Jewish synagogue answered ell questions in
d e a r cut fashion and in so doing gave reality to the conception of the
higher life under which the Jews operated for many hundreds of years*
But it did even more than thlsf it actually prescribed the pattern ef
his entire life,

ftrom the time that the child was b o m (or even before

that, because marriage could take place only within the synagogue stntetore} to the time he was buried (because he could only be buried within
that system) the Individual lived within the orbit It prescribed*

BIS

beliefs wore inculcated by the synagogue; hie morals, ethics, politics,
lav, theology, and philosophy came to him Chiefly at the hands ef the
synagogue,***

tn his social life, the synagogue defined his holidays and

prescribed the form and character of the festivals} It influenced the
genes he played, the dress he wore, the food he ate,*

Very little in the

life of the ghetto Jew vent on outside the sphere of the synagogue*

The

ghetto world was a complexity of people, goods, enjoyment, pain, activities

%omnarin, qp* £&&*» PP* 193-191.
%abbl Jacob
Schwarts, £&& gyraigogfte j& IfodC-flft Jewish
(Cincinnati; Commission on Synagogue Activities, 1939), p. 1#
*®The synagogue was known as the house of worship, the house of
stndy, and the house of assembly*

V7*

with M o l i Mik ecwaon2y busy thomselvee but always before them holding
the belief that the Jewish soul was a spiritual entity only temporarily
imprisoned In a body soon destined to be ffceed to live in a heaven ef
unutterable bliss.
Jewish holidays, particularly the Sabbath, have alee played a
vital role in the survival of the Jewish eesnnmal group.

They proved

to be net only vehleles through which ideological orientation resulted
bet opportunities for providing the rationale for audh ideologies#

The

Sabbath has always been infinitely more to Jews than a day on which toll
is prohibited.1*

To the Jew# of the ghetto, the Sabbath was that day on

which they lived in the kingdom of God.

Bjpen all other days they were

subjected to the paiafhl insecurity of an excluded minority, but on the
Sabbath they lived in the assurance of a chosen people#

This is what

the Jews meant when, at the close of each Sabbath they uttered the bene
diction;

•SfiZSfih etah

haroanAil

fcadpah l*halw (Blessed by Thou,

O lord, who distinguishes between the sacred and the profane), between
the weekdays of nan and the Sabbath of Oed*1^
The rituals and activities surrounding the early Jewish festivals
proved to be elements which added something of dignity, grace, and spiri
tual power even to the most sordid Ilfs of the ghetto.

Ch the one hand,

the minute regulations and the tortuous and crabbed study of TaXsaxdle

^Part of the weekly services for the Sabbath in fhp Ifolpq Prayerbaok for Jevlsfr Worship (Cincinnati® The Central Conference of American
Babble, 1947/TV* 31, is as follows* "Blessed be the Sabbath, the queen
of days, which brings unto Israel enrichment of soul. Bren as Israel has
kept the Sabbath, so the Sabbath has kept Israel."
l^Kabbi Alan S. Green, & Sftt. g£ fifolidffy Sermon? (Cincinnati}
Tract Cessttisslen, 1941), p. 22.

The

v rf

lore "stiffened the backbone" and strengthened the faculties of the
group and, on th® other hand, there was power in th© ritual of th© ser*
vies, in ita words and music, in the very voice of the cantor.

It was

* thing which aeemsd to get into the eaaenoe of their Being~~this thing
ef standing together, ef hard and proud men, weak ones and evil ones,
yemng and eld ones, all surrendering what they individually were to beeame something greater than they could ever be individually.

It was

their religion, their cannon activities, their togetherness which brought
peaee, comfort, and courage to then, and thus group survival*
Jn addition to the basic tenants of Judaism, the rituals, and the

Sabbath, there developed other solidifying factors among the early Jews
the most important of which wore eiroumseisioft, the dietary laws, the
prohibition ef eenmubium and eenmemsality with other groups and the
family sad ©due&tien&l systems*

the combination ©f these factors plus

the pressures te which they were subjected resulted in the existence
end persistence ef Judaism sad the Jewish community group*

It Is agreed

by meet students ef this subject that, as far as Jewish communal group
solidarity and survival are concerned, the Ilfs which approximates the

ghetto social system has proved the most desirable*

Cta© thing Is cer

tain, when the pest emancipation Jewish communal structure is analysed
as a multl<-diaenslo&al pattern of events in space and time it reveals

a high degree ef disintegration both within it© component parts as well
as between it end the larger community, with the result that in general
tbs diaspora Jews of recent times have not had any basic belief system
which could be grasped with certainty and around which they could
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organise life and culture.*^
It appears desirable in order to examine and appraise the status
of the three communal structures under consideration to single out the
most critically significant content of the old system and use it as a
measuring rod in evaluating and establishing the condition of those
communities*

That basic content appears as fellows:

a particular re

ligious system with its ideal of an eternal mission; the Sabbath and
a H of its implications; an educational system, the emphasis of whtbh
is Judaism and a Jewish way of life; and the group consciousness result
ing both ffeum elements arising ffcem within the group and from pressures
external to the group*
It Is the thesis ef this project that, in those Jewish communities
where the above content is intensified and is an intimate part ef the
social framework, there the communal group is well Integrated; however,
if it is not intensified and is net basic to the social framework it
leads to social apathy, stagnation, and ultimate extinction*

*^Wiee, op* cit.* p. 28* Eabbi Wise, who is without question
one of the most outstanding Jewish leaders o f the day, says that emanci
pation has been the main disintegrating force In Jewish life and that
sms of the tragle by-products of the last century in Jewish life has
been the fanatical quest of the Jews for withdrawal from all that is
Jewish because "the world bade him be free from chains and bonds*1*
See also Kaplan, eg* £ & *, p* xv» Joseph Kasteln, History and Destiny
of the Jews (Sew York* Viking Areas, 1933), p* 372; Lewiaohn, eg>* cjfr*r
p. 34; Steinberg, ££* olfr.* p* 115; Rosmartn,
&!&♦, p. 80; 57 E*
Park, Race gad Colters* p* 378; feres F* Bernstein, Jew Hate as 4 Soci
ological Problem (Hew York* Philosophical library, 1951 ),pp. 282-283;
Kart levin, "Self Hatred Among Jews," an essay in Rec$ Prejudice an^
Arnold M# Rose (ed«), £&* oit* * p* 321; Bernard, qp*

cit*, p* 412*
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A*

Clinton Gowmiifritv

This rather full-length dynamic picture of the origin, nature,
and changes ef the general Jewish conwuntiy group in Its various envi
ronmental settings throws significant light on the pattern ef behavior
as it oeeurred within the Jewish group in Clinton.

To that miorooosmic

Jewish world the sudden collapse of its economy must have been a seri
ous crisis which can be conceived only as the manifestation of a criti
cal unbalance in the culture structure ef that group.

It is hard to

dissuade oneself that the facts and figures and the complex pattern of
behavior of the Jewish group in Clinton have not significant meaning
beyond themselves.

It is no simple matter for an entire group to leave

a co-unity within the period of a few years in which it existed for
sixty years on what was evidently very successful terms.

It goes with

out saying that a prime reason for the exodus was economic in nature,
yet one is inclined to feel that there were other processes and mecha
nisms which contributed to the disequilibrium or disintegration of
this particular social system.3^

xt la difficult to demonstrate fully

the validity of this proposition, particularly since the element of
time has oast sueh a fog of sentiment, as well as disillusionment, over
the — tire scene as to blur much of the realities,

nevertheless, from

^Taloot Parsons and Edvard A. Shils, (eds.), Toward & General
Theory of Action (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951), p. 217,
claim that *the equilibrium of social systems Is maintained by a vari
ety of processes and mechanisms and their failure precipitates varying
degrees of disequilibrium (or disintegration). The two main classes
of mechanisms by which motivation is kept at the level and in the di
rection necessary for the continuing operation of the social system
are the mechanisms of socialization and the mechanism of social con
trol.**

a careful appraisal and analysis ef the overall picture on© may possi
bly derive certain estimate* of those contributing factors*
The very feet that the levs of Clinton left their businesses and
friends of long standing indicates clearly that* aside from their eco
nomic ties* there were no ether very serious interests there for them*
Contrary to common belief* Jews do not move in pursuit of profit alone*
rather have they elumg to their homes with pitiful persistence so long
as that I n s meant spiritual end social security*^

doc can cite innum

erable eases of Java vho had very successful businesses but left them to
Id
search fear more desirable communities In which to live*
Apparently
the Jews ef diatom were vhat might be termed a sort ef a comnmaity
eatalytle agent* helping to create something new but never themselves
a part of that which was created*
joyed great

It has been shewn that the Jews en

freedom in that eooamnity*

that they participated in many

oosmmaal activities* and that they vere quite devoted to the larger com
munity Interests and yet their ultimate behavior indicates that they had
me real roots there* that they vere net truly an intimate part ef that
community,

They were* In fact* •strangers1' there*1^

Georg Sinssel

^Miriam Beard* 11Anti-Semitism— Product of Economic J^rth** an
essay In Graeber and Britt* on* £&«* p. 375*
*^A good example of this situation is found in Bryan* Texas where
the writer lived as a child* Thirty years ago there existed a large and
rather well organised Jewish group* with on active synagogue* a BfnaA
Brith Lodge* a Sisterhood and a Sunday School program*Todaythat com
munal group has completely disappeared* Oily in one case wastherein
termarriage* That family still lives there* All the other families
moved away to larger and mere active Jewish commities* but in not one
ease was the reason economic*
^S ln e l * op* cit** pp. 402-408* believes that to be a stranger
Is a very positive relation) it is a specific form of interaction* "He
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points out l» this eesmeetlen that*
the stranger is tar nature no 'owner of soil’-H&ot merely
in the physical sense tut in the figurative sense of a life**
substance* which is fixed, if not in a point of space at least
la an Ideal point of the social environment* .Although in more
Intimate relations* he may develop all kinds of charm and stg»
niftoanoe, as long as he Is considered a stranger in the eyes
ef the others* he Is not an 'owner of soil* * Restricted to
intermediary trade* and often (as though sublimated from It)
1it
to pure finance, gives him the specific Character of mobility. '
t m particular traits of behavior stand out in connection with
the phenomenon of Clintons

(1) that despite the free environment in

which they existed the Jews ef Clinton did net in any sense assimilate
and (2) that they did not show any indications of establishing a meaning*
fnl £eviah group life,

the history of the community shove that only two

individuals married out ef the faith during the sixty years of the life
ef that group and that, despite their interest and activities in Chris*
tlas churches, there Is no record of one Jew actually becoming a member
of such a church.

Cta the other hand* it Is also quite clear that In the

life ef that ocnmunal group there was not one overt manifestation of
these factors which make for integrated Jewish group life*
Werner Sombart makes an important observation when he says that
no term is mere familiar to the ear ef the Jew than tachlle, which means
purpose, aim* or goal*

If a Jew is to do anything he must have a tachllaa

life Itself* whether as a whole or in its single activities* must have

^cotnote continued? is a potential wanderer • . . . he is fixed within
a particular spatial group » • * » hut his position in this group is
determined* essentially, by the fact that he has net belonged to it from
the beginning* that he imports qualities into it, which do not and can*
not stem from the group itself.*
**ai(ft*,

p. 403.
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that Jewish dietinotivenese began to disappear and social distance to
diminish.

Finally, that traditional moral code of Judaism which forma

a logically integrated canon that serves ae a standard for personal
conduct and at tbe seme time an unwritten code for the entire group be
came co dilated that the assimilation process very easily manifested
Itself*

Mrs. Braden's story about her cam family makes this entire

process crystal d e a r * ^

And while one quotation does not make a final

proof, this particular quotation appears to be mere than one quotation*
This Jewish mother's description and analysis of the ideological and
cultural changes within her family group can be considered as an unus
ually precise end direct formulation of a process expressed in princi
ple by sociologists, anthropologists, rabbis, and lay Jews and Gentiles*
The essence of this formula is plain*
m

A small group of Jews living In

Isolated fashion fkoa the larger Jewish caimmnity, existing in a

relatively free atmosphere, yet feeling keenly their marginal position
and being unable to uphold a strong e o w m a l structure from which cor
porate body each member might possibly draw strength, inspiration, and
sanctity, seem becomes over-burdened and confused and soon ceases to
maintain its peculiar trays and its distinctive moral and social outlook*
Vary few Jews have moved away from Opelousas, although they faced
there Jfcem time to time economic crises ae business people do In all coseinanities.

In most eases they weathered these crises, or if they failed

they started oarer again, but the great majority remained to live out
their lives In that community*

However, side by side With the disintegra

tion of the Jewish communal structure, could be found an increase of the

2$See discussion in Chapter V,
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by such

of action recomended

th© dynamic pattern

of east
community
tbs ghetio~ltke
It is indeed s far cry ttcm
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outstanding Isadora in Jewish life as Mardeeal M* Kaplan,

21

Milton

Steinberg,22 Waldo Frank,23 Trade Weiss-Roamarin,2* Louis Finkelatein,2 5
Xudwig Lewisohn,2^ Stephen S* Wise2^ and others*
Cta the other hand, it la very important to understand also that
neither is it merely a moldering heap of sentiment, vanity, arrogance
mined with humility, and vague traditions*

Today, at any rate, the

Jewish group of How Iberia shows elear indieetlome of being a rather well
organised, and well integrated going concern, within the framework of the
*ideal-typical" Jewish community as it now exists in the Halted States*
The status of the Hew Iberia eouacunlty, however, is not the
result of some mysterious external fores but of some very definite fee-*
tors which have been operating, often at great odds, for the last fifty
years*

It so happens that since the turn of the century there have been

residing in the Hew Iberia area an unusually large number of Jews who
have felt and still feel that Jewishness still has worth in the world
and who have had the will to give of themselves to prove it*

this atti

tude, ooupled with their particular background, training, and strength
of Character, has enabled them to supply the leadership necessary to

Z1H- X a p lw , fi£ * 2 il> > B H M & i.

22
Steinberg,

o p*

cit*.

fiS fi& iB L *

2%aldo Frank, T££ Jew &
Pearee, 1944)*
2^Sosmarin,

o p.

(>a£ ggy (Hew York*

elt** passim*

2*Finkelstein, (ed«)f gg* sUt*f BftBdto*
2^iewiaohn, The American Jew,

27

Wise, gg* elt*. passim*

cit.

Duell, Sloan and

im

create tli* key institutions and agencies indispensable to an integrated
and survivix&g lavish communal group.

This creative minority, although

often skeptical and sometimes desperate, has nevertheless, by virtue of
ita thought, action, and planning, given Jewishness rhyme and reason,
and ban furthermore helped build tangible support for ita ideas and
ideals.

As the result of this leadership, a struotural pattern has been

established in that eoosranity which, although not strictly comparable
to the w»U-Smtegrated Jewish communities of the middle ages, does demon
strate some of the faetors which have been established in this thesis
p w j w t as being aseesaaxy for the eo&thmed existence of a Jewish eom■anal, group*

The synagogue, the social center, the B*nat Brith Lodge,

tho Sisterhood, the Zionist interests, the philanthropic and social ac
tivities coupled with regular religious services, festival celebrations,
a well organised educational program, and the inspiration and guidance
of its leadership have brought to that Jewish group a sense of identity,
solidarity, and well-being net found in many comparable communities*
There is compelling evidence that here are Jews, in a small group,
who are unified act merely by a meaningless holding-en of things once
erected for them, but rather by an effort te create something ef their
m m which they consider worthwhile for the present as well as for the
ffeture*

They do act seek to alienate themselves from Judaism nor do

they wish te merge blindly with the larger community*

They have re-

malnsd in many respects a distinct group, but somehow they do not appear
irritatingly distinct, because their values are not radically different
from the values of their host, the larger connmiiity*

Tot they do not

deny nor ignore the validity of their own religion or cultural tradition*

im

Ea brief, their Jewishness is something positive with them and not a
saaeelatis

as in the ease of manor of their co-religion

ists in thia area,

This group of Jews has developed what appears to

bo a dynamic accommodation of Jewish life-values to a non-Jewlsh eaftraMSt,
% tirtoi of their attitudes, the Jews of the How Iberia eon**
x n i V appear lose susceptible to the infection of self-hatred2* so
eoawee team

Java everywhere, except possibly those who lire in Israel.29

They hero base and are still, undeniably and contrary te the protesta
tions ef the non-Jews, exposed to the self-same psychological influences
which were experienced by the Jews of &Untoa and of %elousas, bat in
their ease, participation in and appreciation of Jewish tradition and
sallies, pine the feeling of group censoicmsness, have operated as a
sort of IsMBnising element.

these Jeve do not appear tempted to flight

either trmm Judaism or from themselves,

they seem, at this point, to

be able to inhabit a culturally pluralistic world, and there do exist
two cultural worlds even In Sew Iberia,

These individuals move with

^lurt Levin,
£&&,, PP« 321-322, states "that self-hatred
is present among Jews is a fact that the non-Jew would hardly believe,
bat which is well known among the Jews themselves, this is a phexsemea n which has been observed ever sines the emancipation of the Jew . . , ,
It is both a group phenomenon and an individual phenomenon.1' For a
further discussion of this phenomenon, see John Bollard, Caste and Claw a
iA ft. Southern Town (New Havens Xale tfclversity Frees, 1937), p* 441,
^Thomas 9ugrue, Watch For £&& Msw>i^ (Hew lerki Harper and
Brothers, 1950), pp. 23-24, in speaking ef the Jews who are natives ef
Israel explains that sines they have rarely experienced anti-Semitism
they are therefore psychologically free; they reflect no tension, no
self-consciousness, no concern for what others are thinking of them.
They are relaxed, happy in their lives, and in love with their land.
They do not even resemble the Jews of the Ebcile. Although seme might
disagree, this hypothesis might well bear further Investigation,

m

such naturalness from one « m

to the other that neither they nor any

one else Is usually avare of the change In religions ant! cultural lo
cale*
than the Ion# of Hsw Iberia hare been abley for the time being
at least, to halt the process of cowBtmal disintegration and hare
brought to the Individual ambers of their particular group a meaning*
M l Jbviah nay of life#

they have been able to achieve this by giving

vital algnifloanoe to those elements of Judaism which have for centuries
beam responsible for Its survival*
There remains nos the task of comparing the basis elements of
the t i m e oeewaaities Just described to the *ideal-typical* ear composite
community established in Chapter 111*

The elements vhiOh axe crucial to

this comparison are (1) the nature of community development, (2) the
occupation end economic struct*are* (3) cowaanlty organisation, and (4.)
social status.
Jh their historical development Cpelousaa and Rev Iberia approximate the ■idea-L-typical* ocmanmity, while Clinton does not*

10 the

ease of Opelousas and Hev Iberia, the early arrivals made efforts to es
tablish a eosmnsal life, to balld a house of verehip, to organise social
life sal activities, to establish a program of religious education, and
to hold religious services on the Sabbath as noil as on the special
religious festivals.

The history of Clinton indicates, as far as has

boom ascertained, that no efforts vers made in this direction*
Jxk the matter of occupation and economic structure the Opelousas
and Rev Iberia essseanitles also approximate closely the patterns found
in the *ldeaX-typical" coasunlty*

The levs of these two groups rank

above the middle •ooooale class.

The largest m m sfeer of both native

and foreign-born individuals are engaged in trade) however, as la the
case In the *ideal-typical* community, there la evidence that there is
a definite trend away ffeom business and Into the profess lone on the
part of the native bora.
gree.

The situation in Clinton differed to some de~

There the Jews also ranked above the middle class economically

but all of the employed members of the group were in business.
As far as it is known the Jews of Clinton established no pro30
grams which could be termed eoaawmity organisation®,

The Jew® of

Opelousas and Hev Iberia, on.the other hand, made serious efforts at
organising such programs.

Both groups built synagogues, established

fraternal organisations for both men and women, organised religious
education, and participated in planned social gatherings.
Concerning the Jewish group in Clinton lack of data precludes
appraisal of their social status.

There is evidence, however, to sub*

stantiate the statement that as groups the Jews of Opelousas and hew
Iberia leek recognised status just as the Jews of the nideal-typical11
lack it.

furthermore, as in the case of the *ideal-typical" community,

many Jews of Opelousas and Haw Iberia feel keenly their marginal posi
tion azti experience the feeling of insecurity which is associated with
such state of mind.
Finally, the Jews who are left in Opelousas and those who are re
siding in hew Iberia are well avare of the fact that the Jewish oommunr*
ities in this area are rapidly becoming secular rather than religious

y*Tar a detailed discussion of Jewish community organization see
Maurice J* Xarpf, & & & Qm m M SL
& M M M States
(Mew York* Koch Publishing Company, 1938).

is character, Just as lo the ease of the

ideal-typleal” coiaaamiiy,

and that Jewish oownremitios cannot long exist m
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fkom omissions and coumiissiana^ of their own making within the frame
work of their communal life*

The concensus among students of thie

matter appears to be then, that the question of Jewish survival or
Jewish extinction is to he found in the nature of Jewish eoBmraaal Ilfs#
It has been attempted In this Investigation, through the use of empir*
ieaX instanees, to establish some basis characteristics of Jewish e w »
atonal structure and function which may he used to evaluate the conditions
of ear given Jewish communal group and to measure its degree of Integra*
tion or disintegration*
The history of the Jews in the titaited States reflects not only
Jewish personalities but also their cultural environment and the develop*
meat of Jewish eoammal life*

It nay be said that the history of Jewish

life In America is essentially the history of three distinct tides of
immigration*

The first group to arrive was made up of Sephardlc Jews

who came directly from Spain and ibrtugal or indirectly by way of Holland
and South America*

At the turn of the nineteenth century a large and

steady German group began migrating to this country and increased per*
eeptlbly after the reaction to the post-Waterloo era and the failure
of the liberal revolution in I848*

In I860 began the great movement of

the Polish, Russian, and Roumanian group*

The Slavic immigrants, who

numbered acre than two and one-half million by 1 9 K completely submerged
the other groups end profoundly influenced American Jewish life*
The American Revolution and the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, and the Bill of Eights had special meaning for the Jews of

^Trode W. Bosnarin, Jewish flaryiveJL (Rev forks
Library, 19A9), pp. 185-186*
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peddlers who began wife a fev ecmodltles which they could carry on
their backs.

Seem, however, they settled in sons isolated carasranity*

to they began to prosper they would send for their families and friends*
Gradually * little Jewish community would evolve and with it a form of
social organisation*

Thus* were there soon scattered over the entire

felted States snail Jewish emcgaal groups, each making an effort to
live a Jewish life*

Strict observance of religions life plus the close-*

ness of the family life enabled fee Jews to overdone many of the vleiasltndds of feat existence and to survive as Jews*
la 1890 fee mass migration began from Poland*

It rose higher

whan fee emancipation of fee Russian serfs created ah economic crisis
in Bttsela which compelled thousands of Jews to migrate to fee felted
States*

Early in fee eighties fee violent pogrom epidemics in Russia

sent teas of thousands of Jews rushing toward the American shores*

Vihole

eonamiiies migrated an masse, and more than twenty thousand Je^s entered
fee felted States annually*

1900 the two hundred thousand Jews of

Sephardle and German origin were completely inundated by nearly two
million immigrants from fee east European countries*

the newcomers mi*

grated as feels communities, bringing with them a well developed group
consciousness and, desiring to live together, they fanned huge ghettos
1b fee metropolitan areas of the eastern part of fee felted States*
The first two centuries of American experience were almost wholly
free of expression of hostility to the Jews*

h

the early life of Amer

ica, social wad economic conditions were such feat there was little room
for religious prejudice*

However, wife fee arrival of great masses of

Iroilgrants and wife their rapid rise In economic areas, there began to
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be evidence of prejudice against them*

As in every manifestation of

prejudice the Jew was in the same category as members of all minority
groups; however, his exceptional mobility and his outstanding religious
differences made him the more prominent and the more vulnerable target#
Since 1900 the Jewish community has risen from three and one-*
half million to over five million*

la these fifty years it has extended

its role in every sphere of the nation *s life*

ha the religious and cul

tural sphere, this era witnessed an intensification of effort on the part
of every Jewish group to expand, although the centrifugal forces, re
flected in the general tendency toward secularisation and in the urge
to total assimilation, took a heavy toll, especially in the smaller com
munities scattered throughout the land*
Louisiana was prevented in its early years from encouraging the
growth of Jewish communities because it had to contend with Bienville *s
"Black Code11 which excluded Jews from this colony*

It was not until

after 1803 that Jews were permitted to migrate to this area*

The first

group of Jews established a congregation in Louisiana in 1826 and the
state approved their charter in 1828*
in Hew Orleans as Touro Synagogue*
Louisiana was founded in 1845.

That congregation survives today

The second synagogue organised in

By this time there were approximately

125 Jewish families living in Hew Orleans*
In the parishes outside of Hew Orleans records of organised Jewish
activities do not begin until the 1850*0, although there were Individual
Jews scattered throughout many of the Louisiana communities*
Today there are approximately 1400 Jews in this state*

It has

been estimated that Jews in groups of ten or more reside in as many as

fifty communities throughout Louisiana*
Jewish eonmunity has become mi equivocal concept sines it m »
bodies the vide variety of meanings attached in anthropological, juris
tic, and aoeioiegleal literature to the tana community.

the complexity

of the connotation has been increased by the uncertainties associated
with the adjective "Iwidi* and by those characteristics uhleh tend to
give the Jewish community a universal quality*

the definition which

appears to describe most adequately the Jewish community is that one
given by &• M, Maclver wherein he states that a community Is *any circle
of people who live together, who belong together, so that they share,
net this or that particular interest, but a whole set of interests vide
enough and c o m a enough to include their lives.*

The basic denoroine*

tor which has been responsible for the creation of and which bets held
the Jewish community together has been and is today a Jewish culture,
the essence of which is religion*

The Jewish religion has been both

the outstanding characteristic and the Chief dynamic force of the peeu«*
liar Jewish way of life*
Tbs Jewish p e n a l t y in America today reflects in various degrees
many of the characteristics developed in the ghetto period which approx
imated very closely the characteristics of a folk society*

The Jews of

the European ghetto had a strong sense of belonging together; they were
much alike; they were isolated and thus were homogeneous with a strong
sense of group solidarity*

is the consequence of such conditions they

developed a system of ideas which is now known as a Jewish culture*
The basic elements of that culture were the development of an elaborate
religious system, an educational system, and a family system*

m

Hi cardsr to facilitate the description and analysis of any ee*
looted Jevioh ecwatmity It appeared Important to establish what might
be termed an "ideal-typical* Jewish community throng the nee of the
conceptual tool the "ideal type* node famous by Max Weber.
the earliest progenitors of such an "ideal-typical* Jewish coma m i t y were Osman levs who arrived about the year 1&$0»

These Jews

were at the outset predisposed to business and trade, the profeeelone
and shopkeeping; and they were eager to eenlb&at to the American stem*
dorde of living and to become integrated into the American cultural
pattern*

The east European Jew* who followed them at the turn Of the

twentieth oentury made acme effort, In the beginning, to develop a form
of eelf segregation*

The center of their lives was the synagogue end

ffcar many years they maintained their European easterns in their homes
and synagogue*

These Jews were prone to go into industry*

As time

passed the two groups began to find many dements in semen with the
result that a Halted Jewish eenmmmity became established*

At present

the Jewish a— ninlfry composes approximately two per cent of the total
general population*
bom*

The great majority of its population is American

Today the Jewish population resides in all parts of the general

emnmlty, that is, in accordance with their economic status*

It may

be said farther that, in general, the "ideal-typical" Jewish emauaihy
displays most of the middle elass characteristics*
The occupational pattern of Jews has been a source of much die*
cession*

The •ideal-typical* Jewish community indicates several dear-

cut characteristics of this pattern*

In the first place, the largest

concentration of employers and self-employed are to be found in trade
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to the dInton way of life,

low***** contrary to the condition exist*

lag in many other Jewish eonmmnlties* the Clinton Jews mads little
effort to ergamiss a Jewish « m 4

life#

They did not build a syna

gogue* they had no fraternal organisations* they participated in no
educational program* and they held religion® services only infrequently*
he short* there appears to have bean Vary little identification with
Jawlah life and activity on the part of the Java of Clinton#
M 1907 a serious economic oriole developed in the Clinton area
which affhoted the Jews as it d M all ©Itisena.

The result was teed*

late exodus of Jews and by 1910 the entire Jewish group had disappeared
from Cliaton#
The Jewish community of Cpeleuaaa differs essentially frees that
of Clinton in two respects#

At the very outset the Jewish immigrants

to Cpelous&s established -themselves more firmly within the fahrlo of
the larger ooamamlty.

Many of them owned and operated farms* others

made their way into the professions* and still others become a part of
the honking business.

At the same time that they were taking root in

the larger ©MBsnity, they were making a concerted effort to establish
a Jewish group life*
the first Jews arrived in Opelousas In the 1850*0 and the com-*
■unity gyew in else until in 1885 there were over one hundred Jewish
persons residing there*

In 1865 the Jews of that community established

a cemetery and in 1877 they organised a congregation which held services
regularly in the Masonic Lodge Hall.
invited to eeaduet the services.

On the high holy days a rabbi was

Subsequently a synagogue was built

esd a B fuai Brith Lodge and a Sisterhood established.
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Today to the Opelousas area there are only thirty-el* individ
uals who oeneider themselves Jews to any sense at all#

These are veil

educated, in the upper financial bracket, largely over thirty years of
age, and, for the most part, unmarried#

These individuals find them

selves no longer a part of an organised ecnensnal group and, furthermore,
they are all convinced that in another generation the Jewish group to
Opelousas will besoms extinct as a community.

to the last thirty-five

years the Jewish people of Opelousas have seen their own culture and
religious traditions slipping sway#

Purlag this period there was a great

deal of marriage outside of the faith#
ber of Jews there did not marry at all#

At the same time an abnormal num
The reason for this general

decline and disintegration of the group appears to be the loss Of speelfie elements which have been responsible far the Integration of Jewish
ci— nnai groups everywhere.

These are a weakening of the religious struc

ture, replaooaent of traditionally Jewish cultural traits by American
traits, a lack of Jewish education, a lack of fraternal organisations,
and finally a paucity of Jewish individuals#
The Bsv Zberto ©cnmranity presents a different phenomenon from the
other two ooonunltles studied.

The basic difference to the background

of this particular community may be found to the character of the indi
viduals who originally settled this community and who subsequently mi
grated there#

to the first place, more east European Jews found their

way to Hew Iberia, and, to toe second place, its leadership seems to have
been bettor equipped to create those elements which resulted to a more
integrated communal group#

This community has shown a slow but steady

rise to its population In the last fifty years*

There axe several basic
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reasons fur this*

there has been very little marriage eat of the faith,

a great majority of the levs there have married, these tribe marry remain
as part of the Jewish group, and there hate been eery few eases of in*
dividual* who haws moved away#

The economic structure of that group

indicates that its members have achieved a comparatively high status*
Worthy ef note la this connection Is the fact that thirty-five per cent
of the employed are not in business*
The Jews of Sew Iberia fsel that tbty have been able to create
a social existence for themselves which for the present has proved suc
cessful*

They have been well accepted by the community at large, yet

they have been able at the same time to preserve enough of Jewish diatlaetlveness to act as a cohesive force within the communal group struc
ture*

Their eoansunal organisations have, cm the one hand, made Judaism

more meaningful to them and, on the ether hand, they have given them a
wholesome feeling of belonging and ef self-respect*

At the present time

the Jewish group in Hew Iberia shows no indication of giving up their
Jewish individuality or of merging with the general population*

However,

the small creative group of leaders who have largely been responsible for
the present state of the Jewish community fully realise that if the group
loses its identity with Judaism, relinquishes its communal organisations,
and fails to develop able and inspired leadership it will immediately
begin to disintegrate and Ultimately become extinct*
Any attempt to reach conclusions regarding the findings within
this thesis project must be prefaced with a word of caution*

Many stu

dents of history and sociology as well as of religion believe that the

Jewish experience cannot adequately be explained in a "purely human
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vay.*^

Carl Mayer, writing m

the "Religious and Political Aspects ef

Anti-Judaism"* states that *the ‘Jewish Problem1 la ultimately loom*
plicablej that la, incapable of theoretical solution and thus impervi
ous to rational analysis.

It can be stated, described, and analysed

insofar as its external manifestations are concerned but it cannot be
explained**
Despite the position taken by Professor Mayer and by many theo
logians, both Jewish and Christian, it appears that the empirical in*
stances described in the surrey ef the three selected Jewish coomsunities

do

lead themselves to the establishment of several basic conclusions, at

leant within a sociological frame of reference.
reached in the course of this study deal withe

The general conclusions
(l) the nature of the

small Jewish community, (2) the influence of this eennranlty upon the
attitudes aad behavior of the individual Jews within It, and (3) the
character of the social changes securing within the structure of such a
community.
The sociological structure of the communities studied, or for
that matter, the Jewish communities found anywhere in the world can be
understood adequately only in the light of the sociological basis of
the origin ef these communities.

The point of origin has been the pow

erful aad dynamic fores known as the Jewish religion.

The basic aim

of this fores has been aad is to mold a special type of social existence
for Its followers.

The result of this force has been a "cultural

^Gaarl Moyer, "Bellgieus and Political Aspects of Anti-Judaism,"
in Xsaque Grabber and Steuart H. Britt (eds«), Jews £& a Gentile World
(Hew Torki The Macmillan Co., 1942), p. 312.
t&tlsl., P. 3U.
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compulsion115 which has leapt the Jaws as a distinct cultural group tor
two thousand Tears*
The emancipation catapulted the Jews into the modern era*

&i a

generation it carried then ewer a span ef fire hundred Tears ef history
and scattered the* into the strangely from atmosphere ef many small comunities in the United States*

Thus It is, that la the Jewish cowman-

ities epeeifiaally examined as well as In the many more generally
observed, the Jewish groups find that the emancipation which* la a
sense, has proved tor then a flattering illusion* has broken the Jews1
belief in themselves and their mission and therewith their real will to
sadist as Jews*^
The Jews in the small e&mmmitle* observed by this writer find
themselves wanting to live according to a certain cultural pattern but
in some eases they are without the eemnuxial structure to held them to
gether or to give them the protection needed to live according to a
culture which is distinctive*

As a group the Jews find it very difficult

to break with their past nor are they ever quite accepted into the larger
society.

Thus they remain* par excellence, the eternal strangers.7

In

^Abraham Myer&on, Speaking g£ JjgQ (ifev York* Alfred A* Knopf Compamy9 1950), p. 155* describes a cultural compulsion as the bias given to
theories and ideas by the interests, training, and motivations of the in
dividual.
S o matter what some Jewish
greatness of Judaism of the past or
qualities of the Jewish people, the
are what they are and net what they
analysis no epoch or day of history
epoch or day*

leaders may have to say about the
about the imperishable and deathless
fact remains that at present the Jews
ones were, and that in the final
has greater authority than the present

7&ebert K* Park, Race and Culture (Glencoe, Illinois*
Press, 1950), p* 355*

The Pres
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general, tlisy live in two worlds— a little disillusioned In both*
They base no real world of their own because the ideological system
of the ghetto which was responsible fox* the survival of the Jewish
w l d in the first place, fails to solve the intellectual and moral
perplexities by which the modem American Jew is beset*

On the other

head, the world ef the larger commaity la net quite their own because
despite the fast that it say admire and tolerate them* it feels eter
nally irritated at their stubborn persistence In being different and
treats them, at best, as guests*

Being loyal and neighborly has net

helped, living together in the same town for a hundred years has net
helped, speaking the same language aad venerating the same national
heroes and institutions have not helped.^

Buea when the lines between

the Jewish and the Gentile communities become very thin, the Jews still
find themselves far from constituting full fledged members ef the gen*
eral <10— unity and their positions remain one of ambivalence«
Thus the mall Jewish community approximates a cultural island,
with but very few of the conmunal organisations available to give the
group a feeling of togetherness, value, or staying power*

As a group

It has little status, and its social location appears to lie somewhere
between that ef the foreign ethnic group and that of the Negro in Amsr*
ice*

Raymond Kennedy describes the Jewish communal group as **a religio-

natisnal group occupying the status of a quasi-caste in American

8Jfeid** p* 35A*
^Arnold M* Rose,

op«

clt«, p. 113*

^Parsons, qr* §i&*$ P*

•salaty#***
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t a t * ■ M p f la Araabar and B ritt* a > j ^ | i , p. <20. Sm t i n B a p iig r
D arla, a t a l, JbfeUft J n d M M B v w W t i ninahart and fiotqanr.
Baa., 1949), p T S * , S m t awttoora tfbaarm "«bat tka # w o an a tita t*
to m i « M * aa w p r t t o w i oaata."
^W h atfcar tU la a o n iltla a ia m h m ! m$ Java t n U m ta n o t th o
(tw a tls a . A p r do M U * m i t to bo r a a l a t «o W. J , B w u i h o * oo
a p tly i t a M i t , " i f m b d o ftM a ltu a tlo a o u r a a l tfeay a n n a l la
th o lr oonsoqnoaoM *" 8oo a ls o C h a rla a 7# tfajrd m , Hd a a r ltla a to A r m IM

(Row M n

toirilM totk O a p a r i 1958), PP« 419-419;

W t e t l a t a i j n f f i lt t r r S ts U k 1 M U M
3roth«r», 1948), pp. 3SS-389.
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S » U hatred, the filing of Inferiority, petty fears, the sense
of morel isolation, and all of the various manifestations of personality
conflict are the inevitable result of the drastic overturnings of the
customary aad the familiar, and of the swift ruptures with the past*
"The average mod em Jew is ashamed of his Jewishness," says Trade VJeiseBo war in. ^

*To him Jewish distinetlvunees is net a badge of honor but

a stigma -a misfortune from which he attempts frantically to escape*
Be is mortally afraid of Jews who insist on being Jews and thus remind
the world ef the Jewish problem.

Us wants the world to forget about

him.1,15 While nest of the Jews in the eomnofeitiee observed greatly ad*
mire the saintly Babbi Louis Flnkelstein they do net quite agree with
him when he suggests that "Jews must see themselves as God intends then
to be— -Hie servants and the servants of mankind*1* Furthermore, they
view with sens doubt the rabbi’s insistence that the covenant God mode
with the Jews is an inescapable covenant*^
The Jews la these small eensonlties live out their lives, on the
surfaee at least, as ether people do, last they are never quite normal,
never quite act ease, never completely secure, aad seldom imbued with
the sense ef werthwhilenes0 that members of other religious groups are.

^%osmarin, As,* sii*# p* 218.
3£<hie of the most outstanding and successful Jews of this area,
one who has traveled extensively in Europe as v e U as in America and
who has eone into oontaot with Jews on all economic and social levels
is of the opinion that the great majority of Jews, particularly those
tmder fifty years of age, would be greatly pleased if they could some
how escape from their Jewish label*
^Louls Flnkelstein, Time (October, 15, 1951), p. 59*.
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process ef assimilation.

La this connection it must be noted that

assimilation in the ease or ike law is a gradual process because
Judaism is multiple is Ingredients, and its elements are dropped singly
over a time span ranging from years to generations*
It is tame that at present the Haw Iberia situation is an ex
ception) however, it must ha wall understood that w r y unusual oireumstanees are responsible far that condition*

Very few small Jewish

eomsunitioe h a w the organisation and integration found in Haw Iberia*
the Jaws of lev Iberia are well aware that despite the fast that they
h a w at present worked out a satisfactory formula far Hiring as Jews*
„ their awiinal structure rests on a thin foundation.20

The law ef di~

mtntsMng returns has net as yet Shown serious signs of affecting that
eomnmnlty.

However, if that snail creative minority which has been re-»

sponsible for the very life of the community should pass on without
being replaced the community structure would begin to show signs of
decoy.

Actually there are no longer any reserves available to replace

the Axropean Jews who brought with them the elements making up the very
foundation ef the Jewish ecwwwnlty in the tftilted States.
It Is the conclusion of this study that small Jewish communities

20rhe writer is at present undertaking a unique sociological ex
periment in Lafayette, Louisiana* It is well known that this Jewish
mmm m group has been showing definite signs of falling apart as a
unit. A program is now In process whereby it is hoped that this commun
ity group will be revitalised* The plan is to introduce into the life
of the group those elements basic to survival of any Jewish community.
Actually, a new and very beautiful synagogue is being built as well as
a social center which will include an auditorium with recreation end
dining facilities and a library. la addition, regular weekly religious
services are being held and an educational program has been established*
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such as these amalysed i» this project will begin to disintegrate and
disappear as communal groups in the near Ifcture.21 Many serious and
22
•his Jewish end Gentile thinkers
here advanced logical arguments and
plausible solutions to this seemingly inevitable social trend, but in
all oases there are doubts as to their feasibility and effectiveness*
the plans, so far presented, seen artifielal in that they do not appear
to neet adequately the basle needs ef levs*

If it Is true that the

vital sources ef Jewish culture are drying up sad if it is also true
that the reasons for its continual existence are disappearing, then it
is very doubtful whether even the most elaborately and carefully worked-*
out plans will keep it alive very long, much less cause it to flourish*
Periodically Judaism in the bhited States has shown signs ef re
vival,

Sew and beautiful synagogues spring up, seminaries expand, and

congregation memberships increase, fcrat one finds in these facts little

^Tbriah Z. Bngelman, "The Jewish Synagogue in the thiibed States,”
2m» *— "-<*«" Jonrnal g£ Sociology. XLI, (July, 1925), pp. 44-«3, 50-51,
offers four significant facts which prompt the conclusion that small
Jewish fmssnnal groups throughout the Thiited States are showing distinct
signs of disintegration. Although this article was written in 1935 the
findings are basically sound today, the facts mentioned by Engelmam are
as follows i (1) the existence in the country of a large number of Jewish
settlers without congregations; (2) the small-towa and rural Jewish pop
ulation, as far as institutional worship is concerned, is almost entirely
rellgionleasj (3) the present demographic trends within the Jewish pop
ulation ef the United States point toward a wide and very thin dispersion
over the countryside of America, away from the cities with organised
Jewish religious life; and U ) the number of children receiving a religious
Jewish education, In proportion to Jewish adult population, is many times
smaller than is the ease with any other creed, big or small, in America.

22

M. Xaplan, Bernard, Flnkelstein, Steinberg, Lewisohn, Rosmarin,
and Elmer Barger, The Jewish Dilemma (Raw forks The Devln-Adalr Company, 1945).

2 X1

indication of a raal religious awakening*

Less than one-third of the

Jove in iMSriea h a w even the remotest connection with the synagogue
Host of these find the center of their Interests as Jews not in religion
tat in secular ooncerae such as Zionism, labor unions, philanthropies,
and community service*

Those who understand the origin and nature of

the Jewish community can realise that such a community eannot possibly
be rebuilt cm a secular rather than a religious basis*
The lack ef those traditional elements responsible for Jewish
survival in the past and the external pressures imposed by the general
American society uhieh does not approve the continual existence within
its environment of social groups who retain their distinctive individu
ality nay well result in the gradual disintegration and disappearance
ef the mean Jewish ecramunity*

2^M* Kaplan, fig* d t »f passim*
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w m m m & s fgx m at the pbesent time

jewisk c m u k ,

Q & im m , im z& tm ik

Abe Weill, died Nov. 24, 1389, aged 33 ye are.
Hannah Weill, died Sept. 14* 1333, aged 74.
Qiarles Wolf, boro May 23, 1343, died Apr* 23, 1399.
Abraham Lavy, beam May 23, 1319, at Klingemmater, Gar., died Gee. 16,
1399 at Jaekeen, la.
Pauline lev, boro Parle, France, Apr. 27, 1346, died Feb. 27, 1393.
Alexander Glueksman, a native of Kablia, Prussia, born Oct. 9, 1333,
died Sept. 11, 1391.
Addis Mayer, wife of Leopold B» Mayer, died Nov. 2, 1397.
Leopold B. Ifcyer, boro in K1Ingeramnater, Hheinpfala, Ger*, Aug* 7, 1357,
died June 7, 1395 at Jackson, la.
Edith, daughter of leidor and Deborah Mayer, boro Fab. 3, 1391, died
Oet. 22, 1391.
Sanehe, vlfe of Henry Mayer, boro Jan. 15, 1351, died June 11, 1392.
Adolph Block, boro Jan. 26, 1366, died May 21, 1394.
Bebeeea Bln, boro 1832, in Seaingen, Bavaria, died Geo. 23, 1907 at
Clinton, la.
loula idler, 1364, 1915.
Samel Adler, bora Sept. 17, 1359, died Apr. 6, 1904*
Benxy Meyer, born Bavaria, Germany# $se# 25, 1^44, died April 7, 1921*
Jolla Heyman, wife of Joseph Block, died May 4, 1924.
Joseph Block, boro Jan. 17, 1830, died July 11, 1910.
Ferdinand Block, born Clinton, la., June 30, 1375# died New Orleans, la.,
Feb. 2, 1903.
Simon Mayer, boro May 7, 1363 in Kali atadt Rhein Pfalz, Ger., died
July U , 1902.
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Wllita* H* Cppenh«i»»r, born Sept* 26, 1847, in Jackson, La*, died
Oct* 4, 1872, la Houston, Texas*

Minna Volf, vide* of Homy Gppenhelmer, b o m Boo* 25, 1615 in Polk,
Hanover, died Oct* 25, 1689, In Clinton, La*
Mrs. Caroline Adler, b o m 1830 at Hsiohelheln Tendan Eh Bayn age 23
yeare*
Israel Idler, from Beichelheim Bhelnpfals Baiera, died Why 29, 1851*
Solomon Idler, b o m Her* 17, 1829 In Beichelheim, Bavaria, Ger*, died
Sept* 24, 1888*
Lana Idler, wife of Charles Volf, b o m Clinton, La*, 1850, died Sept*
23, 1876, at Port Hudoon.
Xeon Idler, b o m Jan* 19, 1848, at Clinton, La*, died Bee* 21, 1878*
KLes Clara Stein from Buesbaeh Rheinpfalz Bayern, b o m Her* 1831, died
Oct* 21, 1853*
Ifcsea HLoos ef Basinger Bhelnpfals Bayern, b o m Sept* 24, 1821, died
Bov* 28, 1853*
I* Bayer, bora Lainhach, France, died Sept* 5, 1853, age 28years*
Juleus Levy, b o m Bee* 29, 1856, died July 21, 1859.
Qphella, daughter of Abraham Levi, b o m Jan* 31, 1649, died July 23,

.

1850

Solemn Barn, bora at Stru-Alsaee 1845, died 1858 (marker partly ob
scured)
Lewis Mayor, f*co Lembaeh Alsace, France, b o m Bar. 11, 1834, died
Oat* 25, 1853, at Clinton, La., age 19 years.
Emanuel Bryfos, fron Xngenheim Bhelnpfals Bayern, bora Bov. 1820, died
Oct. 3, 1853.
Leonhard Volf, died Bov. 12, 1654*
Jacob Volf, ana Durkheim in der Bhelnpfals Balern, Geetorben den 13
Sept* 1857*
Ivette Oppeabeiner, wife of Abraham Levy, bora Jan* 11, 1827, in Epingen BCden, died Apr. 29, 1877, at Jackson, La*
Emanuel Levy, bora July 1, 1854 in Baycm Sara, died Doe. 15, 1881 in
Jackson, La*
Hirsch Oppenheimer, gestorbenden 21 und begreben, den 23 April, 1856*
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Isaac Levy, bera at DAefenbaeh, Alsaoe* died Jan* 6, 1886, aged 30*
Rosalie Levy, boom Feb* 14* 1865, died Ctet. 1* 1889*
KLsie May Beyaaa* b o m June 3* 1889* died Nov. 12* 1889*
Staily Seyman* nee Meyer* beta July 8* 1808 in Dlaehbnon* Alsaoe, died
Jan. 23, 1888* la Clinton* La*
Dorothea Belnberg* see Hiller* born Jen* 2* 1820, at Breslau* Prussia*
died Apr. 30, 1884*
Henry Spire* died Jen. 22* 1884, age 50*
Agatha Weir* bera Out* 18* 1809* died Sept* 18* 1888.
Sadie Miller, daughter or Simon and Augusta Miller, been May 4* 1884*
died Sept* 23* 1884*
Garris* daughter of Henry and Ernestine Belnberg* b o m Bee* 1* 1869,
died Feb. 6* 1884*
Casper MUfe&el* native of Prussia* died St. Francisville, La** Mareh
24* 1863* age 60 years*
David Levy, born at Williamsport* La** died at Livonia* La.* March 21,
1863* age 3 years sad 6 months.
Henry Levi* bora Feb* 28* 1859* died July 28* 1866*
David* eon of Mesas and Mina Haas* b o m Deo. 8* 1856* died Aug* 12* 1869*
Matilda Boise, wife of Daniel Wolf, bera Dee* 9* 1811* died Sept. 23,
1866.
Jacob Frank* Ares Alsace* bera Jog. 2* 1827* died June 20* 1863, at
Clinton* La*
Besalie Belnberg* died Feb. 2* 1864* age 2 years* 6 months* 6 days.
Blla Starn* wife of Levi Stars* bera Aug. 1816* in Ger** died dot* 22*
1881.
Bally FLanaSher* died Marsh 15* 1887* age 55*
Matilda Etymon* wife of Jacob Flanacher* died Oct. 24* 1885* age 44*
Bowman* eldest son of J* Aronstein and Louisa Ward* bora Jan. 4* 1859*
died Oct. 1* 1883*
Hattie Levy* bora Oct* 27, 1861* at Bayon Sara* died July 6* 1881 at
Bev Orleans* La.
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Kdith. daughter of Albert and Bertha Mayer, bora Dec* 29, I860, died,
June 37, X681*
Infant eon of J* ant 5* Adler, bbra April 27, 1888, died May 14, 1888*
Abraham Mayer Reyman, born May 16, 1805, la Fhalebourg, Alsace, died
July 2, 1879, la Clinton, la*
Harriet, daughter of J# and C« Miehal, bora Aug* 19, 1871, died Aug. 9,
1875,
Minnie, daughter of Charlotte and Solomon Bloom, b o m Aug* 28, 1866,
died Sept* 15, 1876*
Rebecca Oppenheimer, wife of M* Levy, bera Mar* 4, 1823, in Bpingea
Badea, died June 7, 1874 la Port Hudson*
Quatare Hiraeh, bora Aug* 31, 1859, died July 22, 1877*
Louisa Hard, wife of J* Aronstela, b o m May 27, 1842, died Jen* 18, 1877*
Roselle Weill, wife of Xaeac Stara, died May 6, 1874, aged 18 years, 10
Mouths, 22 days*
Beulah Mayer, daughter of Beanuel and Rosa Mayer, b o m Fbb. 14, 1872,
died Cot. 19, 1873*
Henry Reinbarg, b o m at ScbnqAegel, Prussia, died Aug* 4, 1871, age 44*
Fredrleka, wife of J* Block, a native of Germany, died Dee* 17, 1877,
aged 43 years*
Amalia Ifoees, wife of Augustus Worms from Speyer Bavaria, died Sept* 17,
1874*
Alphonse Hlrsch, bora May 8, 1851, died Sept* 28, 1877*
Solomon Bloom, bora at Lamerehelm, Bavaria, Jan* 8, 1815, died Oct* 4,
1 8 7 9 , at Jackson, 1a *
Augustus Veras, from Boulay, France (Bora), born April 15, 1809, died
July 30, 1879*
Irma Rebecca, daughter of Albert and Bertha Mayer, bora Nov. 14, 1878,
died June 30, 1879*
Daniel Volf, native of Xngenhelm, Bavaria, died in Clinton, La*, Nov*
18, 3872, aged 64 years*
Esther, wife of S* Davis, bora May 12, 1863, died Nov* 14, 1900
Simon Davis, bora In Russia, a resident of Wilson, La*, died at Touro In
firmary, New Orleans, July, 1905*
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Julian William Seiler, bora Feb. 4, 1868, died Oet. 26, 1906#
Caroline Mayer, wife of Rudolph Garrow, b o m 1833 in lathen Rheinfefala,
Germany, died 1907 In Hhir Orleans, age 69 years.
Hndolph Gar row, b o m Jan* 3, 1830 in Berlin, Gar*, died Jan* 3, 1893
in Baton Rouge, In.
Aaron Seligman, husband of Victoria Aronstein, b o m Speserin, Ger*.
1849# died Feb. 25, 1908*
toihaan Franck, died Sept* 30, 5613 A#M,
Dorothy, infant of Simon Mayer end Gertrude ffoees, b o m Bee* 21, 1900,
died May 24, 1901.
Lena, child of Abe and Stella Fleaaeher, b o m Feb* 15, 1902, died Nor*
U , 1902*
Joseph Flonacher, b a m in Ger*, died Hov. 25, 1905, in New Orleans, age
79*
Leon FTank, In plot masked Labe-Block, b o m Hay 21, 1870, died Jan* 20,
1945.
Ffeanle Bloom, wife of Joseph Hirsch, b o m Laumersheim,Bavaria, April
21, 1853, died 70b* 15, 1896, in
Mew Orleans*
Sadie, daughter of Joseph and Fannie Hirsch, b o m Jackson, la*, Nov*
11, 1881, died Jan* 23, 1890.
Charlotte Flonacher, nee Hirsch, b o m at Niederrodem, Alsace, Ger*,
Oet* 25, 1845, died Feb* U , 1893*
Jules Labe, bora Mar* 1, 1868, died May 21, 1894*

A 9CMFMSZ& IpXBWGJBI Ot
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a complete listing
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headstones found at the present time

(1951) Si THE JEWISH CEMETERY, OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA
I, Isaac, 187501937, ’•May Ha Boat in Peace.*
Edvard Lee Loeb, August 16, 1872 - November 7, 1943*
Jacob Frenkel, 1858-1941*
Or* A* M. Haas, B a m August 3, 1876, died November 17, 1922*
t e a Saab Frenkel, 1868-1922*
Fannye Loeb Mitchell, 1873*1942.
Oavid Mitchell, 1875-1944.
teaut Roach, wife of Jonas Roos, October

19, 1872,July6, 1947*

Jeaae Boos, May 24, 1873, May 4, 1943*
Geleetiu* Soos Bfcdd, 1875*1932.
t e n Samuel Haas, B o m May 7, 1878, Died February 28, 1947*
Mayer Winsberg, 1866-1935.
Joseph leaden, Sera Ibrdi 6, 1867, Died

March 18,1936.

Hattie Siegel, wife of Joseph Landau, age 52, died May 2, 1934*
Julios Stander, Died September 22, 1950, Aged 69 years 6 mouths*
George Samuel Sehiff, November 3, 1904, January 1, 1949*
Israel L* Pressburg, May 27, 1876, February 8, 1933*
Benjamin Biseoan, December 27, 1879, October 10, 1931*
Ethel Lerner, October 15, 1858, November 12, 1933*
Dr. Charle A* Goudchanx, February 15, 1871, January 27, 1940*

Abe Siegel, February 16, 188s, March 28, 1949*
Adolphe Jacobs, died April 6, 1950, aged 75 years, 11 months.
Frederick Adolphus Hart, October 28, 1870 - March 9, 1941*
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Hannah Hirschman Jacobs, 1881*1943*
Leones Jacobs, b o m February 4, 1899 - M a d March 13, 1930*
Salonen Jacobs, B o m Februayy 1839, M o d December, 1917.
Jonas Jacobs, Beloved son of Sol. Jacobs and Boss Lucas, B o m Jan* 18,
1869 - M e d April 2, 1907*
Xetta Jacobs, Bora Marsh 4, 1867, Bled April 26, 1949*
Adolph Boos, Bora July 12, 1882 - Bled July 23, 1882,
Silvaia H. Asher, Born March 3, 1891, Died Oct* 18, 1898.
Philip L* Asher, Bera in Jackson, Miss., Sept. 23, 1859, Bled in Hew
Orleans, La., July 20, 1911.
Gleona Well, wife of Philip L. Asher, Bee. 28, 1865 * Jttne 22, 1918,
Baby Asher - Hovwaber 12, 1920.
Leon 8, Goudchaux, Dec. 17, 1881 - Oct. 17, 1944#
Josephine Weil Goudchaux, Schirhofen Alsace France 1868*1938,
Jasko L. Goudchaux, 1869-1937.
Eugene W. Goudchaux, 1899-1929.
Felix Weill, Bora in Schirhofen Alsace Lorraine, May 19, 1881, Died in
Boss, Leu, Sept. 29, 1899,
Lottie, daughter of Bavid B. Davis and Bella Goudchaux, born Sept* 8,
1901 - Died April 17, 1902.
Marlon G., infant son of Marx M. and Bonny® G. Levy, bora Sept* 17,
1900 *» died H o y . 8, 1900*
Callle, daughter of Jake L* end Josephine Goudchaux ~ bora Sept* 3,
1896 - died Mar. 25, 1898.
Callle, daughter of L. and L. Goudchaux, July 15, 1874 - July 14, 1893.
?© The Mwaory of Lottie Eilert (consoil £ ?_7) of Leopold Goudchaux,
bera Oct. 12, 1849 - died at Big Cane, La., Bee. 17, 1881.
Leopold Goudchaux, bora in Brumath Alsace Aug* 29, 1844 ** Mar* 24, 1920,
Kosa Benjamin, born Sept. 21, 1880 - died Oct. 31, 1880*
Israel Levy, bora at Bonaicher, Alsace - died In Opelousas at 87.
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Charles L. Benjaain, bora in Now Orleans Aug* 20, 1856 - died Sept*
13, 1884*
Dr. John A* Haas, Jan, 2, 1863 - Oct* 2, 1922*
David Boon, 1835 - 1918*
Leonard Haas, H o t * 15, 1899 - F»b* 22, 1904*
Hatfaan Booa, eon of David Boos and Blase Harks - Sept* 19, 1871 Aug* 14, 1900*
Blisa Boos Haas, Hay 23, 1898 ~ July 5, 1898.
ELise, wife of Davis Boos, b o m pot* 14, 1844 - died Bov* 3,1887.
Benoit Levy, b o m in Surbourg, Alsaee Mar* 26, 1873 **■ died Sept* 10,
1881.
Leonee Boos, b o m April 13, 1869 - died Aug* 20, 1875*
Isidore Libeman, beloved son of Linda Kreeger end Hyman Libeman,
1fey 22, 1872 * June 8, 1876*
Juanita Phillips, infant daughter of Fanny Xreeger and Emanuel Phillips,
April 24, 1878, Sept. 23, 1878.
Children of Joseph Frankel and Bnma loeb 1* Gustave Frenkel Jan* 29, 1890 - July 10, 1890*
2* Bather Frenkel Hay 15, 1888 - July 22, 1890*

Solonon loeb, b o m at Gerdlsheia Bhein Pfala, Bavaria,died In Haw
Orleans June 25, 1893 aged 53 years, 6 months, 17 days*
Sarah loeb, wife of Solomon Loeb, b om at Ruhlhetm, Germany, Mar* 15,
1841 * died Aug. 26, 1903*
Msxy Fimberg, Dee* 10, 1858 - Dee* 10, 1909*
Robert Fimberg, Jen* 7, 1867 - Dee* 13, 1912*
7111 ie Fimberg, Aug* 11, 1888 - aged 15 years*

Solomon Fimberg, died Hay 27, 1884, aged 52 years*
Joseph Kauftaan, Sept* 14, 1844 * June 22, 1878*

Rita HunzsheiiBer, daughter of F* ftmzshetmer and Sarah Loeb, Deo* 28,
1875, Jbly 1, 1876*
Moses Munzesheiaer, Feb* 27, 1872 - Aug. 25, 3.872*
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Pauline R, Isaac, Pled April 2, 1933,
Ida Isaac, daughter of Solomon Isaac and Rosalie Hloch,b o m Pew
Orleans, MSy 2, 1864 - died Sept, 22, 1870,
Oscar Bloch, son of Joseph and Bertha Bloeh, Jan, 5,1673 1874*

Bed, 2,

Rosalie Hloch, wife of Solomon Isaac, bora Nov. 8, 1841 - died Mar*
27, 1896*
Solomon Isaac, Mar, 6, 1829, June 9, 1898,
Isaac Boos, 1866-1928*
B&a Louise Roos, daughter of Isaac Roos, died 1928,
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE CP JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS IN LOUISIANA*

Date

Ohnrfo

1823

Conjugation Touro Synagogue
Hebrew Rest Cemetery

New Orleans
New Orleans

1844

Hebrew Benevolent Association

New Orleans

1846

Cemetery Association Linfusoth
Jehudah (Dispersed of Judah)

New Orleans

Ladies Hebrew Benevolent Society
of Hew Chileans

New Orleans

Cemetery Shears! TefiHah (Gates
Of Prayer)

New Orleans

1852

Touro Infirmary

New Orleans

1853

Ladies Auxiliary of the Congrega
tion Gates of Prayer

New Orleans

1847
1850

1854

1855

1856

Cemetery Gemiluth Chaeaodim (Ha*
selfish Benevolence)
The Hebrew Foreign Mission of Hew
Orleans
Jewish Children’s Hone
Touro Relief Society For Indigent
Jews in Jerusalem, Palestine
Young Mm's Hebrew Literary Asso
ciation
Cemetery Ohavi Sholom (Lovers of
Peace)
Congregation Bikur Choltm (Visit*
ing the Sisk)
Hebrew Benevolent Society of
Plaquemine

Location

Pineville
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
Plaquemine
Donaldsonville
Plaquemine

*Source: Inventory
the Church and Synagogue Archives g£ Louisiana?
Jewish Pffhmg^1rji9hff SS&
(Prepared by the Louisiana His*
torical Record Surrey Division of Community Service Programs, Works
Project Administration, 1941 )•
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1872

1873
X87A
1875

1877

1878

Congregation Chevre Ansh© Tiphereth
Israel (Society of Mem for the
Glory of Israel)
Congregation Shaarev Zedek (Gates
of Righteousness)
ladles Hebrew Association of Baton
Rouge

New Orleans
Morgan City
Baton Rouge

Sew Orleans lodge No. 182. B*Nai
tfith
Temple Sinai Cemeteries

New Orleans
New Orleans

District Grand lodge No. 7, B*Nai
Brith

New Orleans

Children1s Hebrew Benevolent
Society

Baton Rouge

Abraham Geiger lodge No. 232, B'N&t
Brith
Congregation Ghevra Thilim (Society
of the Psalms)
Ladles* Aid and Sewing Society
Congregation B*Nai Sholom (Children
of Peace)
Congregation of Ghevra Mlkve Israel
(Hope of Israel)
Congregation Tempi© anann*El (God
With 0s)
B flfai Sholom (Children of Peace)
Congregation Chavl Shalom (Lovers
of Peace)

Baton Rouge
New Orleans
New Orleans
Bastrop
New Oleans
Opelousas
Bastrop
Iberville

Tbung Menfs and Toung Wooten *s
Hebrew Association

New Orleans

1880

Z m d bodg* No. 245$ B'Nai Brith

Opelousas

1881

First Agricultural Colony of Russian
Israelites In America

Sicily Island

1882

Adassah Lodga Ko. 202, B*flai Brith

Monroe

1883

Congregation Hodeph Cholom (Seekers
of Peace)

Lafayette

Congregation Agudath Aohlm (Society
of Brothers)
Rebecca lodge No. 240, B*Nai R#ith

Shreveport
Alexandria

1879

1884-
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1885

Ottwlel ladg* Ko. 287, B'Hal Brith

Natchitoches

1887

Congregation Ahavan Sholon (Love
of Peace)
Hebrew Relief Society of Shreveport

New Orleans
Shreveport

Cemetery Ah&vas Sholom (Love of
Peace)

Hew Orleans

Congregation She* Brith Israel
(Remnant of Israel)
Harmony Club

Leeompte
Shreveport

1892

Congregation Temple Sinai

St* FranelsviHe

1891

Ladies1 Rachael Benevolent Assooiatloo

Hew Orleans

1890
1891

1895

1896

Lake Charles
Hew Orleans

Congregation Temple Sinai
Sisterhood of fours Synagogue
Sonteeh Bepfaiim Association So* 1
(Uplifters of the Fallen)

Hew Orleans

Congregation 4g°dath Achim Asshs
Sfard (United Brothers of the
dophardie Hite)

New Orleans

Cenetery Ghevra thllln (Society of
of the Psalms)
Congregation Sehangsry Tefilotta
(Gates of Prayer)
Connell of Jewish Women
Council of Jewish Women
Hebrew *fetual Aid Association

Sfev Iberia
Hew Orleans
Shreveport
New Orleans

1898

Israelite Benevolent Association

Providence

1899

Greenland Cemetery
Julius Weis Home for Aged and
Infirm
Lake Charles Hebrew Benevolent
Association

Lake Charles

1897

1900

Ascension Lodge No. 543* B'Wai
Brith
Galeasieu Lodge Ho* 506f B«Nai
B*lth
Feliciana Lodge* B'Nai R^ith
Plaquemine Jewish Ladles1 Aid
Society
Temple Sinai Sisterhood

New Orleans

New Orleans
Lake Charles
Ponaldsonville
Lake Charles
St. Francisville
Plaquemine
Hew Orleans
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Cemete*y Cheesed S h d Earaeth (Society
fter the Dead)

Shreveport

1902

ProTident lid Society

Haw Orleans

1903

Congregation Beth Israel (House ef
Israel)

New Orleans

1904

Isidore Newman School
Toung Mon1* Hebrew Association

Hew Orleans
Monroe

1905

Congregation Agudath Achim School
(Society of Brothers)

Shreveport

1909

Congregation Bmauu’Bl (God With Bo)

Haw Orleans

1909

Congregation Agudath Hakenhilloth
(United Community)

Hew Orleans

1910

Mow Orleans Hebrew School
How Orleans Zionist District

Hew Orleans
New Orleans

1913

Cemetery B ’Kai Israel (Sons of
Israel)
Jewish Charitable and Educational
Federation
Tanple B*Nai Israel Jewish Dally
School (Sons of Israel}

Alexandria

Congregation BfHai Israel Slaterhood (Children of Israel}
Daughters of Jacob Society

Baton Bongs
New Orleans

Ghevra ThtUa ladles Auxiliary
(Society of the Psalms)
Jewish library of New Orleans

New Orleans
Hew Orleans

i m

1914

1915

1916

Communal Hebrew School
Congregation of the Jewish
Oriental Society

Alexandria
Hew Orleans

Haw Orleans
New Orleans

Clinton Louisiana Hebrew Assoola^
tlon
Hew Orleans Hadasaeh (Queen Esther)

How Orleans
Hew Orleans

1919

Hebrew Fraternal Association
The Hebrew Minyan of Hawaiiton

Hew Orleans
Newellten

1920

Congregation Bath El (House of
God)
Congregation Beth El Sisterhood
(House of God)

Bogalusa

1917

Bogalusa
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1920

Berth Louisiana Zionist District

Shreveport

1921

Bov Orleans Tottng Jvdean Connell

Hew Orleans

1923

Congregation Bath Israel (Sister
hood (House ef Israel)
Jewish Burial Bites Association

BOw Orleans
Bev Orleans

Congregation B’Hai Israel Sieterhood (Children ef Israel)

Monroe

1924
1925

Honoreh institute
Organisation Sisterhood of Congre
gation Agudath Aehim
Aashe Sfard (United Brothers ef
the Sephardle Rite)

Bev Orleans

1926

Mosean Fraternity

Bev Orleans

1927

Bev Orleans Junior Hadssaeh (Queen
Esther)
Touro S&magogue Brotherhood

New Orleans
Hew Orleans

Congregation BfHai Israel Brother**
hoed (Children ef Israel}
Orthodox Jewish Center

Monroe
Bow Orleans

1930

Behrev Institute

Shreveport

1932

Jewish Welfare t a d

Bev Orleans

1936

Congregation Agudath Aehim
Aashe Sfard Cenetery
Congregation Beth Israel Men’s
Club (House of Israel)
Maeeahee Alumni Organisation
Temple Sinai Brotherhood

1920

1937

Congregation Shaarai Tefillah
Brotherhood (Gates of Prayer)
Jewish Welfare Fund

1930

Ghevra Thillm Man's Progressive
Club (Society of the Psalms)
Jewish Xcmth Organisation
TJhited Jewish Charities of Wortheast Louisiana

1939

Central Council of Jewieh Organ
isation

Bev Grleans

New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
Monroe
Hew Orleans
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1940

therhood of Aashe Sfard Syna~
gogam

Hew Orleans

1941

Jewish Burial Society of Congre
gations Agudath Achia
Aashe Sfard and Ghevra Tbilisi

Hew Orleans

Ho Dote

Cemetery Bikur Cholim (Visiting
the Sick)
Congregation B'Nai Sion Hadassah
Society
Congregation 3 fHal Sion Sisterhood
(Children of Zion)

Donaldsonville
Shreveport
Shreveport

APPENDIX B
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a g lo s s a r y or e i s u n m m ekutive to this thesis
B<nai Bri-fch •* Brothers of the Covenant.
Diaaixga - HBisperaiert#" hence those dispersed*
Seote laTaal - lead of Israel.
Israel ~ A t o n applied to the Jewish people,
mag** * in exposition ef the Etbrev Scriptures.
Bosh Haehono - Bev Tear.
Sfrassegue

A term for the Jewish church.

- Goal, purpose.
Talaed - The body of Jewish civil aad canonical law, consisting ef the
combined Miahnah, or text, and Genara, a commentary.
Yon U m a r - Day of Atonement.
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Benjamin Kaplan was b o m in the province of Minsk, Whit© Russia
on May 10, 1906.

In 1914. be migrated with his family to Bryan, Texas*

9a attended both grammar and high school in that ecwswiaity*

In 1924

ho entered fulane tfoiversity and received a Bachelor of Arts degree from
that institution in 1928*
from the samo institution*

2h 1929 ho received a Master of Arts degree
Ha spent the year 1929-1930 studying at the

Hew York School of Social Berk*
from 1930 until 1940 the writer was in the field of social work
in louistaaa*

In 1940 he began teaching sociology at Southwestern

Louisiana Institute, Lafayette, Louisiana*
Soring the war years the writer was Deputy Director of Personnel
Service in eharge of Training with the Southeastern Area of the American
Rational Red Gross*
Zn May of 1933 the writer married Yetlve Tatar*

He is now the

father of one child, Barbara Kathleen, four years of age*
At present he is a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy*
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